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DISTRIBUTION L I S T  
I. In t roduc t ion  
This  i s  a r e p o r t  on t h e  d a t a  a n a l y s i s  system used by Stanford  
Remote Sensing Laboratory t o  read  i n ,  modify, and reduce t h e  d a t a  ob- 
t a ined  from both the  NASA I R  a i rbo rne  spectrometer ,  and S tan fo rd ' s  SG-4 
f i e l d  spec t rometer .  I n  t h i s  w r i t e  up are s e c t i o n s  covering t h e  gene ra l  
overview of t h e  system, d a t a  flow and formats w i t h i n  t h e  system, program 
exp lana t ions ,  and s p e c i f i c  program-use i n s t r u c t i o n s .  The appendic ies  
con ta in  system flow diagrams, r e f e rences ,  program l i s t i n g s ,  and example 
program runs.  
The system described h e r e  is  n o t  completely cu r r en t  because 
S t a n f o r d ' s  new d i g i t a l  d a t a  system i s  n o t  f u l l y  a c t i v a t e d .  Accordingly, 
t h e  subrout ine  f o r  t h a t  format has n o t  been t e s t e d  and i n s e r t e d  i n t o  t h e  
app ropr i a t e  program. Also, t h e  NASA d a t a  format descr ibed  h e r e  i s  one 
used by NASA i n  1968, which i s  not  t h e  same a s  t h a t  f o r  1969. 
General ques t ions  may be  answered by c a r e f u l  reading of S tanford  
RSL Technical  Report 69-1 (Mission 7 8  - Ninety Day Report) which d e a l s  
i n  a d e t a i l e d  manner wi th  t h e  pre-1968 d a t a  format.  It is  s t rong ly  
advised.  Copies may be obta ined  from t h e  address  below. The r eade r  i s  
a l s o  d i r e c t e d  t o  Stanford RSL Technica l  Report 69-3 (The Stanford  
S p e c t r a l  Process ing  Package) a s  a pre-cursor  t o  t h i s  r e p o r t ,  
Any q u e s t i o n s  on t h i s  r e p o r t  shou ld  b e  addressed  t o :  
D r .  R. J. P ,  Lyon 
Department of Minera l  Engineer ing 
School of Ear th  Sc iences  
S t a n f o r d  U n i v e r s i t y  
S t a n f o r d ,  C a l i f o r n i a  94305 
11, Program Environment - The Stanford Computer Center 
A l l  t h e  d a t a  processing f o r  t h i s  p r o j e c t  i s  done on S tan fo rd ' s  
I B M  360/67. This  machine i s  t h e  c e n t e r  of S t an fo rd ' s  r a t h e r  f u l l  and 
complex computational system whose s p e c i a l  f e a t u r e s  a r e  used t o  speed 
t h e  d a t a  flow through our  system. The core  capac i ty  f o r  t he  machrne is 
l a r g e ,  around 350K by te s ,  enabl ing  t h e  use  of l a r g e  programs t o  s a c r i -  
f i c e  s i z e  f o r  speed and f l e x i b i l i t y .  The secondary s to rage  system i s  
a l s o  l a r g e  and r e l a t i v e l y  cheap. There a r e  1 2  pub l i c ly  a v a i l a b l e  IBM 
2314 d i s k  volumes, each hold ing  1,000 K b y t e s ,  a s  w e l l  a s  one 2314 u n i t  
reserved f o r  in te rchangeable  p r i v a t e  d i s k  packs. This  l a r g e  s t o r a g e  
capac i ty  enables  t h e  d a t a  format t o  be  designed wi th  f l e x i b i l i t y  i n  
mind, r a t h e r  than  s i z e  ( r e s u l t i n g  i n  an even tua l  space-saving by avoiding 
dup l i ca t f  on of d a t a ) .  
Stanford a l s o  has a  well-developed time s h a r i n g  system which i s  
ins t rumenta l  i n  t h e  d a t a  management of our  system, The t e x t  e d i t o r ,  
WYLBUR, i s  used t o  i npu t  and modify programs, d e l e t e  o r  modify d a t a  
f i l e s ,  and i n p u t  jobs i n t o  t h e  time s h a r e  s t ream. 
1 x 1 ,  Data Flow 
The normal d a t a  f low through our  sys tem s t a r t s  w i t h  s p e c t r a l  
i n f o r m a t i o n  o b t a i n e d  from e i t h e r  NAsA's a i r b o r n e  s p e c t r o m e t e r ,  o r  o u r  
own SG-4 truck-mounted s p e c t r o m e t e r .  I n  e i t h e r  c a s e ,  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  
In r roduced  i n t o  t h e  sys tem v i a  magneefc t ape .  
The d a t a  i s  e i t h e r  t r a n s f e r r e d  d i r e c t l y  t o  d i s k  f o r  l a t e r  pro- 
c e s s i n g ,  o r  i t  i s  pre-processed on i t s  way t o  d i s k ,  Th is  p re -process ing  
i s  done by t h e  program TASK and normal ly  c o n s i s t s  of t h e  smoothing,  
r a t i o i n g  t o  a s t a n d a r d  blackbody spectrum,  and n o r m a l i z a t i o n  of each  
incoming d a t a  spectrum (more d e t a i l e d  i n f o r m a t i o n  on t h e s e  p re -process ing  
s t e p s  can be  found i n  t h e  s e c t i o n  on TASK). TASK w i l l  a l s o  produce p l o t s  
of i n d i v i d u a l  o r  of group average  s p e c t r a ,  and perform conversion-to- 
d e g r e e s  on t h e  r a d i o m e t e r i c  t empera tu re  d a t a  accompanying each spectrum,  
TASK produces  d a t a  f i l e s  of s t a n d a r d  format  ( b u t  pe rhaps  from 
d i f f e r e n t  p re -process ing  s t e p s )  from e i t h e r  NASA's o r  o u r  own t a p e s .  
*These  f i l e s  can  t h e n  be  conca tona ted  a s  needed ( v i a  I B M ' s  j o b  c o n t r o l  
language JCL) f o r  u s e  by t h e  nex t  s t a g e  of process ing--decis ion making, 
The programs of t h i s  s t a g e  a c t u a l l y  d e c i d e  ( o r  a t t e m p t  t o  d e c i d e )  which 
s p e c t r a  correspond t o  which rock  type .  
S e v e r a l  d e c i s i o n  making programs have been t r i e d ,  a l though  on ly  
two have been s u c c e s s f u l  enough t o  w a r r a n t  o u r  u s i n g  them f o r  any 
l e n g t h  of t ime. These two, our  own NEAREST NEIGHBOR and UCLA's BMDO?M, 
a r e  b o t h  s i m i l a r  s t a t i s t i c a l  a n a l y s i s  programs, Both programs r e q u i r e  
s p e c t r a  whose rock  t y p e  a r e  known--training s p e c t r a .  I n  t h e s e  programs, 
all s p e c t r a ,  b o t h  unknown and t r a i n i n g ,  a r e  p r o j e c t e d  i n t o  n-dimensional 
s p a c e  (n  b e i n g  t h e  number of d i f f e r e n t  wavelengths  sampled) .  NEAREST 
NEIGHBOR t h e n  d e c i d e s  what each unknown s p e c t r a  i s  on t h e  b a s i s  of what 
a r e  a pre-determined number o f  i t s  n e a r e s t  t r a i n i n g  s p e c t r a  ne ighbors ,  
BMD07M, on t h e  o t h e r  hand, makes i t s  d e c i s i o n  on t h e  b a s i s  of which d e t a i l  
on b o t h  of t h e s e  programs can be found i n  t h e i r  r e s p e c t i v e  s e c t i o n s  of 
t h i s  r e p o r t . )  The d a t a  f low t h e n  s t o p s  w i t h  p r i n t e d  r e s u l t s  of t h e s e  
programs, 

I V .  Data Format 
As t h e  sys tem s t a n d s  now, d a t a  i s  handled by t h e  sys tem i n  o n l y  
3 d i f f e r e n t  fo rmats :  NASA, TRUCK, and s t a n d a r d .  The system can h a n d l e  
a s  i n p u t  d a t a  any of t h e  t h r e e  forms, b u t  o u t p u t s  d a t a  (from t h e  pre-  
pzocess ing  s t e p )  i n  s t a n d a r d  format o n l y ,  I n  a l l  d e s c r i p t i o n  s f  t h e  d a t a  
format ,  s t a n d a r d  IBM 360 terminology ( 8  b i t s = l  b y t e ,  4 by tes -1  word) i s  
used u n l e s s  o t h e r w i s e  s t a t e d .  I n  a l l  t h r e e  f o r m a t s ,  each l o g f c a l  (and 
I n  t h i s  c a s e ,  p h y s i c a l )  r e c o r d  c o n t a i n s  s p e c t r a l  d a t a  from on ly  one 
sweep of t h e  s p e c t r o m e t e r .  
A ,  NASA Format 
With d i g i t a l  d a t a  i n  t h e  ~ A ~ A I S t a n f o r d  fo rmat ,  each d a t a s e t  h a s  
on ly  one f i l e ,  w i t h  v a r i a b l e  l e n g t h  t y p e  r e c o r d s  ( t h e  a c t u a l  l e n g t h  
of each  r e c o r d  i s  t h e  same t h r o u g h o u t ) .  Th i s  means t h a t  t h e  f i r s t  two 
weeds of each r e c o r d  c o n t a i n  in for ina t ion  d e s c r i b i n g  t h e  l e n g t h  of t h e  
r e c o r d ,  and i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d e s c r i p t i o n  of NASA format ,  t h e s e  w i l l  b e  
ignored  ( s i n c e  they  a r e  t r a n s p a r e n t  t o  t h e  FORTRAN programmer), 
The f i r s t  12 b y t e s  of each r e c o r d  c o n t a i n  a  header  which fden- 
t i f i e s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s p e c t r a l  d a t a  as t o  day,  miss ion ,  t ime,  l i n e ,  e t c ,  
The f i r s t  8  b y t e s  a r e  e i g h t  d i f f e r e n t  l o g i c a l  b i n a r y  i n t e g e r s  which 
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- s i t e  
- ( t h i s  one i s b lank)  
- e r r o r  (ze ro  i f  no e r r o r  i n  
c r e a t i n g  d a t a )  
-ramp ( l = h i g h  ramp, 2=low ramp) 
The n e x t  word i s  a twos-complement i n t e g e r  t h a t  c o n t a i n s  t h e  t lme of  day 
i n  m i l l i s e c o n d s  from 00:00:00 (MIDNIGHT). Following t h i s  a r e  90 h a l f -  
word two" complement i n t e g e r s ,  which a r e  t h e  sample v a l u e s  of t h e  
i n f r a r e d  spectrum a t  90 d i f f e r e n t  f r e q u e n c i e s  ( c o u n t e r - p o i n t s ) .  F i n a l l y  
come 54 halfword two 's  complement i n t e g e r s  c o n t a i n i n g  1 8  groups  of 3 
d a t a  v a l u e s  p e r t a i n i n g  t o  t h e  1 8  rad iomete r  t empera tu re  samples t a k e n  
d u r i n g  t h e  spectrum sweep. 
B ,  Truck Format 
D i g i t a l  d a t a  i n  TRUCK format  i s  recorded ,  one f i e l d  t o  a  d a t a s e t  
(on t a p e  o n l y ) ,  i n  undef ined l e n g t h  t y p e  r e c o r d s .  Th i s  means t h a t  t h e r e  
are no r e c o r d  i n f o r m a t i o n  words a s  i n  v a r i a b l e  l e n g t h  format  t y p e ,  and 
p h y s i c a l  and l o g i c a l  r e c o r d s  a r e  i d e n t i c a l .  S i n c e  t h i s  format  i s  used 
on ly  on 7 t r a c k  t a p e ,  a l l  b y t e s  r e f e r r e d  r o  i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  a r e  6 b n t  
by Ces, 
The f i r s t  1 2  b y t e s ,  a g a i n ,  c o n t a i n  a  h e a d e r ,  The f i r s t  halfw~rd 
concaans 3 BCD d i g i t s ,  an  unsigned i n t e g e r ,  g i v i n g  r h e  day s f  t h e  year,  
The n e x t  word c o n s i s t s  of 6  BCD d i g i ~ s  g i v i n g  t h e  t ime i n  HH:MM:SS: 
fo rmat .  The n e x t  3  ha l fwords  a r e  l i k e  t h e  f i r s t ,  unsigned i n t e g e r  i n  
3 BCD d i g i t s ,  b u t  g i v i n g  t h e  s i t e ,  sample,  and spectrum count  numbers 
r e s p e c t i v e l y .  Following t h e s e  come a halfword whose 1 2  b i t s  a r e  a 1 1  
ones ,  used f o r  s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n  p u r p o s e s - t o  check f o r  (and e n a b l e  one t o  
c o r r e c t )  e r r o r s  made i n  w r i t i n g  t h e  r e c o r d .  Next come 192 ha l fwords ,  
each  halfword c o n t a i n i n g  a  1 0  b i t  two 's  complement i n t e g e r ,  and two syn- 
c h r o n i z a t i o n  b i t s ,  They are o r d e r e d  a s  fo l lows :  
Tape Channel F i r s t  Recorded Byte Second Byte 
1 2**0 2**5 
2  2**l 2**6 
4 2**2 2**7 
8 2**3 2**8 
A 2**4 s i g n  b i t  
B sync  b i t - o n  sync b i t - o f f  
These 192 ha l fwords  c o n t a i n ,  a l t e r n a t i n g l y ,  t h e  s p e c t r a l  samples a v e r  
96 d i f f e r e n t  f r e q u e n c i e s  and t h e  96 rad iomete r  samples t a k e n  d u r i n g  t h e  
spec t rum sweep, A t  t h e  end,  t h e r e  a r e  6  hal fwords ,  each a 1 0  b i t  i n t e g e r  
d e s c r i b e d  above,  g i v i n g  t h e  v a l u e s  of 6 d i f f e r e n t  g e n e r a l  i n p u t  m u l t i -  
p l ex  channe l s  f o r  t h a t  spectrum sweep, These c o n t a i n  ground meteorolog- 
i c a l  in fo rmat ion .  
C ,  S tandard  Format 
The s t a n d a r d  format  i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h e  NASA format  i n  t h a t  t h e r e  
i s  on ly  one f i e l d  p e r  d a t a s e t ,  and t h e  r e c o r d s ,  on t a p e  o r  d i s k ,  a r e  
a g a i n  i n  v a r i a l b e  l e n g t h  t y p e .  The f i r s t  1 6  b y t e s  c o n t a i n  header  f n f o r -  
rnataon which v a r i e s  i n  eomposi t ipn i n  accordance w i t h  t h e  o r i g i n  of t h e  
specsrum, I f  t h e  spectrum was made on t h e  NASA a i r b o r n e  spec t romecer ,  t h e  
f i r s t  1 2  b y t e s  a r e  i d e n t i c a l  i n  fo rmat  t o  t h e  f i r s t  1 2  b y t e s  o f  t h e  
N A S A  F O R M A T .  I f  t h e  spectrum o r i g i n a t e d  from t h e  S G - 4 ,  t h e  f i r s t  8 
b 3 t e s  a r e  4 h a l f w ~ r d s  two's-complement i n t e g e r s  c o n t a i n i n g  day, s i t e ,  
sample,  and spec t rum count  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  The n e x t  4 b y t e s  a r e  an  i n t e g e r  
word c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  t ime i n  m i l l i s e c o n d s  of t h e  spectrum.  I n  any c a s e ,  
b y t e s  13-16 of t h e  header  c o n t a i n  two halfword i n t e g e r s  s p e c i f y i n g  
spectrum-process ing h i s t o r y  and spectrum o r i g i n ,  
T h e i r  c a n t e n t s  are: 
Spectrum P r o c e s s i n g  
H i s t o r y  
b i  t meaning 
I - temp conv 
2 - smoothing 
3 - r a t i  o i n g  
4 - normal iz ing  
5 - banding 
Spectrum Or ig in  
Fol lowing t h e  head.er come between 1 t o  96 r e a l  words (These a r e  
normal ized hex idec imal  f l o a t i n g  p o i n t  a s  d e f i n e d  f o r  t h e  IBM 360) ;  t h e s e  
a r e  t h e  s p e c t r a l  sample p o i n t s .  A f t e r  them come 1 t o  102 halfword 
i n t e g e r s  which are t h e  rad iomete r  v a l u e s .  I f  t h e  spectrum o r i g i n a t e d  
w i t h  t h e  SG-4, t h e  l a s t  6  hal fwords  are t h e  m u l t i p l e x  d a t a .  
V ,  Program Descr ip t ions  
A. Task 
Task i s  a mult ipurpose pre-processing program which r e a d i e s  t h e  
raw d a t a  f o r  t h e  dec i s ion  making programs. This  program, which accep t s  
i n p u t  from e i t h e r  NASA o r  TRUCK format ,  performs, i n d i v i d u a l l y  o r  i n  any 
combination s p e c i f i e d ;  c l i p p i n g ,  normal iza t ion ,  smoothing, r a t i o i n g ,  
banding, radiometer  d a t a  conversion on each i n d i v i d u a l  s p e c t r a ,  a s  w e l l  
as p l o t t i n g  averaged groups of s p e c t r a .  Organ iza t iona l ly ,  t h e  program 
i s  d iv ided  i n t o  groups of taskg c a l l e d  cyc l e s .  Each spectrum i n p u t t e d  
goes through a cyc l e  of t a s k s  (normalizing,  smoothing, e t e , )  be fo re  
f i n a l l y  being ou tpu t t ed .  More t h a t  one cyc l e  may be  batched toge the r  i n  
one run, The fo l lowing  a r e  gene ra l  d e s c r i p t i o n s  of t h e  ope ra t i on  of each 
t a s k ,  For a c t u a l  i n p u t  parameters ,  s e e  t h e  l i s t i n g  of TASK i n  t h e  pre- 
gram L i  s t i n g s .  
Normalization 
I n  t h e  normal iza t ion  t a sk ,  t he  spectrum mean i s  s e t  t o  ze ro ,  and 
i t s  s tandard  d e v i a t i o n  t o  one, This can be  expressed mathematically by 
t h e  formula: 
y ( i ) = ( x ( i ) - x b a r ) / s d  
where y ( i )  i s  t h e  new va lue  of t h e  spectrum a t  frequency i, x ( i )  is  t h e  
o ld  va lue ,  xbar  t h e  mean of x ( i ) ,  and s d  t h e  s tandard  dev ia t i on .  
Cl ipping 
The c l i p p i n g  t a s k  de l e t ed  sample p o i n t s  from t h e  beginning and 
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end of each spectrum;  a l l  f o l l o w i n g  t a s k s  a r e  performed on on ly  t h e  
remaining sample p o i n t s .  T h i s  i s  o c c a s i o n a l l y  u s e f u l  t o  d e l e t e  un- 
wanted p o r t i o n s  of each s p e c t r a l  sample (such as a  w a t e r  vapor  absorp- 
t i o n  band) from a f f e c t i n g  f u r t h e r  computat ions .  I n  a l l  NASA d a t a ,  t h e  
f i r s t  p o i n t  of every  spectrum is  dropped ( s e e  90-day R e p o r t ) .  
Smoothing 
The smoothing t a s k  u s e s  a  c u r v e - f i t t i n g  t e c h n i q u e  t o  reduce t h e  
n o i s e  on t h e  spectrum,  The v a l u e  of a g iven  s p e c t r a l  p o i n t  i s  changed 
t o  f i t  i n t o  an  Nth d e g r e e  c u r v e  composed of i t s e l f  and t h e  I t h  p o i n t s  
on e i t h e r  s i d e  of i t .  Both N and I can b e  s p e c i f i e d ,  b u t  t h e  normal 
v a l u e s  used are a  q u a r t i c  c u r v e  u s i n g  4 p o i n t s  on e i t h e r  s i d e ,  A 
more d e t a i l e d  w r i t e  up on t h i s  smoothing p r o c e s s  can b e  found i n  
Appendix A. 
R a t i o i n g  
The r a t i o i n g  t a s k  c o n s i s t s  of two p a r t s ,  a  p re -cyc le  p a r t ,  and 
t h e  normal c y c l e  t a s k .  The t a s k  r a t i o s  t h e  i n p u t  spectrum s e l e c t e d  a s  
a  "blackbody". Th is  p r o c e s s  d i m i n i s h e s  spectrum d i s t o r t i o n  due t o  
a tmospher ic  a b s o r b t i o n .  The p re -cyc le  p a r t  of t h i s  t a s k  f i n d s  t h e  
blackbody s p e c t r a  and averages  them i n t o  one spectrum,  c l i p p i n g  and 
smoothing i f  n e c e s s a r y .  Th is  i s  done b e f o r e  t h e  c y c l e  i s  s t a r t e d .  
I n p u t  
The i n p u t  t a s k  r e a d s  i n  s p e c t r a  i n  one of f o u r  d i f f e r e n t  fo rmats  
(STANDARD, NASA, TRUCK, and CARD), and changes i t  t o  a  s t a n d a r d  i n -  
t e r n a l  format  f o r  p r o c e s s i n g  by t h e  o t h e r  t a s k  s t e p s .  
o u t p u t  
The o u t p u t  t a s k  writes t h e  p rocessed  spectrum on t h e  d e v i c e  
s p e c i f i e d  i n  t h e  J C L  i n  STANDARD format .  
P l o t  
Th is  t a s k  g i v e s  a  l i n e  p r i n t e r  p l o t  of e i t h e r  e v e r y  spectrum,  o r  
t h e  average  of t h e s e  s p e c t r a ,  i n s i d e  a g i v e n  t i m e  p e r i o d .  The Y s c a l e  
may b e  s p e c i f i e d ,  o r  t h e  t a s k  can be  l e f t  t o  s e e k  i t s  own. 
Banding 
The banding t a s k  performs one of two o p e r a t i o n s  of a spectrum.  
I n  i t s  f i r s t  mode, i t  averages  a  group of s p e c t r a l  p o i n t s  i n t o  one p o i n t .  
I n  i t s  second mode, i t  averages  every  n  p o i n t s  t o g e t h e r ,  r e s u l t i n g  i n  
a  spectrum whose l e n g t h  i s  d i v i d e d  by n.  I n  b o t h  c a s e s ,  t h e  g l o b a l  spec- 
t r a l  p o i n t s  parameter  i s  r e s e t  t o  t h e  p roper  v a l u e .  
The second mode of t h i s  t a s k  is  u s e f u l  i n  reduc ing  t h e  amount of 
i n f o r m a t i o n  g iven  t o  t h e  decision-making programs, w h i l e  e l i m i n a t i n g  
on ly  a  minimum of spectrum c h a r a c t e r i s t i c .  Th i s  e n a b l e s  t h e s e  l a t t e r  
programs t o  o p e r a t e  more q u i c k l y ,  
Temperarure Conversion 
This  t a s k  c o n v e r t s  t h e  1 8  rad iomete r  v a l u e s  appended t o  t h e  NASA 
form of t h e  spectrum t o  degrees  c e n t i g r a d e ,  A s  r e c e i v e d  from NASA, t h e s e  
rad iomete r  v a l u e s  a r e  i n  m i l l i v o l t s ;  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a formula  (T. B a r n e t t )  
which r e l a t e s  t h e  v a l u e  i n  m i l l i v o l t s  t o  d e g r e e s ,  i t  i s :  
e 
B = ./-Ah f i l t e r  PHI(X) B(X, T) dX 
where PHI i s  a f i l t e r  f u n c t i o n  g i v e n  by t h e  manufac tu re r s  of t h e  r a d i o -  
meter ,  and lambda i s  wavelength .  I n  t h e  program, r a d i a n c e  i s  c o n v e r t e d  
t o  t e m p e r a t u r e  (and v i c e  v e r s a )  by a t a b l e  look-up r o u t i n e ,  
Before  t h e  c y c l e  s t a r t s ,  t h i s  t a s k  e i t h e r  h a s  t o  b e  g i v e n  t h e  
c o n v e r s i o n  f a c t o r ,  R ,  o r  computes i t .  To compute R, t h e  program f i n d s  
an  average  v o l t a g e  V over  a t ime  p e r i o d  whose t empera tu re  is known 
( w h i l e  v iewing  a  c a l i b r a t i n g  e x t e r n a l  ba lckbody) ,  and s u b s t i t u t e s  i n t o  
t h e  above formula  f o r  R.  Then, i n  t h e  c y c l e  t h i s  t a s k  t a k e s  each  r a d i o -  
mete r  v o l t a g e ,  s u b s t i t u t e s  i t  i n t o  t h e  fo rmula ,  and f i n d s  B t a r g ,  which 
i s  t h e n  changed i n t o  degrees  v i a  t h e  t a b l e  look-up. The t empera tu re  
i n  d e g r e e s  x  1 0  i s  t h e n  p u t  back i n t o  t h e  rad iomete r  p a r t  of t h e  spec t rum.  
The r e l e v e n t  f i l t e r  f a c t o r s  and t a b l e  g e n e r a t i o n  programs f o r  t h i s  t a s k  
c a n  b e  found i n  Appendix B.  
Temperature  C u t t i n g  
T h i s  t a s k  examines t h e  r a d i o m e t r i c  p a r t  of t h e  spectrum,  and 
d e l e t e s  t h e  spectrum from t h e  p r o c e s s  s t r e a m  i f  any one of i t s  temp- 
e r a t u r e  sample p o i n t s  i s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  a  s p e c i f i e d  range  from t h e  temper- 
a t u r e  mean of t h a t  spectrum.  The " d i s t a n c e "  can b e  g i v e n  e i t h e r  
a b s o l u t e l y ,  o r  i n  terms of t h e  s t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n  of t empera tu re  p o i n t s  
f o r  t h a t  spectrum.  NOTE: The t empera tu re  convers ion  t a s k  must have  
been  a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  spectrum b e f o r e  t h i s  t a s k  i s  used.  I n  o t h e r  words ,  
t h e  t empera tu re  v a l u e s  must b e  i n  d e g r e e s  c e n t i g r a d e .  
B .  NEAREST NEIGHBOR 
The NEAREST NEIGHBOR program i s  one of t h e  two programs used 
f o r  i d e n t i f y i n g  rock t y p e s  i n  a  s e t  of "unknown" s p e c t r a ,  To do t h i s ,  
i t  f i r s t  r e a d s  i n  s e v e r a l  groups  of known, o r  t r a i n i n g  s p e c t r a ,  and 
does  c r o s s - c o r r e l a t i o n  on them, computing group a v e r a g e s ,  and s e l e c t i n g  
t h e  I t h  most u s e f u l  p o i n t s  i n  t h e  spectrum (where I i s  s p e c i f i e d  ex- 
t e r n a l l y ) ,  and t h e  we igh t ing  f a c t o r s  f o r  t h e s e  p o i n t s .  The t r a i n i n g  
s p e c t r a  a r e  t h e n  f i l t e r e d  by t h e s e  we igh t ing  f a c t o r s ,  and in te r -g roup  
d i s t a n c e s  a r e  computed. A f t e r  t h i s ,  t h e  program r e a d s  i n  t h e  unknown 
s p e c t r a ,  one a t  a  t ime,  we igh t s  t h e  spectrum,  and u s i n g  t h e  I most 
impor tan t  p o i n t s ,  f i n d s  t h e  d i s t a n c e  between t h e  unknown spectrum and 
a l l  t h e  t r a i n i n g  s p e c t r a  i n  I t h  dimensional  space .  Then NEAREST 
NEIGHBOR p r i n t s  o u t  t h e  N n e a r e s t  ne ighbors  and t h e  t r a i n i n g  group 
name of t h e  m a j o r i t y  of t h e s e  ne ighbors .  F i n a l l y ,  t h e  program punches 
a summary c a r d  f o r  each spectrum.  
The c o n t r o l  c a r d s  necessa ry  t o  u s e  t h i s  program can be  found 
i n  t h e  comment s e c t i o n  of t h e  NEAREST NEIGHBOR l i s t i n g .  For a  more 
d e t a i l e d  e x p l a n a t i o n  of t h e  t h e o r y  behind t h e  program, r e f e r  t o  
S t a n f o r d  RSL T e c h n i c a l  Report  68-3. 
C. BMD07M 
The BMD07M program is a Stepwise Discriminant Analysis program, 
one of a series of bio-medical statistical analysis programs written 
by the University of California, Los Angeles, Health Sciences Computing 
Facility. For all information about this program, refer to Appendix C. 
V I .  Program L i s t i n g s  
A . )  TASK Program 
See Computer Pr in t -Out  Text V I - 1  t o  V I - 1 5 .  
B , )  NEAREST NEIGHBOR Spectrum Matching Program 
See Computer Pr in t -Out  Text V I - 1 6  t o  V I - 1 9 .  
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S P F C T P V U  T n  ZFRfl, A N D  I T S  S T L N D A o D  D E V I A T I C N  T f  CNE. T H I S  I S  OONF 
P Y  S L P T Q P C T I k G  T b E  V E A h  F R C V  E b C H  C b T d  P O I N T  AND T P E N  O l V I O I N G  R Y  
T H E  5 T A ~ I D E R D  D E V l  b T T C N .  
P C N C  -- 7 T A R C Z  
I R A N D  h P h T  
I " T I M  
1 F V b L  
2 nh lCE 1 0 < 1 C >  
7 R F P T  
C  
C P I R L M E T E R S :  P R I K T  T A S K  I O E ~ I T I F I E R  D P T I D h t  C h P T S  4NO R P T S > r  B A N D I N G  
C T Y D E ,  L E F T  E C G E  OF 8 b N C  b R E 4  I l F  R 4 ' I D I N G  D O T I O N  I S  D N C F l  r lR h P T S  
C O I V I S C P  ( I F  B A N D I N G  C P T l C h l  I S  R E P T I *  < R I G W T  EDGE O F  PbI4DII. IG A s E d >  
T H I S  T b S K ,  I h  T H E  ' O N C E '  @ W E  T A K E S  T H E  P n l N T S  R E T H E E N  T H O S E  
C S P E C I F I E D  B Y  T H E  L E F T  A N D  R I G H T  Q Z N D I N G  EOGES. AND A V F R h G E S  T H E W  
r INTO PPJF POINT ( W W T S  1 s  C H ~ N G E D  ACC~RDINGLYI .  IN THF 'REPT I  
C VCOF,  T H E  B U P B F R  OF S P E C T R b L  P C I V S  I S  D l V l O E O  R Y  T H E  N P T S  D I V I S O R  
r R Y  E V F Q Y  GRPUP n F  N POINTS I N T ~  ENE POINT, HHERE N I S  THE NPTS 
O I V I S C R .  b'l4PTS 1 5  A L S T  C H A N G E D  b C C D Q D I N G L Y .  
. . 
r 2 W X E C  CCHN S E C L  OIZK L O  00 a 0  coooc 99 9 9  9 9 9 9 9  <so 54> 
r 2 U N q X  b P  h S C L  T A P E  
r 7 ~ V F R  r b ~ n  
- - 
? d  DIJN T I W E  F C I " " E  T h o C t  U S E D  O'4I.Y I F  I N P U T  FOR11AT I S  ' C A P O '  
................................ 
r 
P A Q A U E T C R C :  F P l h l T  T A S K  I C E ' I T I F I E Q  C P T I O Y I < ' J P T S  A N D  P P T S > v  
C C N V E P S I P U  F A C T q Q  DnCTO B A S E  S P G A Y I Z A T I C U ,  VAVP,  C A T &  SET 
T H Q P N I l L n G I C A L  P 0 C 4 4 1 Z A T ! P * l r  IP ID IJT  F I Q C I A T I  L O G I C A L  h l l V R E 0 ,  
C A T &  8 A S E  T I N E  L I " I T S ,  < T V P T S  A ' l o  T Q o T S ,  I F  C I F F E R E N T  F R " n  V P T S  
b h l D  RPTS,, < R l l h  T l Y F  F r D u A T  CAWC, '.EEDED I f  I h P l l T  F n P l t b T  I S  
C S ~ C > ,  QII!! TIVF I\ITEPI:~~. P L V K  s n n *  T F P P E S ~ T U E E ,  
C A 1 . 1 0 R A T I C L 1  I h T F Q * l A L  4 L A C K  RrDV T E V P E Q A T U 9 F  f r l P  I F  C C G V E R S I O L I  
F I .?TnP D A T A  P A S E  n 9 G d ' l l Z I T I ' I ~ '  I 5  ~ V E O I  T H F Q  C T L I V E Q S I C L  F ~ C T O Q I I  
EXTEQ' .AL  ? L A C K  S T U V  T F V o F R 3 T I I R F  F P R  C A L I C 9 A ' l O N .  
C i !EFflWE T b F  C Y C L E  STAPT:, T H I Z  T h C K  F l V D S  4 C O N V E R S I G N  F A C T C R ,  
C E l T H C Q  F P ? U  T H F  C r 4 T Q n l  CAQD f  AV 'D I  '10 B Y  C O M ~ I I T I I I C  I T  G I Y F I I  
4 r h L I S R t . T l t ! G  5 C T  r F  T P E C T Q A  I F  I h l C W N  T E V P F R C T I J R E  f F X T F R l < , > L  
r. P l . h C K  R l C Y  T F u P E " 4 T I I U E  -,IFD T H E  T l U E  Z D C C I F I E D I .  D I IOIP IG C Y C L E  
t 91JN E A C H  O A 0 1 0 V F T F P  V.5LLF I C  CC"1 ' lEqTEO F R C W l L L I V r L T S  T O  
r C E G D F F 9  T E ~ I T I G D L ~ E .  I l l T C P V A L  R L A C K P Q O Y  T E M F F R A T l l R E  hrUST B E  
TI:OPLIFD FCQ n r T I i  r , % (  I P ~ A T I ' I ~ .  A'IC Q~IPI.LINC. 
1  T C U T  h P \ T  COO 5 4 )  
P T I 3 *  
I F V C L  
.......... ? "'CUT POCV 
2 C'JT h R S L  
T V I Z  T ' S K  D t " l \ ' + C  l l i i C C F  T F L ' * 1 Q ! T I I @ C  V b 9 1 E ' I C F  I S  TCT G P E A T  F"TV 
F~JDTIIFT LI "PIITAT I - r  . C r y  5 u r C T n  1" + l l T P  A QACIO ' *ETDI (  v h i u F  
T r 6 T  F X C r i l l S  d  r l u r '  I F V F I  I f I T ' I C ~  I Y  P C W E 1 . T  S T A ' i r A ' t C  
F V  r T ' 3 r r l r 1 1  - 5  r l '  T W ~ T  C P ~ C T O U C  - -PPFV--  rw 
IE A \  A r s r l t r r  V A L 1 1  - - \ i l S L - - 1  1 7  E I T H F Q  rill I C I J T I  F Q r w  T r E  
, 401 T F T I ~ T ~ J  ( v r i ~ ,  -i ' * ~ ~ F L v  w T f n  ( h j r I I T 1 .  
1 PLOT hPET <90 5 4 >  
1 P T I "  
I PVAL 
2 F E C ~ J  10  oo c o  n o w ?  s q  s q s i q c  ......... 
2 AVFP 
PARAVETEQZ: PL I ' I T  TItCK 1 O f ~ ' T I F I F Q  PPT ION,<NPTS  Ah11 Q P T O I P L n T T I I I T ,  
TYPF.  n l JTP l i T  I L P G l C A l .  T !uF  L I " I T . < ~ A X  SCALE V A L l l E r  M1C' SCALE VILI IF-> 
T P I S  T t I K  PLTTS  F ITHFO A 5 F F I E S  n F  I ' I O I V I O l l A L  SPFCTQA I E A C H I  CQ THE 
AV tPAGF CF 4 S n l l l l o  l A V E p 1 .  THC Y SCPLE CAY QE SLT  R Y  MAX Phi0 YTEI 
5CALC P \Q IE3ETFQS+  TVE 6VFChT.f F l l hCT1Ch  OF T H I S  TbSK  CPh nNLY  PF 
C$LLCO r \ r F ,  CLL ClJCThFG CALLS T O  I T  APE IGPL'IRFO. 
r ? TI!TPIIT ~ D E  T ( 9 0  5 4 )  
1 P T I "  
1  PVCI 
? D I S K 1 0  
C ? CAP11 
r 7 b  P l lV  T l V F  FTQVAT  CdOC, USFO 0i.ILY I F  IUTP IJT  Ff!QWAT 1 5  'CARD'  
T H I S  TbSK U R l T E S  THC PRFCESSFD DATA 011 THE APPROPRIATE OFV ICE .  
I REWIND 
2 4 10 11 12 13 
PARbPETERS: NUMBER OF LOGICALS  T q  REHINO, LOGICALS  
T H I S  TASK R t k l N O S  A L L  CdLLEC F r R  L C G I C A L  AT THE BEGTNh I I IG  OF EACV 
CYCLE RIJhl III WHICH I T  hAS CAL IED .  
F l h l 5 V  -- 1 C b Q f  
1 F I N I S H  <tIRIJV> 
1 ARNE 
PARbnETERS: COWPILE ONLY INRUNI .  F X l T  U I T M  ABNORMAL RUN FND INRUNI 
T H I S  CPT ICN h Q 1 T F S  Oh A C I h U S  LOGICAL  bS I T S  F I Y A L  STEP. 
T H I S  TASK SEPERbTFS fb IE CYCLE FROH ANOTHEQ, AND STARTS EXECUTION 
CF THF CCMPILED CYCLF. 
4 * t a * 4 + * 4 f l * f f t $ t t t b 4 * t  DECLARATIONS AND I V I T I A L I Z A T I O N S  *f**l****t 
.TRUF. I F  0 4 T 1 0  I N  CYCLE 
.TPIIE. I F  TEMPERATURE CPNVERSION I N  CYCLE 
.TUUF. I F  AVFRbGE PLCT I N  CYCLE 
.TRUE. I F  ARNCRNAL END REQUIRF9  
.ToUE. I F  DEBUG DIAGNOSTICS REQUIRED 
.TRUE. IF TQIJCK T A P E  T n  R E  READ 
tRQOR RETUPN OF SLBROUTINE RFED (TRUCK 
TAPE READ1 
R L A C K  n r n Y  S P E C T R A L  P C I ~ T S  
SDECTRI I I ~  UADIOMETP I C  P n l N T S  
RPTS FnQ TEWPERATURE CONV OAT8 PUSF SPECTRA 
NPTS  F l l 9  TEUPFPATURE CCNV D d T d  RASE SPECTRA 
hUWQEU CF SPECTRbL CATA P O I N T S  
9CAO PUFFER FCR INPUT  FCPPAT = ' T I P E *  
U I JC r I lVFQTFO IElPUT FROM S I IRRCUT lhF  REED 
PAO l t lWETRIC  OAT4 PAPT Q F  SoECTRVV 
T I T L F  PAPT "F SPECTRIJC 
IINCPLIVEPTFD I t IPUT  FQOW SUBRPIJTTEIF R E F 0  
SEQ lF ' 5  TF ARRbYS TO PASS I N F @  FRCM C n Y P l L E  
SECTIPPI Tr l  EXFCUTE SECT IO I I  
nrTTn 
T!"F PAFT n F  QTLT  
T!UC DAPT ?F U L  
TARIE  I ICFI I  !\I TFWP C r h V  
SDCCTUil" 
1 L 4 C y  R T O V  SoECTRU* 
* 0 . 1 2 2 4 6 2 E - O 2 , 0 .  1 2 3 3 1 3 F - C Z /  
Q F A L  C C 1 7 0 1 / O . 1 7 4 1 h 7 F - ~ ? t 0 . 1 2 5 0 ? 5 F - 0 2 ~ 0 . 1 Z 5 8 R h E - 0 2 ~ O . 1 2 6 7 4 9 C - 0 2 ~  
*0.177hl7i-O?~C.l2~487F-0?10.1'~36lF-02t0~1302~0F-02~0.1~1118E-O2~ 
*O.132001E-02~C.l32S87E-O2~0.13377~F-0216lOF-C2~C.135566E-02t 
~0.L?6466F-02 ,0 .1773hHE-02~1.13R?74E-0220 .139103E-02~C.140095E-02~ 
* 0 . 1 4 1 0 1 C F - 0 2 1 0 .  1 4 1 9 2 9 F - 0 2 t O .  1 4 2 R 5 C F - 0 2 t  L 4 3 7 7 5 E - C Z  t C . 1 4 4 7 0 4 5 - 0 2 ,  
*0.145h35E-021~.146569E-O2~0.l47507E-02~@.14R448E-C2~0.149392F-02~ 
*0.150339F-02,C.15l20~F-C7tO.152243F-02~C,15319~E-02~0.154159E-02~ 
% 0 . 1 5 5 1 7 2 E - 0 2 , @ . 1 5 6 0 8 8 E - 0 2 ~ 0 . 1 5 7 0 5 0 C - 0 2 ~ C . 1 5 ~ 0 3 0 F - C 2 ~ C . 1 5 9 O 0 6 E - 0 ? ~  
*0.159905E-O2~@.lbC967F-07~0.lh195ZE-O2t0.162940F-02r0.163931E-02~ 
*O. 1 0 4 9 2 6 F - O Z 1 O .  1C5924F-02~O.lh6~24E-02tO 1 6 7 9 2 R E - 0 2  t 0 . 1 6 0 9 3 5 F - 0 2 t  
*0 .169946F-02,0 .170959F-02~0.171975~-02~C.172995E-02~C.174017F-02~ 
*O. 175043E-O2,0 .116072F-0Z~0.177104E-0210.170139F-02~0.179171E-02~ 
P 0 . 1 0 0 2 1 R F - 0 2 1 0 .  1012t3F-02~0.18231CF-02~C~ 18336lE-02~C.184414E-02, 
* 0 . 1 8 5 4 7 1 E - 0 2 1 0 .  l~6531E-02r0.187594E-02t0. 188660E-0210. I89729E-@2~ 
* 0 . 1 9 0 R O l E - 0 2 /  
R E h L I R  V I S V , ~  
E C U I V A L E N C E  I b d ~ l l ~ R A D T B f 1 1 l ~ l C C f 1 ) ~ R P D T R f 7 2 l l  
E Q U I V A L E N C E  f T I Y , Q T L T f 5 1 1  r f t l T I S l r M Z f 5 1  I 
COMYCt! /DARN/  I r l ! T R L , R T L T l H S P C T r R A D ~ ~ E X ~ S T b T U S 1 E C B W 7 C S W W ~ S E N S F  
C  ..................................................................... 
C 1 PROGRAM S T A R T  t 
C **$***t$**t********f*$t*$***$**************************$************$ 
C 
C t $ l l $ l d t t . 4 d * l ~ * d t t t + t i L I t  C O C P l L A T I f l N  S E C T I O N  1*4** f * * *14t4+*** * * * * *  
C  
c 
t C Y C L E  C C 3 P I L F T l C b l  PARAYETER 1 ' I I T l A l . l Z A T l O N  
c 
1 0  f T S K = O  





O T u P = . F A L S E .  
T V P = . F A L S E .  
NEND=O 
I S I I P = o  
PBNO=O 
N1FYT.O 
h ' l L r G = O  
N I S T P = O  
N I S F Q = O  
r b*t+litft*attitl C Y L L E  C r r P I L A T I O t I  START i ) ~ ~ * ~ 8 t ~ * ~ * ~ * * * ~ * d * * * * * * *  
2 0  R E b C 1 5 . 1 0 0 1  , E h f l = V 3 9 l  T A $ K t P A R b M , F Q R O Y P r  A I B P t N P T S 5 D P T S  
l C O 1  F O P N A T f P 4 , 6 X ~ 3 ( ~ 4 ~ 1 X ~ r 2 1 3 )  
2 1  I F I T A S K . E Q . S T b ~ T 1  G r  T O  1 0 0  
1 F f T A S K . E C . R F k l h D )  CO T r  1 0 9  
r 
'3 I I ICREWENT TASK COIINTER A'1O G F T  C L n A A L  N P T S  4ND R P T c  CHPhGE ( I F  ANY1 
r 
I T S K = I T S K + l  
I F f I T S K . G T . Z F I  G n  T P  1 0 0 1 7  
I F f N P T $ . N E . C I  VWPT5=NPTS 
I F I Q P T $ . N F . C I  YRPTS=R"T 
N F T Z E O I  l T S K I = " U P T S  
1 F f T b S K . F Q . T E V P l  60 T r  1 1 0  
I F I T b S K . F P . ~ I J T P O T I  GO T n  1 0 1  
I F I T A C U . F Q . l ~ ' D 1 I T I  GT T o  1 0 2  
1 F f T b S K . E B . P L T I T )  GC TP 1 0 3  
I F f T A S K . E C . S U r * l T H I  C C  TT 1 0 4  
1 F I T b S K . E C . N F R N I  GC TC 1 0 5  
I F l T A S K . E f l . C L  I P I  60 T P  LO6 
I F l T A S K . E C . ? A h O l  Cn T C  TOR 
I F I T A Z K . E Q . T C U T I  G T  T r  3 4 1  
! F f T L S K . E O . P L T T )  G'l TP 7 9 C  
I F  f T A 5 K . E C . F I Y I T I - I  6C 7' l n 7  
6 0  TO I O O C i J  
r 
I 0 C  O E L C I 5 , 1 1 C 7 l  T L T  
1 3 0 7  F l o Y A T l  2 O L 4 1  
U P I T F f 6 . 1 1 0 0 1  P l ~ l V . E ~ @ P ~ . ' P , : I n ' ! , . I O T 5 , R O l Z , T L T  
1 1 0 0  F O O M A T I  ' l S P F C T R I I ' C  P P F O A L A T l r * i  C V C L F  S T A Q T .  P A F A L E T F F S  ADE: * ,  ? ( A & ,  
~ t x 1 . 1 4 , '  = V D T S . ' . ~ ~ , ~  = Q ~ T S . ' I ~  * , 7 0 4 6 1  
T " v = l  
C S E T  D I A G h n 5 T f C  PCZZ>';F CIJ ' 'D ILh:< f : - Q  " 4 1 r l  A'il: $ u h o l l ! T l h ' F  PEFO 
1 0 1  " E h l : f S , I S C ? I  1"TYOF.K 
IR'IZ F i 1 ~ ' ~ T f  (4,1X,  1 2 1  
U P l T t f h . l l O 4 I  I l ~ , K , P A P f i V , I I T Y P E l V , r M h P T S , Y 9 P T S  
LICI+ ~ ' l n u A ~ ( / q  0 , T ~ , * T E C K K , I ? , *  -- rllJTPIJT1 ,T30,A4,1X,A4, 1 3 , 1 4 g t  = NPTS. 
1 ' , 1 4 , '  = P P T S . ' I  
R I I  r r , = t , ' l l n ~ t i  
LnC5CQf  N I L n G I = K  
' I Q ~ T 5 = L I P P T S + 1  
I (FT ( t . ) f \RPTSI= "RDTT  
RPTStCI IE ' I1PTSI=t 'Q0TS 
I F I I C T Y P F . N F . O I 5 Y I  Cf l  T n  1 1 1  
TSKSFCf I T S K I - 1  
b4 I FMT=k  IFCT  I 1  
RFAO(5 ,13031  ( F C T I N I F Y T , K I , K = 1 , 2 0 )  
h R I T F f 6 . 1 1 0 3 l  ( F V T ( h I F ! I T , K l  ,K=1120 )  
J=8  
N IFHT=N IF ! lT+  1  
READ(5 .13031  l F P T l N I F V T , K l , K = 1 , 2 O l  
H R I T E l 6 . 1 1 0 3 l  IFWT lhTFHT1K11K=1 ,201  
FORPAT( ' t T I O ~  'FORMAT: ' t 7 0 A 4 1  
h l S E P = N I S E Q + l  
SEQSEQ(NISEQl= l  
1FISEP.EQ.NSCLI SEQSFG(N ISEQl=2  
IFIISEQ.EC.NSOLl.ANC.IJ.LE.5Il REWIYO K  
I F 1  1PREAD.EQ.OI GO TO 1 4 2  
N IPRD=NIPRDtZ  
PREbDfVIPRDl=LOGSEClNILCGl 
P R E b D f h l I P R O t l l = I P R E A D  
TSKSEQ1 I T S K I = J  
IF(RAVP.NE.UP1 GO TT 1 9 1  
JJ=O 
1 0 6  R E A C l S , 1 0 0 7 1  J,Y 
IF fP!OT<.FQ.OI  ' l hPTS=vhPTS-J -K  
' i P I T E ( h r  l l 0 9  1  I T S K . P A P A ~ ~ . I ~ K I ~ * ~ I P T S  
L r 0 7  F " P Y A T ( Z I 3 I  
L l o l  F n P N P T ( / '  a , T 5 r + T A S K ~ , 1 ? r +  -- C C L P ' r 1 3 0 . h 4 1 1 4 . 8  = L F F T  C L I P  
; I A h 0  K A"F SPCCTRAL CCUhTTF" p r l h T  I T I I N C 5  k h l C H  b i l FN 'T  PFFECTEC PY 
c PQFVI'IU? a A ~ l D l l l S .  LLIIP fihlP RFtlO T q V T A f U  ACTl lAL SPFCT AQQAY S!JRSCRIPT 
t W t f S V  ARE AFFFCTEU. lS1JP I S  T k E  C r a Q E C T l C k  FACTnR. 
r 
1 0 8  NEPlfl=NEhlO+L 
R E A r ( 5 ,  1 1 6 6 1  I I TYPE IJ IK  
I 1 6 6  F n R W A T ( A 4 ~ 1 X , Z I ? I  
I F 1  1flTYPE.NE.ONTFI GO TT  1 4 5 3  
W Q I T E ( h r 1 4 4 1 1  I T < K q P A Q A P r 1 n l Y P E ~ J ~ K t W N P T 5  
1 4 4 1  F F Q w A T l / *  * ,T5 , ' TASK ' . I 3 , '  -- 8ANC' ,T3O1A4/ '  ' ,T101A4,14, '  = L E F T  
IBCUND I N C L U S I V E  ' r I 3 , '  = R I G H T  RflUhO I N C L U S I V E  ' 1 1 3 t '  = NPTS.') 
PhPTS=WhPTS-KtJ 
TSKSECI  1 T S K l = 6  
LELIf'(EIF*+Ol=J-ISUP 
9 E h O l N E I I O l = K - I S l I q  
I SUR=I SUR+K-J 
GO TI7 90 
1 4 5 3  IF l 1CTYPE.NE .PEPT I  GO TC 1 0 0 0 7  
W P I T E l 6 r 1 4 5 7 1  I T S K 9 P b P 4 V . I O T Y P E ~ J ~ M N n T 5  
1 4 5 7  F O R V P T ( / *  ' , T 5 , * T b S K * , l 3 , '  -- R1ND1,T30,A4/ '  '1T10,A41141'  = D I V l S  
1 0 9  ' ,13. '  = NPTS. ' )  
K=NOClMFIPTS.Jl 
PNPTS=WhPTS/J 
IF IK .NE .01  CNPTS=YNPTS+l  
T C I I R = O  
. , <- .. . "  
IF (NPTS .FO.C I  TNPTS=LItIPT5 
W Q I T E l 6 . 1 3 5 2 l  l T 5 K 9 P A Q A Y ~ T M T Y P E 1 T P R b M P ~ T S E Q t T I T Y P E ~ T l L ~ G ~  l S T * I E T 9  
ATNPTS,TRPTS ,TRREF 1 T I R E F . T R 4  
1 3 5 2  F P Q u A T l / '  ' , T511TASK '113 , '  -- TEMP CONV'rT30~51b4~1Xlr12~1Xt2(213~ 
h I h l , 1 4 . '  = TYPTS. ' . I4 , '  = TRPTS. ' / '  ' ~ T 1 0 ~ F 1 0 . 3 ~ '  = RUN REF TEMP ' 
R,FIO.3. '  = I Y I T  RFF TEMP 0s R 4 O I A h C E  FbCTCR ' r F 1 0 . 3 r 1  = E X 1  Pf! TEW 
3 4 1  P F A C ( 5 , i h l O l  PAVD,ICTVPFIDECCt:T 
l 6 l C  F Q P ~ A T I ~ I A ~ I ~ X I ~ F ~ O . ~ ~  
h Q l T E ( h t l h 1 3 1  I T S K l l l h n f i ' l , D A P P , I C T Y P E ~ P F P C h T  
1 6 1 3  F C P U A T l / +  I ,T5, ' T A S K ' , I Z ,  -- TE'4P C U T ' ~ T 3 0 ~ 3 l A 4 t l X l ~ F I O . 3 ~  
* '  = PFOCEMT,) 
T5KSEO( ITSK  1-16 
WUPTS=NPDTS+l  
R P T S E Q I N U P T S l = W P T S  
VIPCT=hl  I P r T i 1  
IF ( ICTYPF .ME.PnEV I  GC TT  1 6 1 1  
TCTPCT( N I P C T l = P E U T N T  
GP TC 1 6 1 2  
1 6 l l  I F ( I C T Y P F . N E . b R S L I  GC TC 1 0 0 1 3  
T C T P C T f Y  IPCTl=-PERCt!T 
1 6 1 2  h ! l C l I T - r ' l T I I T + I  
1FIRbYP.NE.hCUTI  6 P  T r  1 6 1 4  
r l i T 5 F O ( h ' l C l I T  l = O  
c r  TF 40 
1 6 1 4  IF labMP. ' !F .CUTl  GC T p  l C O l 6  
CLJTSEOlk1 ' I I T I= l  




1:' 5 0 5 0  1 = 1 , 1  
I D ~ T I  II=IETIII 
5CSC l F Z T I I I = I ~ T ( I l  
P x " ' l \ = "  
I ' X " A X = " R  
L'L  f ' G = K  
T 5 L Z C C I  I T S K I = ?  
.'l."T=. TPIIF. 
cn T r  on 
C  
1 0 9  R E A O l 5 , 1 1 6 7 1  J I I I L O G I I l . I = l r . J l  
1 1 6 7  F O P M b T ( l l I 3 1  
W R I T E l h , l 1 6 R l  l I L C G l l l . ! = l ~ J l  
1 1 6 8  F O R M I T I I '  ' I T ~ ~ ' T A S K  -- PELI I ' I I I ' I '  ' I T ~ O I ' L O G I C A L S  ORE: ' ~ 1 0 1 3 )  
on i 1 6 v  I=I,J 
J K = I L T P I ( I )  
1 1 6 9  Q E b I N O  JK 
GO T? 2 0  
r 
C  F I N I S H  C O ~ P I L A T I C b !  OF TASK k T T H  P Q I N T  P A R A P E T E R  A N A L Y S I S  
r 
5  r * t t t f 9 9 * 4 4 * f * t t t b  E N D  C C M P I L A T I C N  S E C T I O N  t * t ? ? t ? * f * t t t ? * * l * * * * l < i O ~ 1  
r 
,- 
C PRE q E b C  ! \PUT O b T A  SET 
C 
C  PPEE! T b P E I h  I F  T9UCK T A P E  I S  T O  R E  READ 
C G F T  FVER bGF S L b C K  P n O Y  
C  
1 3 5  I F 1  .P!rlT.QbTI G 1  TC 1 2 2  
RPCC\T=O 
DC 2 0 C  I = l , e t i P T S  
2 0 0  " s P C T f I l = C . o  
r 
C  A h O L Y Z E  HU I h O U T  T Y P F  
C 
I F I ~ I T Y P E . ~ I E . I ? I Z K I  CO TO 2 0 1  
.1=1 
GO T n  ? C 2  
2 0 1  I F l P I T Y P E . N F . T L P E 1  GO T C  2 0 3  
K = B N P T S + h  
J = 2  
GP TC 2 0 2  
2 0 7  I F l 9 I T Y P E . h l E . C A Q D l  GI; T T  LOCO2 
J - 3  
C  
C  GCT C L I P P E D  P h P T S  I J J l ,  bur!  I * I b L Y Z E  B B  T Y P E  
c 
2 0 2  J K - B N P T 5 - U B L C P  
JJ=JK-fl?RCP 
8 p S C = l  
I F I 8 8 T Y P E . Y L . " X E ? I  C' T C  7 0 4  
IFIBZFO,E'E.SFI?L I R R S O = 7  
GC T C  7 0 5  
2 0 4  I F ( P R T Y P E . 9 E . U " I V X I  CT TC ? 0 t  
P Z M i - 2 1 4 7 S H 3 6 4 7  
D C u = 2 1 4 1 4 R l t 4 7  
!;" T" 205  
Z C h  I F I S P T V P E . V E . E \ ~ E ~ l  C" T "  2 7 7  
R S q = - 2 1 4 7 4 1 1 ' 6 4 7  
P F U = 2 1 4 7 4 9  3 6 4 7  
crl T r  205  
2 7 7  IFIRBTY~E.VF.CL?I r,c T C  l o n e 3  
CP T r  2 7 H  
C 
. A h b L Y ? F  PR " I U D  
2 1 0  7EAOfR ILCG,EYO=2211  PTLT,I5PErTfII,I=1.ChPTSI 
I F fT IU .LT .DSM1 6 1  TI? 2 1 0  
I F f T l ~ . G T . R E Y I  GC TC f 2 1 7 , 7 1 0 1 1 0 4 S Q  
r , ~  T n  2 1 3  
2 1 1  R E ~ C I R I I ~ G . R I F M T I E N O = ? ~ ~ ~  RTLT. ISDECTI  I 111- I ISNPTSI  
I F f T f ~ . L T . B S P l  6C TC 2 1 1  
IF fTT* .GT .REWl  GC TC f 2 1 7 , 2 1 1 1 ~ R B S Q  
Dl? 2 2 0  I = L , J J  
RBSPCTI  I ~ = O S P C T l l l + e i ! S P C T I  Il 
GO TO 7 0 0  
On 2 2 2  I = l , J J  
OPSPCTf I l = S F E C T l l l t ~ r ! S P C T l I ~  
GO T n  2 c r l  
C 
5  I F  ECF I S  H I T l  CET LAST 3e T I M E  
C 
2 2 3  CALL  XL4TE I T I 4 , I S T l  
W R I T E f 6 r 2 0 0 0 1  I S T  
2 0 0 0  F O R V A T f I '  END OF BLPCKRODY DATASET, LAST  T I V E  -- ' , 213 ,161  
2 1 7  I F 1  l J .NE .31  .bNO.f ~ R T V P E . E Q . M X E D ~ ~  REWIt40 E I L O G  
1FIRRCflkT.EC.C) GT TC 1 0 0 0 5  
PNPTS=JJ 
C  
c G E T  A V E R A G F  r F  Re S O E C T R A  
C  
OC 2 2 4  I = l , a h P T S  
2 2 4  HSSPCT( I l = B 1 S P C T l I I  /4@CCVT 
BPQCP=BNPTS+BBLCP 
BBLCP=BBLC'J+L 
2 7 8  U R I T F f 6 ~ 2 2 ~ 3 1  R h P T S r R B L C P , B R R C P , ~ e C n Y T  
2 2 2 3  F O R P A T I / '  BLACK 3CCY PAS ' *  13,' POINTS, BETkEFN COUNTER POINTS ' , I  
A3,* AN0 ' .13, '  INCLUSIVE .  4UMBCR OF 8 8  SPECTRA PRCCESSED I S  ' l  I 5 1  
GO TO 2 7 1  
C  
C I F  BBTYPE I S  ALREACY PVEPAGEO TRANSFER D IRECTLY TO BBSPCT 
r 
C  H R I T E  Re AVERAGE 
c 
.~=n - - 
IFlBRSMO.EQ.-91 J = 2  
R T L T l 7 1 = J  
IFIBOTYPE.NE.CAPD1 GO T p  225 
WRITEISOLOGIROFCTl  D T L T I I R R S P C T ~ I  I , I = l , B N P T S l  
GO TC 1 2 2  
2 2 5  IF lBOTYPF.NE.OISK1 GC T r  1 0 0 0 4  
WRITE IROLCGI  LTLT ,  f B R S P C T f I I ,  I =L ,BNPTS l  
L 
5 GET AVERAGE RADIAYCE REFERENCE VALUES 
RAf l  TARLE I N T E L P C L A T I C h  ROUTINE, KK CONTRCLS PE-ENTRY POINT  
T T  IFIPIJT PPRAV. RP OLTFUT PARAM 
C ANALYSE SPECTRd 
c 
I 3 7 8  I F f Q T L T l R l . E C . Z l  GO T c  1 0 0 1 2  
I F ( P T L T l 4 l . E Q . l P 4 C P l  GC T r  1 3 7 1  
TTCOEIT=TTCONT+l 





1 3 8 4  F O Q Y b T f / '  EkO PF R*C REF CATbSET,  L I S T  T IME  -- ' 1 2 1 3 . 1 6 1  
1 3 7 7  I F (  I J . ~ l E . 3 1  .ANU.fT%TYFF.EC.VXEDl I REHINO T I L C G  
1FlTTCONT.EQ.OI  GC TU 1 0 0 1 0  
F 
l = ~ N R A ~ t S V - V * V l l f h R I O * N ~ A O - N R 4 0 )  
RQ=V/NR 4 0  
R = S B E T t R l  
9PQ~=f~Q/1000.-.970I/leIPEF-RrOl 
W 9 1 T E I 6 ~ 1 3 8 5 l  QPRM,TTCONTINPADIQR.P,TIREFITRR 
1 3 R 5  F C Q V A T f I 1  REFERFNCF R L C I L N C E  I< * r F 1 5 . 7 9 5 X t 1 6 9 '  SPECTRA WERE READ' 
b . 171 '  RADIOVETEQ VALUES HERE U S E C ' I '  NEPN = ' r F 1 5 . 7 1 '  STD. CEV. = 
R' ,F15.7/ '  I Y T F P ~ l A L  REF  TEMP = ',F4.1,' RLACK BODY TEPP = ',F4.1) 
1 3 6  W R I T F l 6 , 1 6 0 0 l  
r 
C *Lt4t$ll+4ttlel$t8ttlsid RUN SECTIOW *4t**t*ttt4***4f*t*** 
r 
C 
r I ' I I T I A L I Z E  RlJN T I l 'E  PbQAHETERt  
r: 
r IMPUT,  TOPE N 4  k O O q A T  
I F I I . S T . 2 I  C.1 Tn POC 
ITII.T?.KU) G C  T "  n c n  
IIQ 8 0 3  l = l , 4  
RTI T ( I I = " I I  II 
D T 1  Tl7l?O 
CO TO 1 2 9  
H W I T E l 6 ~ 5 2 5 L l  LOT, 
F P P M A T I '  *** INPIJT EP90P  CEI L C G l C b L  ' . 1 7 ~ ' .  
READ lLOG,EUD=9999 l  I Y Z I  II , I = I . K l  
C  
C  INPUT. TAPE TRUCK FCRPdT 
C  
5 7  E T = C E T I N I T I  
ST=MSTlN!TI  
N I T = r r ' I T t l  
LOG-LOGSEQINILOGI 
N ILOG=NILOG+ l  
t lPTS=NPTSEQl ITSK l  
HPTS=RPTSEQINRPTSI 
NRPTS=NRPTS+l  
J=SEQSEGl h I S E C l  
N I S E Q = N I S E Q t l  
4 5 4  K = l  
CALL  REED1699991  
LRCRD=LRCRO+l 
GO TO I 4 5 l 1 4 5 ? ,  4521452,4531453r 453 .4531  tSTATU5  
1F IT IM .LT .ST I  GC TO 4 5 0  
IF(T!M.GT.ETI GO TO 1 1 1 1 4 5 0 1 t J  
R T I T ( 7 l = c l  
, - . , . .. 
4 5 2  H R I T E l h 1 4 6 0 1  STATUSrFCHB,CSHW9SENSE 
4 6 0  FORMATI / '  ***ERROR I N  P E 4 0 I N G  TRUCK TAPE, STATUS= ' t I 2 , ' E C S U =  ', 
A Z R , '  C S H I F I R S T  H A L F ) =  ' t Z R 1 '  SEYSE BYTES= ' ~ 2 4 1  
GO T n  I 4 5 l r 4 5 4 l , K  
5 4  RPTS=RPTSEQ(f+PCTSI 
NPTS=NPTSE?I I T S < )  
l I P P T S = N ? P T S t l  
L f lG=LOGSEO(N1LSCI 
v 1 L p c = w l L n c + l  
CC 5 0 0  1=1,20 
500 P F ~ T ~ I I = F ! J T I V I F ~ T I I I  
N l F " T = N I F M T + l  
4 0 1 T F I L r 6 , P F W l )  Q T L T , I S T , I $ P F C T ( I I  
I'll FTC=17PFCC+I  
f'lTVT= IQS FCC 
6': 1" q 7  

I F f K K . F I . J Y 1  C: T n  P I E  
K K = J K  
G" T P  R L I  
8 1 2  J K = - f K K - J t l l / 2 t Y K  
K i K K - I  
IF(KK.FO.JKI ~n TO e l 5  
K Y = J l (  
GI> ~ r -  
8 1 1  PAlllNl=ffTI~Fi-I.l/2.1*1O~ 
T,C r r  B L O  
8 1 5  I F f . J . E ~ . l 4 2 . C P . C . F ' l . 0 )  GI1 T r  8 2 0  
I K = K K I I  
I F f R ~ . L T . T l R F F 1  J K = K K - I  
TRFI=RAOT+ll J K I  
T f ~ r F = f R Q - T I G F r l / b l S 1 T 9 q - T I D C r l  
T i P E F = T i Q F F + K K  
RAnlhI=ffTIFFF-l.l/2.)*10. 
G I  T p  R 1 0  
8 2 0  C P I T F f h ~ 8 2 1 1  h,!ST,V,oG 
8 7 1  F O R Y b T f / '  a** P b ' l f n C F T F U  V A L l J F  ' , I ? , '  I h  S P E C T Q l l M ' , 2 1 3 f 1 b r  
* '  I S  " I I T S I U E  R A E l A ~ l C E  T A P L F  I l l ( l T S .  ( 0 - 7 0  D t G .  CENT.)  ' /  
t +  PAOlO!4FTEQ V A L l l L  = 1 , F 6 . O t 1  R l D I A N C E  V A L U E  = ' t E l 3 . 6 )  
R ~ O l l ~ I l = Y .  
P Q Z O . 1  .. - 
C q N T  I N I I E  
I F I R n c Q . F I F . O l  GO TO 8 2 5  
J = F T L T f  7 1  
I F ( Y 0 C f  J 3 2 l . G E . 1 1  GC TO 
P T I  T I 7 1 = . 1 + 1  
6 5  R P T S = P P T S E O l N R P T S  1  
N R P T S = N P P T S + l  
T IREF=O.O 
TRPEF=O.O 
DO 9 6 0  I = l r R P T 5  
T P R = F P O l  I )  
T I P F F = T I Q E F + T B B  
9 6 0  T R R F i = T R R E F t T R R * T S f !  
T C P F F = ~ R P T S * T R Q E F - T I R E F * T I W E F ) / ~ R P T S * R P T S - R P T S I  
T l C E F = T I P E F / R P T S  
T U R F  F = S O W ( T R ~ E F I  
T B B = T C T P C T l h l P C T )  
f l l P C T = N I P C T + l  
L E T T E P - T T T T  
I f f  1 8 8 )  9 7 0 t 5 7 1 r 9 7 1  
9 7 1  J = T I R F F - T R R E F * T R S  
K = T I R E F + T R R E F * T E B  
9 6 3  DO 9 6 1  I = l 9 R P T S  
JK=RAOI  I 1  
IFIJK.LT.JI GC T n  9 6 2  
9 6 1  IF( JK.GT.K) GO T n  9 6 2  
GO T O  9 1  
9 6 2  J J = P R N T C P f N P r P )  
I F f J J . Y F . 0 1  H R 1 T E 1 b r 9 6 h l  I S T T I I J K , K I J  
9 6 6  F r R v L T f I *  I , 2 1 3 , l h . '  P A C  V A L U E  YO. ' ~ 1 3 , '  I Z 1 , 1 4 , '  VAX = ' , 1 4 ,  
a'  Y I N  = ' , I 4 1  
L = C I l T S E a f Y  I C U T I  
I I C U T = N I C U T + l  
I F f L l  9 1 , 9 1 9 9 6 4  
9 6 4  I F f J J . ' l E . O l  W P I T E l 6 r 9 6 9 1  
9 6 9  F O R f J A T f '  SPECTRUU C L T ' I  
GO T O  1 2 7  
9 7 0  J = T I R E F + T B B  
K=TRRFF-TSR 
GO T O  9 6 2  
r 
- . -  . 
C A L L  P L C T T I N P T S E ~ ( l T S K I 1 S P E C T t Z E P O ~ 1 2 ~ I S T t I 5 T ~ T L T ~ X P 1 ~ l k B N O ) t  
* X ~ A X I I I B N O l  l L O G S E N N I L C G l  I 
URb'C=N'INO+l 
h f L r C = Y l t C G + L  
GI1 TO 1 2 8  
r 
C R r U T l N F  T r l  T Q b h S L A T E  T I M E  AFTER EACH I Y P U T  TASK 
r 
C K r L T l N F  V Q  P R l h T  SFECTPUI' A F T F "  E A C l l  TASK,  I F  P C C l l l Q C n  
r 
9911 I F (  I T S K S F C I  ITSKI.LF.5l.fi~C.f.l.CC.ZIl REWIND L q G  
1 1  1F iNSPDrC .NE .C I  GC TP 1 7 2  
W R l T F I 6 ~ 7 7 h l  LPCPO 
7 7 6  T I R V A T f I l F Y I C  CF TASK CYCLE, hiC SDECTRA h1THII.I T I N E  I I M I T S  
E '  I l h T t S t T ' I '  1IUURlR I f  r F C q c D 5  QEh0 = ' ~ 1 7 1  
J.0 
GP TS 1 0  
1 1 2  IF( . N ~ T . P L ~ T I  c:? r r l  1 7 1  
c 
C  P L P T  AVEFAGF 
h R I T E  I PL@G119031  TLT l  NSPCT 
1 9 0 3  F n R P A T i  * l ' r 2 0 b 4 / / '  'NUVaFR OF SPECTRA I S ' t l l O / / '  ' ,4Xt1COUNTER' ,  
1 1 7 X l ' A V E ' ~ 1 3 X ~ ' S T 0  D E V ' , ~ X I ' R E L ~ T I V E  ERRCR ' I  
C'1 3 0 0 2  I= l ,E IPTPLT  
t i R I T E f P L C G ~ f 9 0 8 1  1 1  N E 4 N l l l r S O i  I l , R E ( 1 1  
1 9 0 8  FORHAT I  ' ' 11 ,2F?0 .41F20 .81  
TMFdN=MFANI I 1  +TMFAN 
C PLC'T WEAN AND 5 0  
c 
I2=PLfIG 
CALL  PLCTT ihPTPLTtMEAt l rSD ,NSPCT1  I P S T I I P E T , T L T ~ P X H I N I P X H A X ~ I ~ ~  
IOOJO W P l T E f h ~ 1 2 0 0 l  TASK 
I 2 0 0  F O P U A T I / / :  +++ TASK FRRCR -- TASK OPERATOR I S  ' 1 1 4 1 '  CYCLE DFLETED 
1 ' 1  
GC rr 130 
l O C O l  W Q I T E f 6 , 1 2 0 0 l  I r T Y P E  
I 2 0 1  F O P 4 A T f / / '  +*a  I n T Y P E  E P R l R  -- I O T Y P E  I S  ' 1 A 4 r '  CYCLE O F L E T E D ' I  
GO TO 1 3 0  
LOCO2 k R I T F f 6 , 1 2 0 2 l  R I T Y P E  
1 2 0 2  F O P l l 4 T f I I '  **+ R I T Y P E  ERPnR -- R I T Y P F  I S  ' 1 6 4 1 '  CYCLE I )ELFTEO ' l  
GP T r  130 
100C '  k W l T E l 6 t l Z O 3 1  RPTYPE 
12 r j 3  F n P M A T I / / +  a++ RSTYPE ERROR -- DRTYPE I S  ' 9 A 4 1 '  CYCLE DELETED ' )  
r 
t SEARCH FOP STAQT OF hFXT  CYCLE 
1 3 0  R E A D i 5 , 1 0 0 l ~ E h n = 9 3 9 l  T A S K . P A R A 4 , E R P O M P . b I B M t N P T S 5 R P T S  
IF ITEISK. . t~E.STbRTl  GC TS 1 3 0  
J.1 
GC TO 1 0  
1 1 0 0 0  U R l T E I b , 1 2 0 4 1  STATUS 
1 2 0 4  F O R t J b T i / / l  *** FRPOP, TPUCK TAPE ObTA SET IJNARLE TO EF OPEYEDt CYC 
I C L F  DFLETED. STOTUS I S  ' 1 1 5 1  
G n  TO 1 1 6  
LOCO4 W R I T E l h ~ L 7 O S I  BCTYPE 
1 2 0 5  F n Q M h T I I I '  *** ROTYPF F P Q t Q  -- %QTYPE 1 5  ' ~ $ 4 , '  CYCLE DELETED ' )  
GC TT  1 3 0  
LPCCS h R l T F l b ~ l 2 O t l  
1 2 0 6  F I l 9 U A T f I I '  * *+  F P F I " ,  THEOF HFCF hn O L l r K R r C Y  5PFCTRP I N  THE  nATA 
bSFT  WHICH WERE I I 5 I l ' F  T I q E  I l V l T 5 ,  CYCLF 0 E L E T F n t l  
GD TP 1 3 0  
1 0 0 0 6  W ? l T E l 5 ~ 1 2 0 7 l  P h 9 6 u  
1 2 0 7  F O R l 4 b T l / / '  a * ?  EQQ(r0,  Dl ' lNT oA9bl*  F " O  TA5K WAS I N V A L I O .  P R I N T  Ph9A  
1I* I S  ' ,A4 , '  -- CYCLF OFLFTFO. ' )  
G W r  1 3 0  
1OCO7 WQl l C l h l 1 7 0 R 1  I C T Y P E  
L Z O R F f l O h l h T f l I '  *'it EQR?R, U l j L T l P L I C l T Y  P Z l A u E T F R  F l R  B b H r I I l G  I S  ' t A 4 , '  I. r Y r L c  C C L ~ T F R . '  I 
GO T r  1 3 0  
1 0 0 0 9  I ~ E I T E ( C , ~ Z C Y  I T','TYPC 
12OS F n U U O T i I I *  * * *  T"TYPT F c 9 r P 1  TNTYPE 1 5  ' ,A4, '  CYCLE D F L E T E D ' )  
P.3 Tq  1 3 0  
1OCI lq  ' J R l T E f b . l ? 1 C 1  T  ITYDE 
l 2 1 C  F l R f J A T i / I '  +**  T l T Y P F  F Q Q r Q ,  T I T Y P E  I S  ' ,A4, '  CYCLF n F L E T E D ' l  
GO T n  I 30 
1 4 1 1 2  F r U V A T I J I  
r,n TO 7 0  
1 0 0 1 7  W Q I T E I h , 1 7 1 3 )  
1213 T ~ Q P ! A T ( / / *  *"* F P R ~ R ,  TFIJCK T A P C  A S  I r l u u T  T ?  T E M P  Q F F F S F Y C C  PAIIIA 
r v r F  -- r Y r L F  DFLETEII'I 
GC T r  1 3 0  
LOCL? W R I T f l h , 1 2 1 4 1  I l :TY0F 
1214  F ~ u L ~ A T ( / / *  *lt ~ o F ' I Y ,  TUTYPF I S  I h V h L l D  I \  TASK TCIIT. TVTYPE I S  ' ,  
a & + , '  -- CYCLF D F L F T E I . ' l  
G I  TP 1 3 0  
1 0 0 1 4  u i Q I T E l 6 t l Z 1 5 I  
1 2 1 5  F O R V A T I / / ~  a** ERROR, AVERAGE PLOT TASK bLREADY C b l L E D  -- TASK I G N  
.rnnttr')  
G" T r  2 0  
LO015  W o l T € f 5 ~ L 2 1 6 1  l C T Y n F  
1 2 1 6  F r I F Y A T l / / '  d** P L n T  P I R A I I F T E P  ERPCR. I ' I TVFL  I 5  .$04,'. CYCLF C E L E i  
*GO. ' )  
G C  T n  1 3 0  
L n O L t  W R I T F l h ~ l 2 1 7 1  Obt.'P 
1 2 1 7  F I O V A T I I I '  d * *  CPPPQ, TCl!T PAPAUETEI l  1U  FRPCP. PAUC I q  ' r A 4 r ' .  CYC 
*LE  DELCTFD'  I 
GO TO 1 3 0  
L O C I 1  W 9 1 T E f 6 ~ l Z l f l l  
1 2 1 8  F O R N A T f / I '  4**ERRCP -- GRFATER THAN 2 0  TASKS I N  T H I S  CYCLE. CYCLE 
* DELETED. ' )  
GC TC 1 3 0  
EYD 
SUOPf l l lT INE F L ~ T T l h P T S , Y F 4 l l r S O , ~ l S P C T I I S T ~ I F T ~ T I T ~ U 1 N ~ H A X ~ L O G I  
r 
r 
C PLOT SUBRCUTINE 
C T H I S  SUBPOUT lhE  VUST PE SUPPL IED :  NlJMflEq OF P O I N T S  PER SPECTRUHI 
C NUMBER OF SPECTRUPr RFGINNThC AN0 END T IMES '  T I T L E I  bW0 
C VFCTORS CONTb I t I I * IC  THE MFAN AN0  STANOAR0 DEV FOR EACH P C I N T  




I N T E G F R I 2  NPTS INSPCT~LCG 
INTEGEP I S T 1 3 1 ,  I E T 1 3 ) l G R 4 P H ~ L 0 1 1 t P L ~ G  
INTEGER Y~D(26)/l.**4*,l*++*I,***.*l,*4****9******.***lt******~4 
,4*.**.l****'..****~.~~t***.I****~..**.4.**** .*****l.*.***'.**** 
- 7 ,  , .  . , - .  





X C l h = u T N  
IF lNSPCT .EC .1 )  GO T C  4 5  
U R I T E f P L O G 1 l O O O l  
1 0 1 0  FCWWbTf ' l i , 19X , *PLOT  P F  HEAhS AND STANDARD D E V I A T l n N  OF AVERAGES F 
i s n ~ r  TIMES* I 
H R I T E I " L O C I ~ O O L ~  I S T t l F T  
1 0 0 1  F P n U b T l '  ' ~ 2 5 X 1 ? 1 3 ~ 1 6 , '  T C ' 1 2 1 3 r 1 6 1  
h R I T F f P L n G r  1 0 0 2 1  TLT  
1007 r P a w b T t l  I ,  I ~ X , Z O ~ ~ I  
H Q I T E I ~ L O G ~ 1 0 0 3 l  NSPCT 
1 0 0 3  F n R M b T l  ' ', 1 9 x 1  'NL'48ER F F  SPECTRA I S '  PI 51 
GC TC 4 7  
4 6  kRTTF fPL "G t6OCO)  I S T  
6 0 0 0  F O P Y C T l ' l ' l  1 9 x 1  'PLOT OF T I M E  ' . 2 1 3 t I 6 / l  
HR1 TE [PLOG, 1 0 0 2  1 T L T  
C C IMPUTF  XMAXIXMIY~DFLTA  
C k 9 1 T E  GUAPH I h F T Q ~ A T I C N  
. .  . 
'IC ( 0 0 3  J = l  .I 
? C l ! P  SC:PH(J l=KXXX 
3 4 0 3  I C I  ISF.GF.I .:.II'I.I~~I.I.F. 1 0 1 1  C ~ A O I I I I ~ ~ I ~ = P I . ~ S  
IF( ISL.CF.I .AM!I.ISI .LC. t o l l  ~ * A ~ I I I I ~ L I = ~ I V ~ ~  
IF( ICM.GF.I.DNII.I~~.LF. I n 1 1  G o n n l t ( ! s r ) = s T ~ o  
r 
C Y P l T F  GRAPH I I':F 
W Q I T E I P I . ' I G I ~ ~ O ' ~ I  IVf I . '~ I l !  l , I t S P ! V ' i l I  
1 C U R F f l n P A T f '  ' I F I ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X . ~ O L A I ~ I ~ I  
3 0 0 7  C Q h T I N U E  
M ! + T T F l P L T G , 1 0 0 7 l  V9C 
H a l  TC ( ~ L C G t l O C b l  YCC9C 
939 QFTIJFLI 
7 9  d R I T E l ~ L f G ~ I O 1 5 I  lS l . , IC ' ,  I S +  
1 0 1 5  F 9 c ~ l Z T I I I '  *a* tC,?APH E2Pr l? ;  IS!., l S U t  
I I S L  = ' , 1 4 t 1  1 5 v  = ' , 1 4 , '  1 5 H  = ' , I 4 1  
C': T r  9 3 0  
E I I O  
SIJBR~IIT S T P C ~ ~  
RETIJR*' 
EhlD 
SUCRCI!T I N E  7 C E U  
RETUPN 
F Y F  
CUROOUTI* IE S S I ' ! U I T I I ~ l l ) C I T L  ~ h l ,  l E o  , Y u ? l  
SNOIITI<I' IG SURPCLTLNC h Q I  TTFE: p Y  J.R. W C R E  
N L l A T A = l h P U T  SPFCTPlJv 
Y C d T A = l U T P U T  SPFCTVL"  
N-hUWRCR r F  P C l Y T S  
IER=FQPPR "ES5DGC--0 I F  OK,  -1 I F  NOT 
t IYP=SLl l f lTHlh lG T Y P E  
R F A L  N l l A T A l  l 0 C t  ,MCATAf  l O 0 l , h p l 2 O l  
IFI~~.GT.IOO.~P.~~P+I T . - Z O . ~ @ . ~ I ~ P . C T ~ Z O I  so r n  snn 
hYD=hh'P 
1 F f h l o . L T . O I h h ~ : - \ V F  
I!XP=NYP 
I F l h W P . F Q . - 1 1  '!ZD=3 
"P=Yt IP- I  
V=?'-UY 
0P 2 0  I = l , Y  
61.  
6 2  
t 3 .  




t e .  
6 9 .  
70.  
71 .  
7 2 .  
73. 
7 4 .  
75. 
76.  
7 7 .  
78. 
7 9 .  
en.  
E l .  
8 2 .  
E3. 
8 4 .  
85 .  
€ 6 .  
8 7  
EB. 
€ 5 .  
$ 0 .  
5 1.  
9 L .  
53. 
5 4 .  
95. 
56. 
5 7 .  
5 8 .  
C 5 .  
C 
C h P l l T E ' 1  O Y  J .  R .  VI?CRE FCR R. L l C h  
C C t P / k T l ~ t N T  CF SFOPHYSICS 
C I l A h F C P r  L h l V E R S l T Y  
C CLCEMCEP l F t q  
[ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ e n ~  i TITLE CCLI 1 / 7 2  
C------------CbRti 1 t lPTS,  IPtIVOTllSPrlTRIINCCrTCl.I P I h  7 F l Q . l  FCRtJbT 
C hPTS=hUCBE9 CF  PC INTS  I N  SPECTRb bCT t lALLY  USED 
C IP=AUVBEH OF USEFUL P C I h T S  TO eE SEl.ECTFO 
C IVOT=hllWREP. OF  "VOTES" USED I N  D E C I S I O N  
C I S P = l  I F  ! I E I G h T I N C  FACTORS TO eE  READ IF1 
C lTR=NUMRER OF SPECTRA READ VCR EACH T R b I N I N G  
T I N E  5 P E C I F I E C  
INOC=L I F  h C  VARIbhCE  I S  TC BE COMPUTEC 
lCLIP=NUMBER OF P O I N T S  C L I P P E D  OFF  FRONT CF 
EPCH SPECTRUH 
N O T E : t l P T S + I C L I P  PUST NCT EXCEED hUWPER OF 
POIMTS I N  STOSED SPECTRA 
- - - - - - - - - - - - CAHOZ 2.112.hNN I C P T I O L A L I  SPACE VECTnRS U P  ANC GOWN 
I N  10F5 .0  FORMAT 
- - - - - - - - - - - -TRbThlhG CCNTQCL CARCS: 
COLS 1 1 5  "TRA IN"  
CCLS Q / 1 6  GROUP L b B E L  I F  NEH GROUP 
COLS 1 7 / 2 R  START T I P E  FCR T R b l h l N G  GROUP 
COLS 2 9 / 4 0  BLANK 
CCLS 4 1 / 4 3  "NEW" I F  T I M E  REPRESENTS START OF NEW 
T R A I N I N G  GROLPI BLANK I F  T IME  I S  bCOING TO 
CROUP LAST  REAC I N  
NOTE: EACH T R A l h l G  GPCUP PUST BE COMPLETELY S P E C I F I E D  
BEFORE A NEW ONE I S  STARTED. I F  A NEW GRCUP 
STARTS W1Tb b T I H E  Hi-TCb I S  PREVIOUS ON THE 
D I S K  TO THE LAST  T l P E  READ I h  THE PREVIOUS 
CROllPl THEN CCLUHNS 4 5 / 5 0  MUST B E  "REWINDm 
- - - - -- - - - - - TFST CASE CCNTRCL CARCS: 
COLS 1 1 4  "TEST" 
COLS 9 / 1 6  TEST GROUP L b B E L  I F  CES IRED 
C J L S  1 7 / 2 8  START T I M E  FOR TFST GROUP 
CCLS 2 9 / 4 P  ENC T I M E  FOR TEST CROUP 1 2 I 3 ~ I 6 l  
P.EMAINING COLUMNS I N S I G N I F I C A h T  
C ------------- STCP CbqG 
C TO TERVINATE  EXECUTICNt  USE  "STOP" I N  COLS 1 1 4  
C.............,....................... 
C-----------CbQC SECUEhCE I S :  
C T I T L F  CARD 
C COhTROL CONSTANTS CARD 
C I O P T I C N A L I  SPACE VECTORS CbRC 
C T P A I N I N G  CONTOL CARDS 
C TEST CCNTRCL CPRCS 
C STOP CARD 
~ * + * + ~ * + r r r ~ t t * s + e t + d $ * i t I * t d i ) * t i t * f 1 p ~ $ $ ~ ~ 4 * $ t * * * r i C ~ ( I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C G E N F R A L  P R O G R b M P I h G  H I N T S  
C H A X I ~ U V  NUNRER OF TRAINING SPECTRA GROUPS IS 10 
C P b X I  PUP hUP8ER OF I N C I V I C U P L S  PER T R A I N I N G  GROUP I S  20 
C MAXIMUL NUYRER OF  POINTS  I S  1 0 0  
C T b I S  PROGRbH H I L L  bANDLF ONLY DATA H l T H  T IME  CODED 
C I h F O P W A T I C h  A h 0  WHICH HAS P LCW-HIGH RAMP HbRKER 
C I N  THE  DATA I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  BLOCK. I T  OOES NOT REQUIRE  
C TVbT  T b E R E  eE b k  EVEN bLTERNAT ION OF  H I G H  AN0  LOW 
C RAMPS 
L++,++*+,++++++++* .+*++++++++++t+t+~++*+**++++*++++++++++++++++t t++t+++++ 
C 
c 
C Y C C I F I C C  S P R I L C  1 9 7 0  9Y M I K E  bEbTkNAN 
C FOR IJSE h I T H  6 9 / 7 C  VERSICL  CF O b T b  SYSTEP 
C 
C RCTF: F T 1 7 F n n l  I S  NCRqbLLY  CUPMIFC, UNLESS CARCS 




Q E A L * L  x ~ ~ n r l / i n o * n . /  , ~ ~ I ~ ~ O O ~ I ~ Z O O * O . ~ ~ C I S T I Z Z  I O . ~ ~ I / ~ O O * O . / ,  
I T L l l I  21'1 
I hTEGFR64  I S C f l C I / l O * ? / ~ N S E L l  1 C C ~ 2 1 / Z C C * ~ I ~ l S R 1 3 1  ~ l E O l 3 1 ~ L A P A 1 1 0 0 1  
R r A L t P  T ~ r l o l , T P b l ~ / ~ T R b l N  ' / , TFST / 'TEST  '/.TXT. 
LSTLlP/'ST(JP ' / , T T L T I  1 C l  , T X T T I T P h H I I R E h l / ' R E h l N D  ' I  
I h l E G F P "  R T L T f l Z I  
l * l T k i E 9 6 4  I S 1 3 1  3UFLCh f  2 l / ' L C h  ' . ' + 1 G H ' I l l h F k T / ' E ' F h  ' /  r 
I K P L L / '  ' / # K T I F / ' * T  I F ' /  
E C L I V j L t h C T  I I T I M E I D T L ' I ~ ~ I  
CCMCPLl T I  l 0 P . 2 1  1 1 1 7 C 1 1 5 ( 1 C P ~ 2 1 1 T M I  l C C 1 2 1 1 C I r l T ~ 1 3 r 2 1 ~ 1 A L T  
I hTFCER CLCCKI  
RFACI  '5111 TLT 
1bLT. l  
C 
C F E?T  I\ C:'.7hqL CnhSTAYTS 
C 
DO = ' r >  I = ~ , I ~  
I T 1  1 8 1  1." 
'CCC 1 1 1 1 , 2 1 = 1  
1 T f l R f ~ i T l S h * )  
W P I I L 1 5 r l ' )  T L T  
1 1  F C 4 Y & T l ' l ' / '  CTb'C,-I \ C A K r S T  hF16H"TY  P Q ( C ' C S i L  ' / T 7 " . 0 h ' I  
~ t d c l ~ . i )  X P T C , Z . ) , Y ~ ~  ' . ~ ~ ~ ~ . I T L . ; E ~ C , X ~ L I O  
T l t i L t - r 8 1  ( 3 1  
i r 0 , & T I  11 I-.-I 
IhC,  * \ I  
1:i. 
1 3 1 .  
1 2 4 .  
1 2 5 .  
1 3 6 .  
I i l. 
h l = h l + l  
" E b C  I t !  T R A I N I I I C  CChlTROL I h F O R H b T l 0 N  
R E A O I  F 1 4 1  T X T , T l L l i E I T l  r l T R I I E R ~ I N E h , T R k h  
I F I T P h Y . t C . l Q C ! 4 I I  PEUIWC 1 2  
I S T b K = l  S e l  l I t 3 6 P 1 C n 9 + 1 5 4 (  2 l * b 0 O O O + I S R 1 3 1  
I E h ! C = I E P i  Il*?CPCOCO+!FPp121*t~C~C+lFB13) 
I F I I X T . ~ C . ~ E S T I  Gr T C  500 
I F ( T x T . r ( ? . : T I ~ P I  GC Trl 9SQ 
I F ( T X T . ~ ~ . T ~ ~ I ~ I I  cn Tc Q ~ I  
I F 1  I N b ' + . h E .  I R F W 1 1  h l = h T - 1  
W U I T E ( 5 , 1 ? 1  T X T , T T L T I N T ~ ~ ~ I T , ~ S U I I E B , ~ Y E ~ ~ T R ~ W  
F C H P b T l i A ~ ~ 2 1 Z I ? ~ 1 6 1 ~ b 4 4 A 8 ~  
FOR!4AT1'1I!EC,1NEiIEIC STEP ' , 2 A 8 r l X t 1 2 r '  T I S E S :  ' ~ 2 1 2 1 3 ~ 1 6 I t l X t d 4 t A B l  
ICCUNT=C 
. . 
R E ~ C I ~ Z I E N O = ~ O ~ ~ C F P = ~ F ~ )  R T L T I I  X I 1  1 ~ 1  
I F ( I 7 B ( l I . E C . O I  GC T O  102 
I F (  1 S T F R . G T . I T I M E I  GO TO 1 9 1  
h h h = h h h + l  
IFlNNN.hF.l.AhD.hbN,NF.Z) GC TC 9 1 0  
I F i N h h . E O . 7 l  I A L T = ?  
I C C L N l = l C C L h T + l  
I T (  hT.1 N N I = I T I N T I N F N I + ~  
CC 1 0 3  I = l , h P T S  
TiIrYFN,l~T,Il~hTthNNIl=XtIl 
C A L L  I X L T (  I T I C E I I S I  
h R 1  l E l h r 5 l  T X T I T T L T I N T l  , I C C U N T ?  I S  (1  It 
F O R P A T I  I X , 2 A R 1 1 4 ~  1 X 7 2 1 3 v 1 6 b  I X t A 4 )  
I F 1  I C C U h T  . L T . I T R I  GO TO 1 0 1  
GO TO i r c  
N T = N T - I  
T T J = C L C C K l i 3 1  
P P P = l T T J - T T I  I I 1 0 0 ,  
W P I T E ( b r 5 0 0 0 1  P P P  
F O R E l A l ( '  * * *+ELAPcED T I W E  I S  'qF10.3. '  SECCNOS***** l  
1 F i  INOC.tlF . l l C A L L  C O V A R ( N T , I P I N P T S , I S H I  
T R A I N I N G  I N P C T  COHPLETEC...COCPUTE h E I G H T l N G  VECTCR 
I ( R l f E I b . l C C C 1  
F C R C A T ( ' * * C C V I R  C L L L  COHPLETEC. .STARTING P R f l C E S S I N G . . ' I I I I I I  
C C h l l h U E  
CC I t  1  K = l ,  I A L T  
DC 1 1 1  1=1,1p 
STs l=-1CI :  
CC 1 1 2  J=L,hPTS 
I F ( S l J r K l . L T . S T S T 1  GC TC 1 1 2  
I S F L = J  
S I S l = S I J , K I  
C O I i T I N U E  
CUTPUT COVPUTED T R A I N I N G  VALUES AND S T A T I S T I C S  
N S E L I  I r K I = I Z F L  
h R I I C ( h , ? O n P I  1  I ~ I C ~ L ~ I I J I I I = I ~ I P ~ ~ J = ~ ~ ~ ~ L T ~  
F l I R N & T (  'CCELECTIGF.  CCPPLFTEO h S F L = ' , 9 ( / l h l l  
H F I T F l h . 2 C 0 l l  I T  . - .  ~ 
F C R W b T I 1  l T = ' , l C l l 1 X , 1 5 1 1  
CO 1 O n 1  I=:, I A L T  
H R I 1 F l h r l " Q Z I  U F L T H I I I ~ I S S I N S F L I J I T I ~ l l ~ J = l l l P l  
F U P V & T (  ' 7 ' r A 4 t 1  L F I G t f T l  hG F b C T D R S  ARE: ' t 1 0 i 1 1 0 F 1 2 . 3 1  1  
I R k = n  
.-.. 
2 1 4 .  C C L L C T  PT$T Pf!INTF bFiC I T P P F  COLFITER lli FISEI  
2 1 5 .  r 
I 1 6  
7C-2  
I ? ?  
2 7 1 .  
2 7 2 .  
2 7 3 .  
2 7 4 .  
2 7 5 .  
2 7 6 .  
2 7 7 .  
2 7 8 .  
2 7 9 .  
ZEC. 
2 8 1 .  
2 e 2 .  
2 E 7 .  
2 8 4  
2 F 5 .  
2 E t .  
2 8 7 .  
z e e .  
2 8 9 .  
290. 
d E 1 G H T  I V A L U F S  h I T H  h E I G H T I N G  V E C T r R  
CC RDr? 1 - 1  , I F  
X l N I F L l I ~ E I H N l l = X l  h S C L l l  l h h h l l * S ~ l h 5 F L l l r h h ' h l , N I ~ N l  
T F ( h h h . E G . 1 I  b l W l T E ( t ,  l C q h l  
C A L L  I X L T ( I T I V E I I S )  
W R I T E I 6 , l "  T T L T l I l T + 1 l ~ I S I 1 l ~ I S I 2 1 r I S l 3 l ~ L F L O h l N N N l  
F C F P b T ( ' C ' , ? l / l 2 ~ ( ' * ~  III' N E A R E S T  N E I G H e O R  O E C I S I O t 4  FOR ',A@, 
1 Z 1 3 r I C ~ A 4 / 1 2 C ( ' * ' l l  
W R I T E I 6 , 1 0 0 4 l  ( P : S F L I l r N N N I I X I N S E L I  L N N N I I  ~ I = l , I P I  
FCRVAT('O'lT2C,'NEICPTEC X  V A L U E S : ' ~ 2 @ 1 1 5 1 3 X ~ 1 3 ~ ' ) ' ~ F 1 2 ~ 4 l l 1  
W R I T E l 0 ~  l C 0 5 l  
F C P V P T I I ~ X I I Z @ ~ '  .'I) 
W R I T E 1  h r O C C )  
FCRWATI'~',T5~'GROUP'~T155'NUHBER5tT25~'D1 S l A N C E ' t T 4 0 ~ ' D E C l S I C N ' /  
l l X , 1 2 C l ' . ' t l  
C C C P U T E  D I S T A N C E S  F O R  S I N G L E  UNKNOWN S P E C T R A  
C  
C S E L E C T  A N D  O U T P L T  C H O I C E S  
I G P = I  
I I V = J  
C E C = C I S T ( N N N ,  I IJ l  
626 C C h l l h L E  
I S C I I G R ) = l $ C I  I G R I + L  
1 F l J J . E C . I l  CS=CEC 
D I S T I  h h h , l G R . I  I V I  =1CQOOOnO. 
t 2 5  W R I T E l 6 , 1 6 l  T T L T I  I G R I I I I V ~ D E C  
1 0  F C R C A T ( ~ S ~ P R I T I ~ ~ I ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ . ~ I  
C 
C  C E T E R V I N E  W I N N E R  O F  V O T I N G  A N D  CHECK FOR T I E  
C  
i F ( I s r 1  I l . h E . I C F C 1  I T I E = O  
I O E C = I S C I T I  
6?0 C C N T I N U E  
h R I T E l h ~ l 7 1  T T L T I I G R I  
17 F O K V A 1 (  /T3br'****'rA88'***f**f***'1 
I F l I T l E . h E . O l  K T Y = K T I E  
1 F I l T I E . h E . C I  H R I T E l h t l P I  T T L T l l T l E l  
1 8  F U R f J A T I l ? C ,  1 8 4 t 4 t T I F  ' r A 4 r '  T I E * + + * * ' l  
X X X = I \ C T  
S I S = I C C I  I G P )  
S S S = ~ S S / X X X  
h P I  T C ( 6  , 1 0 0 5 1  
r 
C  P U N C k  S I I Y P I R Y  CAPC FUR FACH SPEECrsUP 
r 
- .. 
n c  ,141 d = l , r F  
6 4 1  SS~=CSS+(X(liSCL(J~E:*l~:Il-TY(NSEL(J~h~Vl~R\h~Itl**? 
f 4 n  H R I T E I 5 , Z d ~ I  T T L T l l l v 5 S C  
2 4  i L l R C A T ( '  I ) 1 5 T A R C F  FKCW G R C U F  ' I ~ M , '  " E b h  I <  ' v F 1 7  a 7 1  
t C  TU 5 1 3  
c r , l l  ~ r r t * l T l  " l4'1P\ ' IE. f I J T  I:= 9 h ' l C E Q * O *  U L I N = ' , l  1 2 1  
t c ( ~ r ~ . e ~ : . T c ~ ~ ~  t ; i  I? 510  
l F l T ~ T . t ! . 7 ~ ~ i l ~ < l  C f l  ,?(! l ? l  
n r r t w h  
F C C  h P l f r i h , ? 7 J  
22 FCCWbT 1 1  I ' J t l S T C P  L A C 0  E N C O I . N T t R E C * * ? * ' l  
P i T L 2 E  
Q 7 l  P P I T c I 6 , L ? I  T X T , T T L T I I I T I l l C f l l l E R  
3 F C R @ b T ( l  .r*ateC CCCTRCL C A 9 C * * * * ' , / l X 1 2 A 9 r  21 7 1 3 ,  I t ) s A $ J  
X F  TUVE' 
904 H31TI:( l l , ," l  T X T t T T L T I ' l T t l ) ,  l S 8 1  1 E H  
G C  I . ?  5r 3 
EN t 
S L W C L T l h F  I X t T f l h ,  I C l J T )  
I h l l ~ l ; : ~  lCl,l( ? I  
ICIJTI  1 ) = l h / ? t C ( O ? O  
K = P C I l ( I  h / ~ C . " ~ " O S 1  
I O U T l Z l = K / b r 7 r l  
1 C C ~ I 3 I = ~ C C ( K i h ? l ~ O l  
E(un 
S L C P C U T  l h L  C S V A P l h T ,  I P , N P T S I  I S M )  
c 
C * * * * * * ~ Z C O t * ~ F b f l P P L T I t . ! F  111 C C M P L T i  h E I G H T T h G  F A C T O R S  A h 0  
C G'ICIJP Ll'A?iS 
OC 2 2 1  1 = 1 . 1 O 9  
O(1 2 2 1  J=1,2 
2 2 1  S S ( I , J ) = S ( l , J )  
2 2 C  C C h T I h U E  
V X = V X t 1 2 Z - T ( I t < t J t J J ) 1 * * 2 / Z X 1 K )  
1 C 4  C C h T I h U E  
I F (  I S M . € Q . l I  GO TO 1 0 5  
. .  v 
no IOC J=L,NT 
T T T t N T  
4 b = b V t V (  J l / h T  
S (  I , K ) = ( V X * T T T l / V V  
C C h T I h U E  
00 1 6 C  K = l * I A L T  
, . 
D C  1 5 0  1-1 . A P T S  
I F I S ( I p K l . L T . V V )  GO T O  
v v = S ( l , Z l  
C O N T I N U E  
1 F l V V . L E . n )  VV.1. 
D C  1 6 0  I = l  ? h D T S  
5 1  I . K ) = S Q R T l S ( I . K l / V V l  
I F (  I S Y . h E . 1 1  R E T U R N  
D C  2 2 2  l = l , l C C  
DO 22i J = 1 . 2  
S ( I  , J l = S S ( l t J l  
R E T L R N  
ECC 
vc-q 
VII, Program Examples 
The f o l l o w i n g  pages l i s t  the i n p u t  and o u t p u t s  of programs 
invo lved  i n  a normal p r o c e s s  r u n ,  
F i r s t ,  TASK was run  on t h e  r a w  d a t a ,  which had p r e v i o u s l y  been 
r e a d  o f f  of t a p e  and s t o r e d  on d i s k  f o r  e a s i e r  a c c e s s .  Three  d a t a s e t s  
were conca t sna ted  t o g e t h e r  f o r  i n p u t ,  and a f o u r t h  con ta ined  t h e  pre-  
averaged blackbody i n p u t ,  Output  was of two t y p e s  and i n  two forms 
on f o u r  d i f f e r e n t  d a t a s e t s .  
S p e c t r a  were read  i n  o f f  t h e  i n p u t  d a t a s e t s ,  reduced t o  89 
d a t a  p o i n t s ,  smoothed, and r a t i o e d  t o  an  average  blackbody spectrum 
which had been averaged e a r l i e r .  Then t h e  s p e c t r a  were  normal ized,  
i lipped of 1 8  p o i n t s  on e i t h e r  s i d e ,  o u t p u t t e d  t o  a temporary d a t a s e t ,  
banded t o g e t h e r  by every  t h r e e  p o i n t s ,  and o u t p u t t e d  i n  s t a n d a r d  
and c a r d  fo rmats  t o  d i f f e r e n t  o u t p u t  d a t a s e t s  f o r  t h e  two l a t e r  programs 
t o  work on. 
Then t h e  temporary d a t a s e t  w a s  rewound, t h e  p a r t i a l l y  pro- 
c e s s e d  d a t a  r e a d  i n  a g a i n ,  banded t o g e t h e r  by 5 p o i n t s  each,  and out-  
p u t t e d  on two d i f f e r e n t  o u t p u t  d a t a s e t s ,  
A f t e r  t h i s  p re -process ing ,  NEAREST NEIGHBOR and BMDOTM, t h e  
two i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  programs, were  r u n  on t h e  d a t a .  Both t h e s e  used 
as t h e  two t r a i n i n g  groups ,  a n d e s i t e  and g r a n i t e ,  The unknown group 
i n  t h e  BMD program i s  l a b e l e d  by a n e g e t i v e  group s i z e .  
The i n p u t  d a t a  f o r  BMD was assembled by t h e  Scanford t e x t  
e d i t i n g  sys t em,  WYLBUR, 
A, ) Housekeeping 
See Computer Pr int -Out  Text  V I I - 1  t o  VII-5. 
B,)  P l o t t i n g  and Banding 
See Computer Pr int -Out  Text VII-6 t o  VII-9. 
C,) NEAREST NEIGHBOR Run 
See Computer Pr int -Out  Text VII-10 t o  VII-32. 
D , ) BMDO'7M Run 
See Computer Pr int -Out  Text VII-33 t o  VII-42, 
/I V ~ L I I ~ ~ = S ~ ? = F Y I ~ . ' , I ~ C P = I K E C F ~ = V , L R E C L = ~ Z ~ . B L K S I Z E = ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
/I S P C C t = I T I ~ K , I I ' , l ? I , C L C F )  
I I F T l l F ? j l  DO O S h l A Y I = J ~ ' 3 ~ . l i ~ ' r l l l h l D l S P = l C L U . K E F - P l r U ~ I I T = 2 3 1 4 .  
I I Vnl ~ l ~ ~ L = S ~ i ' = Z Y S l ? , O C e = l K E C F ! ~ = F 7 r L 9 E C L = 8 O . r l l K S I 7 E = 3 5 2 0 l ,  
/I 7 P h C b = l T L Y , f l ~ , , l ,  l . C l < F I  
l / F T 1 2 F 1 , ) 1  Dl1 D S h ! A " ~ t = J ~ J r ' . T C S T T P S K ~ b r l I S P = l I I L U ~ K F E ~ l ~ U N 1 T = 2 3 1 4 ~  
I / V O L U ~ I E = S F P = S Y S l 6 , n C I ( = l 9 F C F F ~ = V ~ L R E C L = 4 2 Q ~ 8 L K S l 7 F = 4 7 4 l  
/ / F T 1 3 F 3 ~ 1  0 0  O S N A H E = G T E Y P , ~ l S P = I Y E ~ ~ D E L E T F I ~ U N I T = 2 3 1 4 ~  
I 1  V ~ L U H F = S € R = S Y S 1 2 ~ C l C B = l F t C F H = V ~ I . 9 E C L = ~ 2 4 ~ B L K S I Z F = b 2 8 1 ~  
11 S P A C F = ( T R K , l 1 6 , l n 1  , P L S F I  
l l F 1 1 4 F ' l 5 1  PO O S t ~ A l * E = J ~ 3 L . " i F I ' ; H C , l N ~ n l S P = l ~ i L ~ ~ K F F P l ~ ! J 1 ~ ~ T = 2 3 1 4 ~  
/I V U L ~ J " F = S E R = ? Y ~ I ? I ~ C H = ( R E C F M = V , L R E C L = ~ Z ~ ~  B L K ~ f I F = b 2 8 1  
I I S P A C E = l T P K , I  1 ? , l O I  , R L S E l  
l l F T 1 5 F ' l 3 1  0 D  D S N ~ M E = J ? ? ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I J I D I S P = ~ O L O ~ K E E P I I ~ ~ N I T = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
11 VnLUME=SER=SY51? . O C ' i = l R E C F ~ = F H , L R E C . L = i i ~ , R L K S I Z E = ? 5 2 0 1  9 
/I S P A C E = l T K K . l  1 S 1 1 C l  I ~ L S F I  
I I F T C S F L U I  ?D t 
S T A H  T ~ O W P  ! n u  o r  I 
1 4 I S S I U N  7 8  DAY 1 5 3  P O I N T S  3 b N 0  5 P C I N T  B A N D I N G  
I NPUT 
OWN SEOL DISK cs  no oo nococ 99 99 99999 
C L I P  NPNT 
1 
SMOOTH N P Y T  
-9 
R A T I O  N P N T  
AVEK OUWN SEQL C I S K  1 2  
E!BOT O I S K  
tvORY N P N T  
C L I P  NPNT 
1 8  1 9  
OUTPUT P T l P  
D I S K  1 3  
H A Y 0  NPNT 
KEPT 3  
PLOT NPNT 
AVFR Oh 30 t C  Or000 99 99 999s9 
OUTPUT P T I M  
n f s l c  09 
OUTPUT N P I l T  
CAR11 10 
IRZ4/213,16121/YF1C~.4112Fl~.4rllll 
F I N I S H  
START hDMP I S M  5-r 1 
5 P O I N T  B A N D I N G  
R E W I N D  
1 1 3  
INPLIT 
DOWN SEOL D I S K  1 3  F :  rC COO?; 99 
R A N 0  INPNT 
U F P T  5 
P T I '  
bjphr 
j P t . [  T r t < L %  I P S !  4TI!lPl Y( Lb \ T h , ? T .  i',30+,s4FTCO< %.<*: "?"P IPM "I1 = 'IPTS. 1 E PPTS. 
" 1 5 5 ~ 1 1 '  7 1  il'l~ 1 5 3  r r I t "Tc  3 (P-I' L. P~I[!IT 'lbt!i,l!'c 
TASK 4 -- P b T I n  ~IPLIT 8" = \IDT<. 
AVER O~HII SFOL n f s K  12 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 99 = 9'I0TS. 
t.QPT DISK 0 
T ~ S K  5 -- U P ~ I T  a9 = IIPTS. 
TASK 6 -- C L I P  NIPE'T I 8  = LFFT C L I P  18 = RIL!IT CL i P  5 3  = i t P T 5 .  
TA<K 7 -- (1IITolJT P T l u  PIXK 13 53 = YPTS. 1 = RPTS. 
TASK H -- Rbt'O ElPllT 
PEP'  :j i; o I v I s n P  53 = W T S .  
TASK 9 -- PLOT bIPLIT CVEP 6 0 0 0 0 9  9') 99099 0.0 = XYI*I 0.0 ;. XMAX 1 8  = NPTS. 
TASK 1 0  -- flLlTO~lT PTIM OISK 9 I 8  = "ITS. 1 = RPTS, 
TASK 1 1  -- WTPUT VPNT CLPO 10 1R = YPTS. 1 = RPTS.  
FClPmT: (BZ4/219.1br7(/8F10.41/2FLO04CI10t 
4F01 OF01 1300 0 0 0 0  0444 45C1 OOOE 0 0 0 1  
4EOl OF01 1300 0 0 0 0  0444 4 5 r 1  OOLF 0 0 0 1  
4 ~ 0 1  OFOI 1300 onon 0444 4 6 ~ 1  OOOE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 46F1 0OlF 0001 
4E01 OF01 1700 0 0 0 0  0444 4 8 2 1  OOOE 0 0 0 1  
4F01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 4 8 2 1  0 O l F  0 0 0 1  
4EOL OF01 1300 0000 0444 4 9 5 1  OOOE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 4 9 5 1  OOlE 0 0 0 1  
4EOL OF01 1300 0000 0444 4A7F OOOF 0 0 0 1  
4F01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 4A7F 0 0 l E  0 0 0 1  
4E01 OF01 1200 0 0 0 0  0444 4BAE OOOE 0 0 0 1  
4F01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 4RAE OOlE 0001 
4601 OF01 1300 0000 0444 4CDF 000F 0 0 0 1  
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 4C9F OOlE 0 0 0 1  
4 ~ 0 1  O F O ~  1x00 0000 0444 4 ~ 0 n  OOOF OOOL 
4FC1 OF01 1300 0000 0444 4EOU OOlF 0 0 0 1  
4EOL OF01 1300 0000 0444 4F3r 000F 0001 
4F01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 4F3C OnlF  0 0 0 1  
4E01 OF01 1700 0000 0444 5060 OOOF 0 0 0 1  
4E01 OF01 1100 0000 0444 506A 0 0 l E  0 0 0 1  
4F01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 5190 000F 0001 
4 ~ 0 1  o r 0 1  I ~ O O  onno 0444 5190 O O ~ F  0 0 0 1  
4 ~ 0 1  O F O ~  1100 onno 0444 5x9 OOCE o c n i  
4 rn1  1 r o 1  1 7 o n  ooao 0444 'izr!+ O O L F  ONI 
4 ~ n i  I F O ~  1300 ont in 0444 Z T F R  n n r c  I n f i t  
4:ol ? r o t  LTno o r n n  '1,,44 5 3 ~ ~  I)OIF 110111 
4 r c 1  WOI ~ x o i -  ~ U I L I O  tn4,,. 5 5 2 ~  nt?nc I ,  I 
4FOI O l , l l  ITII t l  t>i>Oi> 9444 ? 1 > 2  QPIF Onn l  
4 ,  PI o r 0 1  1111" n r n n  04L4 , 6 5 9  ~ i o c r  O,IPI 






























1300 0000 0444 57RR OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5788 OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0440 5888 OOOE 0001 
1100 0000 0444 SRRR OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 59E8 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 59E8 OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5816 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5816 OOIE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5C47 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5C47 OOlF 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5077 OOOF 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5077 OOIF 0001 
1100 0000 0444 5EA5 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5EA5 OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5FD5 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 5F05 OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6104 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6104 OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6234 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6234 OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6362 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6362 OOZE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6492 OOCE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6492 OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 65Cl OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 65Cl  OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 66F2 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 66F2 OOlE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6821 OOOE 0001 
1300 0000 0444 6821 OOlE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 6950 OOOE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 6950 OOlE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 6A80 OOOE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 6480 OOlE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 6BAF OOOE 0001 
4E01 OFOl 1300 0000 0444 68AF OOlE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 6COE OOOE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 6COE OOlE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 6EOn OOOE 0001 
4EOL OF01 1300 0000 0444 6E00 OOlE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 6F30 OOOE OD01 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 hF30 OOlF 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 7190 OOOE 0001 
4f01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 7190 OOIE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 72CO OOOE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 72CO 00lE 0001 
4FOl OF01 1100 0000 0444 73FR OOOE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 73FR OOlE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 7656 OOOE 0001 
4FOI OF01 1300 0000 0444 765A OOlE 0001 
4E01 OF01 1300 0000 0444 778A OOOE 0001 
4EOL OF01 1300 0000 0444 7784 O0lE 0001 
4E01 1201 1100 0000 0448 FEU3 OOOF 0001 
4FOL 1201 1300 0000 0448 FER? OOlE 0001 
4F01 1201 1300 0000 044R FFE4 OOOE 0001 
4F01 1201 1300 0000 0448 FFE4 OOlF 0001 
4E01 1201 1300 0000 044t 0113 OOOF 0001 
4E01 1201 1300 0000 044C 0113 00 lE  0001 
4 ~ 0 1  1201 l f n o  ocoo 144r 0241 OOOF 0001 
~ F O I  1201 1300 onno 0 4 4 ~  0241 OOIE 0001 
4E01 1201 1300 0000 044f 0370 OOOF 0001 

E L L  TIVF E Q P l R  
0. 125231Z1 
l l .14603031 







- 1 . 0 4 9 l 9 h 2 4  
- 0 . 8 2 3 ~ 6 6 6 8  






0 . 1 0 2 5 3 2 2 1  
PLOT OF ltEht4S 4110 STAk114PD O E V 1 4 T I O N  OF AVERAGES FROM T I M E S  
0  0 0  T n  99  99  99999 
H I S S I O N  7 8  DAY 1  5 3  P q I l 4 T C  3 AN0 5  P O I N T  RANDING 
WU*BFR OF SPECTRh I S  6 1  
-0 .90  -0.66 - 0 . 4 9  - 0 . 1 9  0 .05  0.29 0 . 5 2  0.76 1.00 1 .24  1.47 
.+*:t8*~t+.****f**4*.It**tf88ff8***8t~:*.8****$***.~**8**b**,**$8b****.~***b~S::.*****:***,**$8?:*8*, 
1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X x X X X X X x - X x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x *  . . + .  
2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X x x x x x x x x x x x x x *  . . + 
3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X x x x x x x x x x x x x x *  . . t 
4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X x x x x x x x x x x x x *  t .  
5  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Y X X X X X X X x - X X X X X X X X x x x x x x x x x x *  . . + .  
6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  . 1 -  
7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X x x x x x x x *  . . t .  
8 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  +. 
9 x X X X X X X x X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X x X x x x x *  . . t .  
1 0  XXXXXXXxXXXXXXXX-XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 1  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X x X X X X X X X X x *  . . + .  
12 X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X * .  . + 
19 - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  . . + .  
14 X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  . + .  
15 X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  . t 
l b  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  . + .  
17 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X x x x x x x x x x x x x x  . +. 
I R  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  
.tfd*8tlt*.td+lb+l*t.6**8**t.l*I***.****~~*~*.~******$~.~*******$.*b*8*****.*****:***.88:~*8***.***f***t*. 
SPECTRIIM P R E P A R A T I O Y  C Y C L E  START.  PAPAHETERS ARE: 
5 P O l Y T  B A N D I N G  
53  = N P T S .  I = R P T S .  
TASK -- P F V I N D  
L O G I C A L S  I R E :  13 
ThSK I -- I11PUT OOWEI SFDL D I S K  1 3  0 0 0 9 9  99 9 9 9 9 9  o = P k E A 0  53  = M P T S .  1 = R P T S .  
TASK 2 -- BA+IU NPNT 
P E P T  5  = n l v 1 S ' l a  53 = t lPTS.  
T n S K  4 -- OUTPUT NPNT CARD 1 5  1 1  = NPTS.  1 = P P T S .  
FORMAT: l8Z4/213rl6/8F10.4/3FLO0It~I10~ 
TASK 5 -- PLOT N P N T P V E R  6 0  0  O 9 9 9 9 9 Q 9 9 9  0 . 0  = X Y I N  0 . 0  = X H A X  1 1 = N P T S .  

20 1 3h549 4EOL 1201 1300 0000 044t  1325 OOlF 0001 h 1 
5 P O I N T  B A N D I N G  
NllUBER OF SPECTRA I S  6 1  











0. 63 86 
PLOT OF LSFPI:S dE!Il < T b t  0 4 P n  0 E V l d ' l " l l  n F  ? V F P I ' C E F  FCC)'\ T IMES 
P 0 0 T 1  99 Y'1 9999'4 
5 P O i r l T  R A t ' t l l r s C .  
\ l l 'J9FW P F  S P F C T P A  I S  h l  
-0.rJ4 I - 0 . 3 . 1  - ' ] . I7  0.05 0 . 2 7  0 . 4 9  0.71 0 . 9 3  1 .15  1.37 
. t ~ ~ ~ * ~ t * f . ~ * * * * * * * t . * t * 1 ( i * ~ d 1 ~ d i 1 f ~ e e d t t . * = ~ < c * ~ ~ ~ ~ . * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ * ~ * ~ ~ * ~ ~  .** **e***,******se*. ****o***. 
0.41907 I X X X X X X X A X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X K X *  . . t .  
0 . 3 H l P 3  2  X X X X X X X X X X X X Y X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X  . . t .  
O.Zfl2hR 3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Y X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  +. 
0. 11779 4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X F - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X  * . t .  
0.06449 5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  + 
- 0 . 0 5 0 3 3  h X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - I X X X X X Y X X X X X X X X X X X X *  + . + .  
- 0 . l l O l R  7 X X X X X Y X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  t 
-0.19908 8 - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  . t .  
0.n1003 9 X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X *  . . 
4.LSbhl 10 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ~ . . . . . . . , . .  
0.73447 11 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X x X X X X X X X X X X X - x X X X X X X X x x x x x x x X x X x x x X X X X X X X *  + 
. * * b * * b l * f . * * * * l b 9 t l I l 8 * 1 * * * 1 1 . I * I I 9 * * l * . * * * * ~ * * * * . * * * ~ * * ~ ~ ~ . * ~ * ~ ~ * ~ * ~ . * * * + * ~ ~ ~ * . * ~ ~ * ~ * ~ ~ ~ . * ~ ~ * ~ ~ * * * ,  
FhlD P F  TASK CYCLE, NUURER OF SPFCTR4 PRDCESSEO I 61 
MIJMRER OF RECDSOS RFAO = 61 
VUMRFR OF RECORDS WRITTEN ON D I S K  = 61 
NUMRFR OF RECOPDS U P l T T F N  ON CAQOS = 61 
: , c  J , ] ~  I J ' , ; ~ . ~ , ; , I . - , I  ,,,,, < ~ . ~ , , ; b r + ~ ~ ,  r ~ ~ ~ : p ~ . v s , L r v r t = ~  
/ / . I  "L I  I i i l  r ih i i . 4 ;=1  '> .SY I I  I - ,  ' I C 3 P = I '  I ~ : . ~ ~ F Y l , I I I I 1 ~ ? ~ 1 4 .  Y 
STANFORD NEAREST NE IGHR09 PPOCESSOR 
NFAREST NEIGHBOR ON 11 POTIIT 5 BANDED L O U  A L T  BKHK M K N O H N  
RFGIP.I"I'IG s T r P  T P A I N  
T R h l * !  b N O C S I T E  1 
T Q A l h '  A N O C S I T F  7 
B E G I N N I N G  S T E P  TF 
T R A I K  G R A N I T E  
T R A I N  G R A F I I T E  
T R A l E l  G R A N I T E  
T R A I N  G R A V I T E  
T R b l E '  G R b N l T E  
T R 4 I N  G R A N I T E  
T R A I N  G R A N I T F  
TRAI1.1 G R A N I T E  
T R A I h I  G R A Y I T E  
T R A I Y  G R A N I T E  
* * * * E L 4 P S E C  T I M E  
*CDVAR C 4 L L  COMPL 
A ~ l l l E ~ l T F  I T I ' I F 5 :  2 0  1 29266 20 1 31999 NFU 
7 0  1 29267 1 DW 
7 0  1 79512 I n H  
G R A N I T E  2 T I Y E S :  
2 0  1  33818 LOH 
2 0  1  34122 LOW 
20 1  34424 LOW 
20 1 34721 L O U  
2 0  1 35033 LOW 
20 1 35336 L O U  
2 0  1  35639 LOW 
20 1 35942 LOW 
20 1  36246 I OW 
2 0  1 36549 LCW 
5 . 0 5 0  SErOEICS***+ 
. S T A R T I N G  PPOCESSIFIG. 
LOW W E I G H T I Y G  F A C T F Q S  ARE: 
1.0Oi) 0.959 ti.95b 
SELCCTIOII  CPqPLETEO S C I  E T T I n I  C P W P l  €TED SFLFC T I C N  r n u P L F T E O  S F L F C T l l N  CnYPLETEO SELECTION COMPLETED ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
GROIJP WEANS GRANITE LPW 
0 .4hhOh94  0 . 2 9 9 3 0 0 4  0.23RRQS? 0 . 2 3 6 8 4 0 6  0 . 1 6 5 8 3 2 5  - 0 . 0 0 0 0 8 4 3  - 0 . 1 5 7 4 8 8 7  - 0 . 4 1 0 0 1 6 7  - 0 . 1 5 6 8 8 6 8  0 .1845412  
0 . 4 7 4 6 7 8 3  
* * * *EL&PSFO TIWE I S  0 . 7 3 0  SECOND<**** 
DISTANCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS 
Eb*EllbE*EtEE*;***E****tEt;E******;t*E*****;;****E;;****E**E*******~E*E;**b*;**;;****;E;E;**E8;;*E*E;;*E*;E*E*;;****~ 
D I S T  FROM ANDESITE  LOW TO ANDESITE LOW 15 0.0 
D I S T  FROM GRbNITE  LOU TO ANDESITE  LOU I S  0 .86675E  0 0  
D I S T  FROM AbIOESITE LOW TO GRANITE LOU I S  0 .86675E  0 0  
O I S T  FROM GRANITE LOW TO GRANITE L M i  I S  0.0 
. -- - 
9 t G I F I I I I h G  STCP TEST OI1  1 1  P ? TIMES: 1') 5 3  31hR 1 9  53 1 6 2 0 0  QFHIND 
..................................................................................................................... 
..................................................................................................................... 
NEAREST NEIGHBOR DECIS ION FCR UNKNOWY 1 9  53  3169LOW 
**********************d**********************************************************************************************  
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
1 1 1  1.0787 9) 0 .4511  1 0 1  0 .5211  8 )  0 . 2 8 8 9  1 )  0.3072 
2 )  0.2845 3 1  0 .1611  4 1  0.0191 
GROUP MIHBER DISTANCF DEC I S I O Y  
...................................................................................................................... 
bNDESITE 9 0 .71427E-01  
ANDESITE 3 0 .77378E-01  
ANOFSITE 1 0.10316E 0 0  
A W E S I T E  4 0.27635E 0 0  
AYOESITF 1 0  0 . 3 1 7 t 8 F  0 0  
.................................................................................................................. "... 
OISTPNCE FRO14 GROUP ANDESITF PEAll I S  0 .0689072  
DIST4NCE FROM GRnUP GRANITE UEAY I S  1 .0611620  
HFIGIITFO X VALUFZ: 
111 0.0197 $1 -0.7860 LO1 -0.6012 81 -0.6236 1 1  0.7992 
2 1 0.R549 1 1  0.5777 4)  0.3408 
GPOUP NUHRER DISTINCE L>ECl$ l f l r l  
....................................................................................................................... 
DlSTAttCE FRRM GROUP ANDESITF HEbli I S  4.7943125 
OISTAYCE FRO* GROUP GQANITF WEAN I S  2.5155792 
* t * * t t t t t t + * + * t * * t * * * * t * ; * * * t t t ; * t t * t ~ ~ + * * ~ * ~ ~ t i * * ~ ~ ~ * t * t ~ * * * t ~ t t t t * ; * ~ t * ~ t * ( ~ * t t ~ t * * t t a * t * t * * * * * a * * * * * * ~ * * * * * b * ~ ~ * * e  
.................................................................................................................... 
NEAREST NEIGHBOP DECISION F0R WKNOHY 1 9  53 P777LOW 
............................................................................................................ 
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
111 1.4850 91 0.6790 101 0.9038 8 )  0.3697 1 )  0.0088 
21 -0.0472 3 )  -0.1983 41 -0.1212 
GROUP NUMBER DISTANCE DECIS IOY 
..................................................................................................................... 
ANOESITE 8 0.30561F 0 0  
ANDESITE 7 0.55075E 0 0  
AMOES ITE 1 0.62599F 0 0  
ANOESITE 9 0.62659E 0 0  
AtlUES ITE 3 0.7117hF 00 
..................................................................................................................... 
UISTANCE FROM GROUP ANDESITE HEAN I S  1.0321903 
DISTANCE FRPU GPOUP GQb41TE MEAN I S  2.7330799 
WCIGHTED X VALUEC: 
..................................................................................................................~.~.*~ 
GPANITE b 0 .49L97E 0 0  
GPAYITE 2 0.75R14E 00 
AFIDES I T F  2 0 .94540E 00 
........................................................................................................................ 
OISTAYCE FROM GROUP ANDESITE MEAN I S  2 . 7 3 0 4 2 0 1  
OIST4NCF FROM CROUP GRANITE MEAN 1 5  2.3953609 
****~**888***8********4*******8******8**888********88**8*****88*88****8**************8******88**********8****8**8****~ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * *~ * * * *~ * * * * * * * t f * * * * * * *88 * * * *8 *8 * * * * * *8 * *88 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *4 * * * * *8 * * * * * * * * * * *8 * * * * * * * *8 * * *88 * *8  
NFAREST NElGHBnR DECIS ION FOR UNKNOWN 1 9  5 3  4383LOW 
*~*******~****~****~****~******8***********************8888**********8************8**********8*******************88*8~ 
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
1 1 )  1 .0776  91 0 .0881  1 0 )  0.2752 8 1  -0.1394 1 1  0 . 4 8 7 8  
2 1  0.3752 3 )  0 .1399  4 1  -0 .1926  
GROUP NUWREP OISTAFICE DECIS ION 
...................................................................................................................... 
ANDESITE 4 0.17500E 0 0  
GRANITE 1 0  0.27376E 0 0  
GPANITE 1 0 .34547E 0 0  
GPANITE 9 0 .3h6RIE  0 0  
AFIDESITE 1 0.44745F 0 0  
...................................................................................................................... 
DlSTbNCE FROM GROUP ANOESITE MEAN I S  0 .3776101  
DISTANCE FROM GRCUP GoANlTE M F M l  I S  0 . 3 5 2 5 5 1 5  
GROUP MJYRER O lSTbNCE DECIS ION 
....................................................................................................................... 
DISTfihlCE F P O q  GROUP 4NnFSITE MFAN I S  4 .4031048  
UISTANCF F A W  G90UP GQANlTE MEAN I S  1.9218254 
..................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................... 
NEAREST HEIGHBOR DECIS ION FOR UNKNOWN 1 9  53 4991LOW 
*f*U**lUtU~tU****U**U**U*t*tt*t**tU*tt4f**$**************~~****U**U**U***UU*************U****U***~UUU********$*~*k4** 
WEIGHTED X VALUFS: 
Ill 1.3900  9 )  0.9638 1 0 )  0.8206 8 1  0 .5116  1 )  0.0589 
2 -0 .0606  31 0.0267 4 1  0 .0310  
GPOUP NUMBER DISTANCE DEC I S  ION 
m . . . . . . . . . . .  






IDISTIt ICE FRCY GROUP ANUESITE HEAN I S  1.014Rb02 
OISTAVCE FQCM GROUP GRANITE YEAE' I S  3 .0649614  
CPOI)P NIJIIPEP Ill S T I K C  DECIS ION 
........................................................................................................................ 
D15TA'JCE F F n 9  GRnUP ANL)ESITE MEAtl I S  0 . 5 7 0 5 1 8 4  
DISTANCE FQOM GROUP GqANITE MEAW I S  0 .4850007  
4**************************************************e****************************:****************************a*******~ 
...................................................................................................................... 
tJFbREST NEIGHef lR DECIS ICN FOR UNKNOHN 1 9  53 5596LOW 
*********4*******************~********************************************4*************************i****************x 
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
- 0 . 2 2 1 4  9 1  -0.7609 
0 . 9 0 9 0  31 0.6437 
...................................................................................................................... 
GPOUP NUHFER n l  STANCE OECIS ION 
GPANITE 6 0 .16762E 0 1  
GP4NITE 9 0.28572F 0 1  
GRANITF 8 0.31314E 0 1  
...................................................................................................................... 
DISTdNCE FRPM GROUP ANOESTTE IS 6 .0322104  
DISTANCE FRCM GRPUP GPANITE YEAN I S  3 .6090994  
* + t * t * l l l b t a * ~ f f l t l F * r * 4 L 4 1 * f ~ * * t ~ r * t ~ i r i r i r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * l * * * ~ * * * * ~ * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * U ~ * * ~ * * * ~ ~  
**+************************~***( I ******* t*****************=*************************************************************  
MFARFST NFICHBOP O E C I S l n 4  FOR UI IKYIH' I  l'l 5 3  5 8 9 9 1 1 U  
*.****d********************I***I***d***t*************~***********************************************$***************** 
GPOUP NdURE9 O l S T V C E  D E ~  15 lnv  
...................................................................................................................... 
G P L N I T F  2 0.7375RE 0 0  
G P A k I T F  6 0 . 9 1 2 5 6 E  FlO 
AllOE'iITF 2 0 .18242F  0 1  
GQANITE  9 0 . 3 0 7 7 5 E  0 1  
GPAUITE  R 0 . 3 2 8 6 9 F  0 1  
....................................................................................................................... 
OISTAt lCE  F R l P  G F W P  ANOESITE MEAN I S  3 .8407640  
O lSTANCF FP7M GPOUP GQANITE MFAN I S  3 . 1 3 2 6 9 3 3  
* * * ~ + * * * * * f 4 t * * * * * * * * * * 8 * * * * * * ~ ~ * t * * * * * * * * * * * ; * * * 8 * * * 8 * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * ~ ~ * b * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * 8 * * 8 * 8 * * * * 8 8 * * * * * * * 8 * 8 * * * * *  
.................................................................................................................... 
NEAREST NEIGHROR D E C I S I O N  FOR UNKNOUY I 9  53 6 2 0 5 L O H  
t t** t**+***t t t t i *+****t* t t t***t**t t**e******************************************************************************  
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
Ill 1.4704 9 1  1.0160 1 0 1  0.9962 8 1  0.9780 1 1  -0.6347 
2 1  -0.4746 3 1  -0 .4921  4 1  -0.5068 
GROUP NUHRER DISTANCE OEC I S  I'IN 
........................... 
ANOESITE 8 
AI IOESITF  7 




OISTLNCE FROY GROUP ANOESITE MEAN I S  4 . 0 5 9 2 0 2 2  
DISTANCE FROM GR9UP GQANITE  MEAN I S  7 .1045246  
....................................................................................................................... 
Il***r****ft*lt*Slttd**tC*t4III***tIrtt*******~*~**$*******~*********************bU4**4****4**~*k*4***$*****~******~***~* 
MFARFST IIFIGHPOR DEC I S I O t i  FOP (INKNOUN 1 9  5 3  6507LOW 
ttt~b*~l**+bhtf+*l*t*C**I.lt***III***41I***4********~*~I.lt*****~~**~**44****4~**~~*************b***********~*~*~~*~******~*** 
WFIGHTEO X VALUES: 
1 1 1  0 . 3 6 8 2  9 1  0 .4272  101  0 . 0 6 1 6  8)  0 .3676  1 I 0 . 7 1 9 3  
21 0 .5560  3 1  0 . 4 1 4 1  4 1  0 .7501  
GIr lUP tiUUPER OISTANCE D E C l S l Q N  
......................................................................................................................., 
AblOFSITF 2 0 .13213E 0 0  
ANUFSITC 6 0.58244E 0 0  
GP4b41TE 6 0.803OOF 00 
A'lOE S I TE 4 0.94106E 0 0  
GP4NITE 9 0.98192F 0 0  
....................................................................................................................... 
DISTANCE F R W  GRFUP ANDESITE MELN 1 5  0 .8473530  
DISTAYCE FROM GPQUP GRANITE YEAN I S  1.4R97614 
..................................................................................................................... 
..................................................................................................................... 
NFAREST NEIGHBOR DECIS ION FOR UNKNOWN 1 9  5 3  6811LOW 
..................................................................................................................... 
UEIGHTEO X VALUES: 
1 1 1  0 .5149  91 0 .7631  1 0 )  0 .2709  8 1  0.5855 1 1  0 .0864  
2 1 0 .1464  3 1  0.1737 4 1  0 .3097  
..................................................................................................................... 
GPOllP NUMREO OISTPFICE D E C I S I O N  
...................... 
AElDESlTE 9 
AEICES I T E  2 
AP'DESITE 9 
ANDES I T E  7 
AHOESITE 1 
.................................................................................,.............................*..... 
DISTANCE FROM GROUP ANOESITF MEAN I S  0 .7183629  
DISTANCE FROM 6RrUP G Q b Y I T E  MEAY I S  2 .2334337  
WCIGHTFD X VALIIES: 
1 1 1  0 . 0 0 4 4  9 1  0 . 1 0 6 6  1 0 1  0 . 0 0 3 9  10 0 .0050  1 1  0 .4857  
2 )  0 .3662  3 )  0 . 4 4 3 7  4 1  0 .3793  
GPOIIP N~IUOFR DISTAPICE D E ~  I S I ~ ) ~  
........................................................................................................................ 
AF'DES I T E  2 0 .373322  0 0  
GPANITE 6 0.47047E 0 0  
GPAFI I T E  2 0 .55403E 0 0  
4'1OES I T E  6 0.R0301E 00 
GRANITE 9 0.827ZOF 0 0  
........................................................................................................................ 
DISTANCE F R r M  GROUP AYDESITE MEAN I S  1 .3869219  
DISTANCE FROM GROW GQANITE MEAN I S  1 .2828131  
~ 4 * ~ ~ * + ~ ~ ~ * ~ * ~ ~ t * ~ ~ E * * ~ * ~ ~ 4 8 ~ ' I d i t ~ ~ t ~ ~ t ~ * * ~ * * ~ ~ ~ * * * * * E * * ~ E * ~ E E * * ~ * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * E ~ ~ * * * ~ E ~ ~ ~ * * * ~ * ~ * * * ~ E ~ ~ ~ * E ~ ~ * * ~ * ~  
**E************************~*L**********************************E***********E****E**EE*******E*******************E*** 
NEAREST NElGHB0R OFCIS ION FIlR IINKNOWN 1 9  5 3  7417LOW 
~ + E L ~ ~ * O ~ O t i E t * E ~ E ~ * * t ~ t ~ * * * t * f ~ f ~ * ~ t t t ~ ~ ~ * * * * E * ~ * * ~ * ~ * * * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ * ~ * * * ~ * E ~ * * * * ~ * ~ E E ~ * * + * ~ E E * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ * ~ * * * * *  
UEIGHTEO X VALUES: 
1 1 )  0 .3289  9 )  -0 .6030  10) -0.5412 8 1  -0.6424 ll 0.8754  
2 1  0.8616 3 1  0.6119 4 1  0 .3390  
...................................................................................................................... 
G W U P  NUURER DISTANCE DECIS ION 
....*.................................I.............................................................................. 
4rlOES I T E  5 0.36812E 0 0  
GRANITE 2 0.99338E 0 0  
GPAtI fTE 6 0.12211E 0 1  
GRANITE 8 0.13888E 0 1  
GPAhlrTE 9 0 .14506E 0 1  
...................................................................................................................... 
0 I S T h N t F  FROY GROUP ANDESITE MEAN 15 3 .9299088  
DISTAYCE FROM GRDUP GRANITE MEAM I S  1 .3300037  
, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *~** * * * * * * * * * *4** * * * * * * * * * * *  
It*db*ll***~*t*d*t*I**(rf*rhIt*L'Ib~(iCId**L*****~************~**********~******U*********~8*************8**~***~****~~U~** 
MFARFST NFIGHBOR OFC I Z l l l N  FflP IItIKflOVEI 1 9  5 3  1720LOW 
+ b b l a * t * f * * d t ~ * t t * * t ~ * I * * ~ I L d 4 1 i ) I r * I L d * * ~ * * * * * * * ~ $ $ * * * ~ * * * * * * * $ ~ * * * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ * * * $ * * * * * $ * ~ ; * * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * $ * ~ ~ % ~ * ~ * *  
HEIGHTFD X VALUFS: 
1 1 1  0 . 8 7 4 7  9 1  0.1597 1 0 1  0 .3644  Rt 0.0056 1 I 0 .2114  
21 0 .5529  31  0 .5817  4 1  0 .6276  
GPOUP >ilJMAFR D l  ST INSF DEC l S  l O V  
.........,..................................**.****- > c=*a:=e~~=~, ,e, . , . . , , .e* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
AI'OFSITE 2 0 . 4 2 4 0 6 F  0 0  
GPANITF 5 0.598hOC 0 0  
A+lDESITE 4 0 .81713F  0 0  
ANDES1 TF 1 0  0.82709E 0 0  
GQANITE 8 0 .90054F  0 0  
........................................................................................................................ 
DISTANCE FROM GROUP AN1)ESITF uE4hl I S  0.64171323 
DISThNCE FPCH G90UP GRANITE MEAU I S  0 . 7 1 4 3 8 8 0  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
*********************************************************4***********************************************************4 
FIEIREST NEIGHROR DECIS ION FOR UFfKNDHN 1 9  5 3  8024LOU 
...................................................................................................................... 
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
11 )  -0 .1705  9 1  -0.7968 1 0 1  -0.7229 8 )  -0 .8626  1 )  0.8255 
2 )  0 .6282  3 )  0 .4626  4 1  0 .2016  
GROUP F!UMREP DISTANCE DEC I S I O N  
...................................................................................................................... 
ANDESITE 5 0.94258E 0 0  
GRbEiITE 2 0 .16945E 0 1  
GPAf4ITE 6 0 .21742E 0 1  
GPAEIITE 9 0.23734E 0 1  
GDAWlTE 8 0 .27616F  0 1  
...................................................................................................................... < 
D l S T b N t E  FROY GROUP AYDESITE MEAN I S  5 .5979261  
DISTANCE FRTM GRCUP GPSNITF MEAN I S  3 . 0 3 8 0 0 0 1  
Gcnuo N I I ~ A U ~ C  I11STf i r I rc n ~ r  t ( t i l r i  
........................................................................................................................ 
It 'OFS I T E  0 0 . 7 1 1 5 I F  7 0  
4 ~ O i S I T F  7 0 .L?L43F Q l  
t f :UCSITE i 0.16416F 0 1  
'I"IIES1TF I I . ! I H 7 R F  0 1  
AbIDFTI TE 4 0 .19R91 t  0 1  
........................................................................................................................ 
U I S T ~ N ~ E  FR"* G R W P  ANOESITF MEIN r s  z.560~1ths 
DISTANCE FRQM GQnUP GRAll ITF UEAY 1% 5.518'3867 
******************************8*********************************************************8*8**************************** 
l*t*tC***tl*t*U04**~**t+*ff**U****U**8*****8**C****$*4**E******$$********************************************************** 
NEARFST NEICMBOR OECIS lOt I  FOR UNKNOWN 1 9  53 8630LOH 
~***at4*+***+**~******(rtt***1t1t*tu11tt8*********************************u***e******************:*********a************* 
HFIGHTEO X VALUES: 
11 I 1 .1984  9 1  0 .4939  101  0 .6739  81  -0.1317 1 1  0.3094 
2 1 0.1783 31 -0.0903 4 1  -0.2166 
GP(II1P NUMBER DISTANCE VEC IS ION 
........................................................................................................................ 
DISTANCF F R W  GRI'UP AIIDESITE PEhrl I S  0 .3701146  
DISTANCE F R F  GP"UP C Q A t l l  TE UEAV I S  1.143629L 
........................................................................................................................ 
D l  S T A E I C E  FP'iu G9nllP A'4DESITF !!FAN I S  (1 .1844921  
! ) I S T I C ~ c E  F k v  GQnUD G9bt l ITF  "FSU I C 1 . 4 5 2 Q 3 5 1  
UF IGHTEO X VbLUFS: 
111  1 . 3 8 7 1  9 1  0 . 5 1 3 6  1 0 )  0 . 5 9 5 1  8 1  0 .2554  11 0 . 2 9 4 8  
2  I 0 . 3 2 5 0  3 1  0 . 1 9 0 4  4 )  0 . 0 8 0 1  
........................................................................................................................ 
GROIJD tI1IMBEP I)ISTbLICE DEC 1 S l  O N  
........................... 
AtlDESITE 1  
4YOESITF  9 
AEIOESI TE 3  
AVI IES I T F  1 0  
I N O F S I T F  7 
!J lt-L3 
1 * l b t t * t t ~ t ~ * * * * t l l ~ t f * t l * I I I i i ~ d * t e * 4 4 I I * ~ * * * * * * ~ * ~ * ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * ~ * ~ $ * $ * 4 ~ * * ~ ~ ~ * ~ * * * * * * 4 * * ~ $ * * U : 8 * 4 * U $ ~ * * * ~ * U  
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * l * n * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ 8 * 4 * $ * * * $ * * * *  
NFAREST F!ElSIlU'IR DECIS ION FPR LINKNOWPI 1 9  5 3  9 5 4 1 L l W  
I***n*b****b***i******ft**************************************************$**************4*******4*********~**4*******$ 
UEIGHTFO X VALIlF5: 
1 I I 1.3001  9 1  0.7033 1 0 1  0.R87h 8 1  0 .2874  I I 0.1913  
2 1  0 .1440  3 1  -0 .00h l  4 1  -0 .1433  
GPOIJP kUYBEn DISTAhlCE DEC I t lObd  
...........___-. ' i r . i i i i i i i ~ j i i F : ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . l . . . C . . * r . . l l . . . . . , ~ , ~ . ~ a , ~ ~ , . . . ~ ~ * . ~ , ~ ~ * ~ s , ~ ~ * ~ - ~ * e . ~ ~ ~ ~  
4blDES I T F  I 0.241b3F 0 0  
AVDFSITE 9 0.32959F 00 
AE'DESITF 7 0.33179f' 0 0  
4EICFS I T E  3 0.37075E 0 0  
AElOESlTE 8 0.51706E 0 0  
........................................................................................................................ 
DISTANCE FPCY GROIJP ANDESITE MEAN I S  0 .5424773  
DISTAYCF FROY GROUP GRAldlTE UEAEl I S  2.1306705 
t**f**t+t*l*t***t**(rtt*t1t~dtft*t*31~*1191f*~*t1~~t~t*ttt~f*t~1*~1*tf*I*tt1*~I~*tt****tIt*It)i*Ob**t*****~bI*bbb*bb*b~~b~ 
*3t*f*t~tttttttt**ttt*~~t**t**t~tt*dt*O~tt(iftt***t*t**t*4t**ftI*tt1**t**I*Ct**tOtfttUft**tLtt*tI*~I*b***tb8S1t~bOrU~4 
NEAREST HFIGHROR I IECISII IFI  FOR UNKNOHN 1 9  5 3  9845LOH 
**:tttfttlt*t*l*f*Pt(Lf~*ttt~~t**t~tt1*f**t*I*~t***t~t***t**4*(LL*fli~tt**tP;tt*t*~?(ifPitftt~~***~*tt*tttt*Lt*t*b*tb**(I~*~~ 
UEIGHTED X VLLUES: 
1 1 )  1 .0428  9 1  0.3986 101  0.6174 81  0.0441 1 1  0.6179 
2 1  0 . 4 2 5 1  3 1  0.2383 4 1  -0.0677 
GROUP NUMBER DISTANCE OEC IS  lON 
- - - -  - 
ANDESITE 1 0.26559E 0 0  
ANDES I T E  9 0.29985E 0 0  
AYDESITF 6 0.38183E 0 0  
4FIOES I TE 3 0.43430F 0 0  
....................................................................................................................... 
DISTANCE FROM GROUP ANUESITE VEIN I S  0 .1426240  
DISTANCE FROM GROUP GRINITE W A N  1 5  0.8383213 
GPOUP NIJHREP 0 1  STANCF DECI \ IOY 
..... ' . . . . ~ ~ . ~ v ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ c ~ : , ~ ~ : , , ~ ~ ~ , e ~ % ~ , , . , ~ . . , ~ , . . . , . . , . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
AEIDESITE 3 0 .32145E-01  
&KUFS I T E  9 0. 83RYOE-01 
A*IDES I T F  1 O.15231F 0 0  
AhlDESITE 0.33890F 0 0  
411DES I T E  7 0 .40873r  0 0  
........................................................................................................................ 
DISTANCE FPnM GROUP ANUESITE MEAN I S  0 .1268762  
DISTONCE FRnM G9 lUP GLAt l lTE  MFAU I S  1.319R004 
..................................................................................................................... 
NEAREST NEIGHBOR DECISION FOR UNKI IWN 1 9  5 3  10452LOH 
..................................................................................................................... 
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
I I J  1 .6000  9 )  0.8584 1 0 )  0.9794 8 )  0.5672 1 J 0.0353 
7.1 0.0010 31 -0.0983 41 -0.2075 
................................................. d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
GROUP NUHAER DISTANCE DECIS ION 
...........................................*......................................................................... 
AE'DESlTE 8 0 .1535% 0 0  
4NDESITE 7 0.71540E 0 0  
ANDESITE 1 0.84807E 0 0  
AWES I T E  3 0.98209E 0 0  
AftOESITE 9 0.10195F 0 1  
...................................................................................................................... 
OlSTbhlCE FROM GRnUP ANCIESITE MEAf! I S  1.4390135 
DISTbNCE FRCM GROUP GRAtI lTE YEA" I S  3.5942011 
UFIGHTEO X V A L I I F S :  
1 1 )  1.2747 91 0 .6679  1 0 1  O.R l41  R I  0 .3546  1 1  0.3190 
2 1 0.2647 3 1  0 .0?h7  4 1  0 . 0 2 5 9  
GOOUP NUki lEQ OISTAbICE 0EC1510FI 
.............................................................................. "......................-....".-**.*..-o"-- 
4bJflESITE I 0 .85224E-01  
ANUFSITE 1 0.23941E 0 0  , 
4NOESITE 7 0.24695E 0 0  
AblDESITF 9 0.27607F 0 0  
ANDESITF 10  0 .39196F 0 0  
.......................................................................................................................... 
DISTANCE FQOY GROUP ANOESITF !'€AN I S  0 .3436835  
DISTANCE FROM GROUP GRANITE YEAN I S  1.8330479 
...................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................... 
NEAREST NEIGHBOR DECISION FOR UNKNOWFI 1 9  5 3  11058L0W 
*******************************************************************************************4*************************~ 
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
1 1 1  0 .7839  9 1  0.5572 101 0.4574 81  0.4878 1 1  0.2730 
2 I 0.2209 3 1  0.2050 4 1  0.1718 
GPnUP NUMBER DISTANCE DEClS ION 
...................................................................................................................... 
AElDESITE 3 0.57938E-01 
AYOESITE 9 0.26808E 0 0  
AEICES I T E  I 0.28056E 0 0  
ANDESITE 7 0.44187E 0 0  
AElOESITE 4 0 .48251F 0 0  
...................................................................................................................... 4 
DISTANCE FROY CQOUP ANDESITE MEAV I S  0.1979795 
DISTANCE FROY GQOUP G9CNITF UEAN I S  1 .4756746  
GPOUP NUMPER I)! STAtlCC IOCCIS 1114 
........................................................................................................................ 
AtIOESI TE 2 0.20923E 01, 
GPbNITE 9 0.38294E 0 0  
ANOESITE 6 0 . 4 1 L h 4 f  0 0  
At IOESITE 4 0.47134E 0 0  
GRAY l T E  8 0 . 6 0 3 0 7 ~  n o  
....................................................................................................................... 
OISTANCF FRQH GROCJP ANDESITF PFAN I S  0 .5964222  
DISTANCE FRW4 GQqlJP G'i4NITE YEAN I Z  0 .6689354  
*~tl*~~*~*t*l~**t*t*****~~*****C**t*tttt*t1.tL~*t*t****~***t*f*t4tt*~**4t*t~dtt*I******t1**t***1*1*bb***L***bb*1*b**O~ 
tb**t*tbf*+*14****$tttftt*Ct**ttOtti.*t*t***********$**************C*****~***************************b********b*bbb*b* 
'1EAREST NEIGHBOR DECISION FOR UNKNOHN 1 9  5 3  l l 6 6 b L I l W  
tC*~t+t****tt*l;*tt*ttt****tC1tt**ttffte**~*$**5$****************~******~*****b***~******C****************~********** 
HEIGHTEO X VALUES: 
1 1 1  -0.8603 91 -0.6036 1 0 )  -0.4137 8 )  -0.5684 1 1  -0,1645 
21 -0.1319 3 )  -0.2627 4 1  -0.2237 
GROUP NUMBER DISTANCE DECIS ION 
..................................................................................................................... 
GRANITE 2 0.39219E 0 1  
CRAPIITE 9 0.40153E 0 1  
AdtDESITE 5 0.43994E 0 1  
ANDES l T E  b 0.48289E 0 1  
CEAYITE 6 0.51866E 01  
...................................................................................................................... 
DISTLNCE FPflM GROUP ANDLSITE MFPN I S  6.3591042 
DISTAHCE FR'IV GROUP GRANITE PEW' I S  4 .9968576  
............ ..................................................................................................... 
DISTANCE FRCM GROUP ANOFSITE MEbN I S  6 .6592703  
DISTANCE FROM GRCUP GRANITE WEAN I S  5 . 0 3 5 0 8 4 7  
f t t f * * + * t r t t * t * + $ t + 8 t t I t * * t * * * * * * * * * * * U 8 * 8 * * * * * * $ * * * % $ * 8 * * * 8 * b * * b * * * ~ * $ * * * ? * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * b 8 * * * $ * * * * * * * * 8 t  
******************************************$****************************$*~******$***$******************************uu~ 
YEAREST NEIGHBDR DECIS ION FOR UYKNDWN 1 9  53 1 2 2 7 2 L 0 9  
t f * t * t ~ * l t ~ t * * * t ~ l * t 8 * ~ * $ ~ t * * t ~ t t * ~ ~ * I t ~ ~ * ~ $ * * t 4 * * ~ ~ ~ * * 4 t ~ ~ * t ~ ~ ~ ~ * t * f ~ ~ ~ $ * * 8 l t 9 * ~ ~ * 1 ~ 3 $ ~ ~ t ~ f * * * f t * 4 ~ * * * * ~ ~ ~ * * * U ~ * * * * ~  
HEIGHTED X VALUES: 
I 1 1  -0.9180 91 -0.9006 101 -0.6828 8 1  -0.6154 1 1  -0.2118 
2 I 0 .0694  3 1  -0.1669 4 1  -0.2527 
G W ~ U P  NUMBER DISTANCE OEC IS ION 
...................................................................................................................... 
GPAUITE 2 0.40764E 0 1  
A W E S  I T E  5 0.43480E 0 1  
G R I N I T E  9 0,44356F 0 1  
GPAYITE 6 0 .55077E 0 1  
GPPNITE 8 0.57460F 01 
.................................................................................................................. *..* 
DISTANCE FPnM GROIJP ANDESITE CEAY I S  7 . 4 2 2 1 6 5 9  
DISTANCE FROW GROUP GRANITE UEAV I S  5 .4781017  
WFIGHTEI, X VLLIIES: 
111 1 .HZ51 9 1  -0.3569 101 0.1990 81 -0.6444 1 1  -0.1480 
21 -0.4361 31 -0.2606 41 0.0339 
GPOIJP NUMREP I l ISTA~lCE OECISION 
.............................................................. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . " ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ > ~ v ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ s = :  
GPAMITE 7 0.11554E 01 
GPANlTF 3 0.15057E 0 1  
GPAhllTF 5 0.25874E 0 1  
GPAYITE 1 0.29762E 0 1  
IItIOESITF 4 0 .33092t  0 1  
.'.........,..,.,....,......*.........................................................................,..........~...... 
DISTANCE FPOM GROUP 2NDESITE HEAY I S  4.0997238 
OISTINCE FROM GROUP GRANITE MFbY I S  3.1250610 
E E * ~ t * ~ * d ~ E * 4 ~ ~ f * ~ ~ ~ * * e t * * E I f * ~ ~ ~ 4 E * * * * * f * E ~ * * ~ * * * E * * * E * * * * E ~ ~ E E * E E ~ ~ * ~ * * * ~ ~ * ~ * * * * E E ~ * * * * * E * * * * * * E * E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * U * ~ E b E E * E U E * ~  
* E * E E E ~ * E ~ * E ~ ~ E E ~ * E E t E E ~ E ~ E E E E ~ ~ * ~ * E E 4 * E ~ E 4 ~ E E * ~ E * E * E * E * E ~ * * ~ * * E ~ ~ * E ~ * E E ~ * E E E * * E * ~ * E ~ E E E E E U E ~ * E E * E * E U E ~ * * U 8 ~ ~ * E * ~ U ~ * * '  
NEAREST NEIGHBOR CECISlON FOR UNKNDHN 1 9  53 l2879LOW 
~~~**~*~t**~~*~E*t~E~**~~tE8******~***E*E***~~**EEE~***~****E~*E~*4E**E*E***E****E*********E****~E**E*EE**~8*E~**EE**~ 
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
111 0.8001 91 -1.2442 101 -0.8045 81 -1.5072 1 1  0.5806 
2 I 0.5388 31 0.3399 41 0.1580 
...................................................................................................................... 
GROUP NUMBER DISTANCE DECISION 
...................................................................................................................... I 
ANDESITE 5 O.18171F 01 
GRANITE 4 0.28525E 0 1  
GRANITE R 0.30600F 0 1  
GRANITE LO 0.33206E 0 1  
GRANITE 3 0.34576E 0 1  
.....................................................,................................................................ 
DISTANCE FRO4 GROUP AI.II)FSITF MEAN 1 1  7.3248291 
OISTANCF FRO4 GROUP GRIt i lTE qEAV I S  3.4817190 
GDCllV Nl IHPFP I I IST4 I lCE  DFC ISlflQ 
....................................................................................................................... 
DISTANCF FROM GROUP ANDESITE MEAN 15  1 .8259659  
DISTANCE FRnM GROUP GQANITF WEAN I S  0 . 9 0 7 2 0 1 8  
***4***********u+********u******u*u*********u***************u*****u***************b*********4***4********************* 
t ~ U * f * f * * * * * * * 9 U * ~ $ ~ i l f ~ ~ ~ U E ~ ~ * ~ f ~ I t d ~ ~ ~ * 4 ~ ~ * ~ P t ~ ~ t * * ~ * t d f ~ ~ 4 * * * * * * * * * ~ * ~ ~ * U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ * * U * ~ ~ * * * * * * * * * * ~ * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * ~ * * *  
NFARFST kF lGHR0R DEClS l f lN  FOR VEIKNOWN 1 9  5 3  13485LOH 
******************u***************************uu**uu****************************************************************** 
WEIGHTED X VEIUES: 
1 1 )  0.1264 9 )  -0 .8166  1 0 )  -0.6182 8 )  -1.1018 1 1  0 .8825  
2 )  0.4862 3 1  0 .1573  4 )  -0.1865 
GPOOD NIISBER DISTANCE DEC I S  ION 
...................................................................................................................... 
bNDES I T €  5 0 .84220E 0 0  
GRAMITE 9 0.21032F 0 1  
GPAI I ITE  1 0  0.24145E 0 1  
GPANITF 8 0.24867E 0 1  
GPABIITE 2 0 . 2 6 0 R I F  0 1  
...................................................................................*........................*..,......* 
DISTANCE FROM GRnUP ANDESlTE MEAN I S  5 .3383589  




NFIQFST hlF1T,HRlF CFr 1SIOtI  F('Q IINPIIOH'I 19 5 7  1 3 7 8 9 L n H  
t l * d l l t * * * l b t l l l b l l ~ ~ d * * * * I ) i * * ' I I * . I * * * d ( i * 1 ~ * $ * * ~ ~ * ~ * t * ~ * * * * * ~ * ~ $ * * * * b * * * * * * * $ * * ~ ~ * * * $ * * ~ $ * * j * * ~ ~ * * ~ ~ * * * * * ~ * ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ * ~ * * ~ * ~ ~ *  
GROUP bllJYPCR D l  ST?biCF OEC I S  I O N  
............................................................................... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . - " . * * * ' - v . " . s "  
GRANITE 2 0 .6L275E 0 0  
GPAYITE 6 0.850G4F 0 0  
ANDES ITE 5 0 . 2 2 8 5 7 ~  n l  
AN OF SIT^ 7 0.73511E 0 1  
GP.AN I T  E 9 0.29023E 0 1  
.................................................................. e..................................................... 
DISTANCE FROY GRnUP ANDESITE MEAN I S  4 .6409874  
U I S T I N C E  FWOH GRnUP G9ANITF MEAY I S  3 .01h1753  
*u***********u************uu***u****u*uuu*4u**4**u***u*****uuu*u***t*u*uu*uu**u***u*u**uu**u*uuu******uu*******uu*uu** 
*U*U*U*UUUU*~* t *b4~U** *UU~U*~U*U**4* * *UbUb*UU**UU%%*UU*U**U~U** * * * * * *~UUUUU~U*U*~* * * * * * *UU*b*U**b~* *U* *UU**UUU**U*U**~  
t4EAREST NEIGHBOR DECIS ION FOR I INKNWN 1 9  5 3  14397LOU 
*********u*****+***u******4u**uuu******u*u*u*uu*u*u****uu*u*uu**u*u***u*******uu***u******u******u*uu**********u**u*** 
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
1 1 1  0.3978 9 1  -1.0987 1 0 1  -0.7184 8 )  -0.9994 1 1  0 .7347  
2 I 1.2204 3 1  1 .2404  4 1  1 .0431  
GROUP NUVRER DISTAYCE D E C I S I n N  
.....................................................................................,...........,.................... 
4taDESITE 5 0.25801E 0 1  
GRANITE 2 O.Zh730E 0 1  
GPANITE b 0 . 3 3 0 0 l F  0 1  
GPAVITF  8 0 .41044F  0 1  
GPAI I ITE  9 0.50402F 0 1  
....................................................................................................................... 
IDISTANCE FPnM GRnUP ANDESITE MFPN I S  8.3749752 




hIrARC<T EIF IGHD'1R 0EC1 5ICIbl FOR IINK'IOWN 19 53 14701LlJW 
* * ~ $ L I * t l ~ 4 l t * ~ L I I P I t I I I * * t ( I t t 4 * ( i t * t t * 1 * * * * ~ * ~ 8 * * * * * * * ~ 8 * * * ~ * * ~ * ~ ~ * * ~ * t t * * * * ~ ~ $ * * * * * * * * * ~ * $ * * ~ * * * * U ~ b * * * * * * $ * ~ ~ * ~ * $ * * * ~ $  
HEICHTCD Y V A L I I E Z :  
1 1 )  -0.6504 91 -1.3231 101 -1.0464 81 -1.3348 1 )  0.9963 
2 1 0.9889 11 0.8973 41 0.1112 
........................................................................................................................ 
DISTANCF FPOM GROUP ANDESITE NEAtI I S  11.8577403 
DISTANCE FROM GOOUP GPANITF WEAN IS 7.7945690 
t f l t*t*t tU*U*4U88l*8********8*ttt**f*8U**UU8**8******U88U8****U*8**$*8***4**********4********8**********UU*8***********  
$ $ 4 U t ~ ~ U ~ 8 4 4 $ + * U 8 4 4 ~ 4 ~ U * * ~ U 8 ~ * ~ ~ 4 ~ 8 ~ ~ U * * U U 4 * 4 * U ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ * ~ * 8 8 * * * 8 U $ U ~ b U * * * * ~ * 8 8 * U 4 4 ~ 8 ~ 8 ~ U U U U 8 * * * ~ * * 8 ~ ~ 8 * * * * ~ * * * U * * ~ * * * * * * *  
NEAREST FlElGHBOR DECISION FOR UNKNDUN 1 9  53 15003LOU 
t * * t f t t48+44U* t l f t *3 t8U*U** * *8 * t * * t *1 *448* * * * * * * * *U* *8* * *8 *8U*8UUU*UUUU*$* * * * * * * * *4 * * * * *4 * *U*+~88* * * * * *8 *8* *8 * * *8 * *88* *  
UFIGHTED X VALUES: 
111 0.7306 9 1  -0.6811 101 -0.6652 81 -0.7899 11 0.5727, 
21 0.3821 3 )  0.2243 41 0.0813 
GROUP NUMBER DISTANCE OEC IS ION 
......................................................................................................................... 
ANDESITE 5 0.69688F 0 0  
GRANITE 9 0.10558E 0 1  
GPANITE 8 0.10618F 0 1  
GRANITE 10 0.12410E 0 1  
GP4EIITE 4 0.15971E 0 1  
........................................................................................................................ 
OISTANCE FRPM CROUP ANDESITE MFAV IS 3.5348406 
DISTANCE FRnH GROUP GRANITE MEAN I S  1.2433958 
* * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * l * : * $ * * * * * * C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  VIL-92 
*l* f * *+* l * * * * * * * * * * , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *~** * * * * *~** * *4** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
NFAREST NF1GHRr)R O E C I S l O l l  FOR WIKNOWN 1 9  53  15610LOk  
11~*14*1bt*lll*1*~*tId**14fL*B****I*IItf******$***~****~**$**$4***~**********4*$U**U**~4*****4~*~*~~~~**~~4**$$**4E**** 
GPOIJP NlJYPEP DISTANCE DECIS ION 
........................................................................................................................ 
ANDESITE 5 0 . 3 4 1 4 5 E  0 0  
GQANITF 4 O.RZ2OlF 0 0  
GPANITE 1 0  0 .1019bF  0 1  
GQANITF  8 0.10806E 0 1  
G R I N I T E  9 0.12197E 01 
........................................................................................................................ 
D l  STANCF FPPY 6RflUP ANDES1 TC MEAN I S  3.4977875 
D lSTbNCE FPOM GROUP GQLNITE UEbN I S  1.113706b 
...................................................................................................................... 
tt*t~t*o*ut**tt********t*******t**~*e***************8********8*******8********~****************8*8*******************~ 
NEAREST NEIGHBOR DECIS ION FOR UNKNOWN 19 5 3  15914LOH 
...................................................................................................................... 
WEIGHTED X VALUES: 
1 1 )  1.0840 9 1  -0.3433 1 0 1  -0.0580 8 1  -0.7508 1 1  0 .6131  
2 1  0.3890 3 )  0.2825 41 0.1358 
...................................................................................................................... 
GROUP NllMPER OISTANCE OECIS ION 
....................................................................................................................... 
DISTANCE FFPY GROUP ANDESITE MEAN I S  1 .7185826  
DISTANCE FROP GROUP GRAIt ITE 9EPY I S  0 . 2 6 3 4 5 3 4  
i 0  1 2 9 5 7 2  
0 . 6 0 7 6  0 . 5 7 0 0  O . h I 9 5  0.4794 0 , 6 0 0 7  0 . 4 7 8 2  0.4017 0 - 3 6 5 1  
n . 0 8 5 8  0 . 1 6 0 7  0 . 0 4 0 q  0 -L3?0  0 . 2 2 1 5  0 . 3 3 3 3  0 , 3 2 0 5  0e0Z88  
i l .  3274 0 . 5 5 5 6  2 9 4 9  
i i . n " P 0  0 . 4 1 1 1 ~  
- i l . - l l o  - 0 . 3 2 5 3  
P.59'10 1 . 1 6 3 0  
1'1 5 3  'h ' lh  
0 .0 '452  O.65Rq 
-('.'ii? - 0 . 7 0 5 i  

- 1 . I h 1 0  - Q . 4 1 2 ?  
l q  53 15,107, 
11.11410 1'.6r~!17 
- n . 5 5 f l 4  - 0 . 7 6 7 . )  
I .  7 1 1  0.9677 
1'' 5 %  1 5 6 1 0  
11.'1941 r). 7UHLI 
' 1  I l l  - 0 . 5 2 0 7  
11. I IT,, n. q l o c x  
1'1 'i! 1 5 9 1 4  
".11771 0 . 5 1 2 7  
- n . x ~ w  - 0 . 5 5 7 ~  
0 . 3 0 4 7  1 . 2 4 4 5  
C ' I C P r j P  O R  
r I ' ' I C I ,  
I' 
i)hTb I ' iD'lT t'r* CARDS 


















L 5 0 .39926 
16 0.44399 
















1 I 0.24260 




r V E 0  THE C , U n l J P C  IISEn IF1 THE AYALYSISI 
UNKNOW 
16 0.42657 0.20927 
1 7  0.38644 0.96699 
1 8  0.30685 0.53594 





2 0.09522 0.10266 
3 0.10245 0.11242 
4 0.04725 0.05752 
5 0.03183 0.04557 
6 0.01890 0.01739 
7 0.01838 0.01055 
8 0.02692 0.02499 
9 0.00875 -0.00003 
10 -0.00875 -0.00342 
1 1  -0.02920 -0.02344 
12 -0.06647 -0.04529 
13 -0.06413 -0.04536 
1 4  -0.06668 -0.06114 
15 -0.05719 -0.05998 
16 -0.05421 -0.06641 
1 7  -0.07319 -0.08183 
18 -0.08404 -0.08035 
WITHIY GPnllPS CflPRFLbTIP*I YbTFlX 




7 0.89R51 1.00000 
0.711147 0.Yo771 
4 0.49161 0.67543 
5 0 .21Rhl  0.44135 
6 0.17078 0.16716 
7 ? . I 7 1 1 2  0.17P77 
8 0.7497) 0.71934 
~ . 0 h ? 8 b  -0.non76 
L O  -? .nno iL> -0.0171h 
1 I -0 .  >~114, - i , . ? 4 l q ?  
1' -0.55143 - n . ~ r v t o  
II -0.53563 -0.7131.1 
li -0.5U541 -0.52537 
17 -".,+050: -fl.%3hO0 
SUBPROBLEY 1 
F-LEVEL  FOR INCLUSION 0.0  
F - L E V E L  FOR D E L E T I O N  0 .0  
TnLEQANCE LEVEL  0.0 
CONTROL VALIJFS llllllllllllllllll 
STEP NUYBEP 0 
V A R I A B L E  ENTERED 
VARIABLES  NOT INCL l lDED AND F TO ENTEP - DEGREES OF FREEDOM 1 1 8  
STEP NOMREP 1 
V A R I P B L E  ENTERED 1 3  
V A R l b B L E S  INCLUDED AND F T'l REYOVE - DEGREES CF FREEDOM 1 1 8  
1 3  1 4 . 2 5 6 7  
V b R l P R L F S  NOT INCL l lOED bND F TO Et lTEP - DFGREES OF FREEDOM 1 1 7  
I J -STAT IST  I (  0 . 5 5 R 0 2  DEGCFES OF FREED'lM 1 1 1 8  
4PP9nX1 '44TF  F 1 4 . 7 5 6 7 0  OFGPFES I1F FREEOnM I 18.00 
F !AAT@lX - DEGREES OF FREEDn'J  1 1 8  
FIJNCTInh!  
t L t n ~  c GPAEIIT 
VAQ I &A1 F 
1 3  0 . 9 4 1 8 9  - 3 . 4 6 1 7 4  
GROUP 
Ab:UES 
GRL I ' IT  
l lNKLIOl l  
N I I Y B F Q  f lF CASES C L  A S S I F I E D  !+!TO GR'SlP - 
Ah'DE5 GRA l l fT  
9 1 
1 9 
1R 2 3  
STEP t1UMRFR 3 
V A R t A 8 L E  ENTERED 7 
V A R l b R L F S  IFICLUDED AllO F TO PEHOVE - DEGPEES OF FREEDOM 1 1 6  
7 1.7906 1 2  2.4817 13 1 4 . 4 5 2 9  
VARIABLES NCIT INCLl lOEO A l l 0  F TO EElTEP - DEGREES OF FREEDOM 1 1 5  
U - S T A T I S T I C  0 . 4 0 4 7 7  DEGPEES OF FREEDON 3 I I 8  
APPPnXXVATE F 7 . 8 4 4 5 3  DEGREES OF FRFEOOH 3 16 .00  




G Q h * J I T  7 . 8 4 4 5 0  
NIJMBEP P F  CASES r L P S S I F I E 0  I N T O  GROUP - 
b'lOES GPANlT 
cnn ! lP  
STEP hiUHBER 4 
V h R l b R L E  ENTEPEO 9 
7 5 .3054  9 7 . 3 0 0 9  I 2  5.1355 1 3  19 .3398  
VAF IARLES N"T I f 'CLI I I IED Atin F Tn Ef lTFP - DEGREES OF FREED014 I 1 4  
F I I r T l n b l  
A\DF 5 GQA I l l  
V b F  l h H L E  
7 O " 6 2 3 5  10.0<4-17 
I 3 7 2  -6.077hO 
I ?  - 5 . 1 1 5 7 8  9 . 1 5 R  
13 4 . 1 ' 1 7 ~ 9  -,.(I?(' 
v h ~ ~ i , ? , t f S  ! N i  L l i i j t i :  n l1 i1  F 10 P t " 1 V E  - O E G P F E S  n F  F P E E D O Y  1 14 
7 7.311Yc)  '4 7.<>1155 I 1  4.1027 1 2  1.6711 
V h F  I t i l L F C  t i r ' l  I f  f ~ l l l l f D  b 1 ' 0  F TO F f ' T E F  - D E G P F E S  OF F O F E O n U l  1 1 3  
F I J I I C T  I O N  
AblOES G R A t l l l  
V A R l A 8 L E  
7 0.15769 13.01744 
9  2.56081 -13.50622 
1 1  -2.64763 12.95256 
I 2  -J+.h72?I  L-98874 
1 3  5.24543 - 13.19482 
HIJMPtP n F  C I S E S  C I L ? S I F I E D  I N T O  G G W P  - 
A W E S  G 1 L p I l T  
SRi111P 
S T E P  N U M B E R  6 
Y A R I A & F  E L I T F n E U  5 
V h P I A O L F 5  I b I C L U O E D  AND F 10 REMOVE - O E G P E E S  OF F R E E D O M  L 1 3  
1  0.8327 3  0.0732 6 0.0155 10 0 . 4 4 6 3  
2 0 .0192 4 0.4021 8 0.0559 14 0.5492 
U - S T A T I S T I C  0.17305 O E G P F E S  OF F R E E D O M  6 1 1 8  
b P P 2 l i X I U b T E  F  10.35399 O F G R F F S  OF F R E E D O M  6 1 3 . 0 0  




Gf'Ctt I T  10.35393 
FIJVCT Ill- 
AUDES G R A N I T  
V A W l I R L E  
5 5.17418 -15.251335 
7  -7 .68829 36-744-5  
9 9.59629 -34.25343 
I  I -8.18750 28.99440 
12 -5.07504 4.17677 
1 3  7.79112 -20. '0781 
C n N S T A N T  
-0.RLWI -5.78427 
uii i .mt~ n: C S T F <  r l t s s I : I E n  1 1 1 ~ 0  G G ~ ~ J P  - 
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In attempting to analyze, on 
digital computers, data from basically 
continuous physical experiments, 
numerical methods of performing fa- 
miliar operations must be developed. 
The operations of differentiation and 
filtering are especially important both 
as an end in themselves, and as a pre- 
lude to further treatment of the data. 
Numerical counterparts of analog de- 
vices that perform these operations, 
such as RC filters, are often considered. 
However, the method of least squares 
may be used without additional corn- 
putational complexity and with con- 
siderable improvement in the informa- 
tion obtained. The least squares cal- 
culations may be carried out in the 
computer by convolution of the data 
points with properly chosen sets of 
integers. These sets of integers and 
their normalizing factors are described 
and their use is illustrated in spectro- 
scopic applications. The computer 
programs required are relatively sim- 
ple. Two examples are presented as 
subroutines in the FORTRAN language. 
HE PRIMARY OUTPUT of any esperi- 
T m e n t  in which quantitative 
information is to be extracted is infor- 
mation which measures the phenomenon 
under observation. Superimposed upon 
and indistinguishable from this informa- 
tion are random errors which, regardless 
of their source, are characteristically 
described as noise. Of fundamental 
importance to the experimenter is the 
removal of as much of this noise as 
possible without, a t  the same time, 
unduly degrading the underlying in- 
formation. 
In much experimental work, the infor- 
mation may be obtained in the form of 
a two-column table of numbers, A us. B. 
Such a table is typically the result of 
digitizing a spectrum or digitizing other 
kinds of results obtained during the 
course of an esperiment. If plotted, 
this table of numbers would give the 
familiar graphs of %T us. wavelength, 
pH us. volume of titrant, polarographic 
current us. applied voltage, NMR or 
ESR spectrum, or chromatographic 
elution curve, etc. This paper is con- 
cerned with computational methods for 
the removal of the random noise from 
such information, and with the simple 
evaluation of the first few derivatives 
of the information with respect to the 
graph abscissa. 
The bases for the methods to be dis- 
cussed have been reported previously, 
mostly in the mathematical literature 
(4, 6, 8, 9). The objective here is to 
present specific methods for handling 
current problems in the processing of 
such tables of analytical data. The 
methods apply as well to the desk 
calculator, or to simple paper and pencil 
operations for small amounts of data, as 
they do to the digital computer for 
large amounts of data, since their major 
utility is to simplify and speed up the 
processing of data. 
There are two important restrictions 
on the way in which the points in the 
table may be obtained. First, the points 
must be a t  a fised, uniform interval in 
the chosen abscissa. If the independent 
variable is time, as in chromatography 
or NMR spectra with linear time sweep, 
each data point must be obtained at  the 
same time interval from each preceding 
point. If it is a spectrum, the intervals 
may be every drum division or every 
0.1 wavenumber, etc. Second, the 
curves formed by graphing the points 
must be continuous and more or less 
smooth-as in the various examples 
listed above. 
ALTERNATIVE METHODS 
One of the simplest ways to smooth 
fluctuating data is by a moving average. 
In this procedure one takes a fised 
number of points, adds their ordinates 
together, and divides by the number of 
points to obtain the average ordinate a t  
the center abscissa of the group. Xest, 
the point a t  one end of the group is 
dropped, the nest point a t  the other end 
added, and the process is repeated. 
Figure 1 illustrates how the moving 
average might be obtained. \I7hile 
there is a much simpler way to compute 
the moving average than the particular 
one described, the following description 
is correct and can be estcnded to more 
sophisticated nlcthods will be seen 
shortly. This description is br*sed on 
the concept of a convolute and of a 
convolution function. The set of 
numbers a t  the right are the data or 
ordinate values, those a t  the left, the 
abscissa information. The outlined 
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Figure 1.  Convolution operation 
Abscissa points a t  left, tabular data a t  right. 
In box area the convolution integers, ci. Opera- 
tion i s  the multiplication of  the data points by the 
corresponding C;, summation of the resulting 
products, and division by a normalizer, resulting 
in a single convolute a t  the point Xo. The box 
i s  then moved down one line, and the process 
repeated 
block in the center may be considered 
to be a separate piece of paper on which 
are written a new set of abscissa 
numbers, ranging from -2 thru zero to 
+2. The C's a t  the right represent the 
convoluting integers. For the moving 
average each C is numerically equal to 
one. To perform a convolution of the 
ordinate numbers in the table of data 
with a set of convoluting integers, Ci, 
each number in the block is multiplied 
by the corresponding number in the 
table of data, the resulting products are 
added and this sum is divided by five. 
The set of ones is the convoluting 
function, and the number by which we 
divide, in this case, 5, is the normalizing 
factor. To get the next point in the 
moving average, the center block is slid 
down one line and the process repeated. 
The concept of convolution can be 
generalized beyond the simple moving 
average. In the general case the C's 
represent any set of convoluting 
integers. There is an associated 
normalizing or scaling factor. The pro- 
cedure is to multiply C-p times the 
number opposite it, then C-1 by its 
number, etc., sum the results, divide by 
the normalizing factor, if appropriate, 
and the result is the desired function 
evaluated a t  the point indicated by 
Co. For the next point, we move the set 
of convoluting integers down and repeat, 
etc. The mathematical description of 
thiu process is: 
The index j represents the running 
indcs of the ordinate data in the original 
data table. 
For thc moving average, each Ci is 
equal to onc and N is the number of 
convoluting intcgcrs. IIovvever, for 
many types of tluta the sct of all l's, 
which yirlds the avcrage, ih  not 
particularly uscf111. For esamplc, on 
going through a sharp pc:tk, tlic avcragc 
would tend to dcgrude the end of the 
peak. There are other tyl)c>s of smooth- 
ing functions which might be used, and 
a few of these arc indicated in Figure 2. 
Figure 2A illustrates the set where all 
values have the same weight over the 
interval-essentially the moving 
average. 
The function in Figure 2B is an 
esponcntial set which simulates the 
familiar RC analog time constant- 
i.e., the most recent point is given the 
greatest weight, and each preceding 
point gets a lesser weight determined by 
the law of exponential decay. Future 
points have no influence. Such a 
function treats juiure and past points 
differently and so will obviously intro- 
duce a unidirectional distortion into the 
numerical results, as does the RC 
filter in an actual instrument. 
When dealing with sets of numbers in 
hand, and not an actual run on an 
instrument where the data is emerging 
in serial order, it  is possible to look 
ahead as well as behind. Then we can 
convolute with a function that treats 
past and future on an equal basis, such 
as the function in Figure 21). Here the 
most weight is given to the central 
point, and points on either side of the 
center are symmetrically weighed 
exponentially. This function acts like 
an idealized lead-lag network, which is 
not practical to make with resistors, 
capacitors, and so on. 
The usual spectrum from a spectro- 
photometer is the resultant of two con- 
volutions of the actual spectrum of the 
material, first with a function represent- 
ing the slit function of the instrument, 
which is much like the triangular con- 
volute shown in Figure 2C, and then this 
first convolute spectrum is further 
convoluted with a function representing 
the time constant of the instrument. 
The triangular convoluting function 
could in many cases yield results not 
significantly different from the sym- 
metrical exponential function. 
Figure 3 illustrates the way in which 
each of these functions would act on a 
typical set of sl?ectroscopic data. Curve 
3.4 is replotted directly from the instru- 
mental data. I t  is a single sharp band 
recorded under conditions which yield a 
reasonable noise level. The isolated 
point just to the right of the band has 
the value of 666 on the scale of zero to 
1000 corresponding to approximately 0 
to  100% transmittance. This point is 
introduced to illustraie the eticci on 
thcse operations of a single point which 
hns a gross error. The numbers along 
the bottom are the digital value a t  the 
Figure 2. Various convolute functions 
A. Moving average. 6. Exponential func- 
tion. C. Symmetrical triangular function, rep- 
resenting idealized spectrometer slit function. 
9. Symmetrical exponential function 
lowest point of the plot, and one may 
consider that the peak goes down to 
34.2% transmittance. The base line at 
the top is a t  about 79%. 
Curve 3B is a nine-point moving 
average of the data. As expected, the 
peak is considerably shortened by this 
process. Especially interesting is the 
step introduced by the isolated error. 
In  effect, it h a  the shape of the boxlike 
convolute in Figure 2.4, which is exactly 
what one would expect from the con- 
voluting process (3). 
Curve 3C is for a triangular function 
which obviously forces both the peak it- 
self and the isolated error into a 
triangular mold. 
Curve 3 0  is the result of convoluting 
with the numerical equivalent of a 
conventional RC exponential time con- 
stant filter using only five points. The 
peak is not only shortened, but is also 
shifted to the right by one data point, 
or 0.002 micron and the isolated data 
point is symmetric in the same manner. 
The convolution with a symmetrical 
lead-lag exponential, as in Figure 3E, 
does not distort the peak but does still 
reduce its intensity. 
Kote that while all of these functions 
have had the desired effect of reducing 
the noise level, they are clearly unde- 
sirable because of the accompanying 
degradation of the peak intensity. 
METHOD O F  LEAST SQUARES 
The convoluting functions discussed 
so far are rather simple and do not 
extract as much information as is pos- 
sible. The esperimenter, if presented 
with a plot of the data points, would 
tend to draw through these points a line 
which best fits them. Kumerically, 
this can also be done, provided one can 
adequately define what is meant by 
best fit. The niost common criterion is 
that of least squares which may be 
sinlply stntrd as follows: 
A sct of pointh is to Lx fitted to some 
curvc--for ~?i~llii)le, the curve n5+3 4 
a2x2 + alx 4- = y. The a's are to be 
selected such that when each a b s c i ~ e  
point is substituted into this equation, 
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~11t:h group of SCVPII ~)oints, dropping one 1 , , /  . f-cvk 
a t  the Icft and picking 111) onc a t  the 
. . 
Figure 3. Spectral band convoluted 
by the various 9 point functions 
The number a t  the bottom of  each peok refers 
to the lowest recorded point, and is a meosure 
of the ability to retain the shape of the peok. 
A. Raw data with single isolated error point. 
8. Moving overage. C. Triangular func- 
tion. D. Normal exponential function. E. 
Symmetrical exponential function. F. Least 
squares smoothing function 
the square of the differences between 
the computed numbers, y, and the 
observed numbers is a minimum for the 
total of the observations used in deter- 
mining the coefficients. All of the 
error is assumed to be in the ordinate 
and none in the abscissa. 
Consider the block of seven data 
points enclosed by the left bracket in 
Figure 4. If these fall along a curve 
that can be described approximately by 
the equation shown, then there are 
specific procedures-which are described 
in most books on numerical analysis- 
io find the a's. One then substitutes 
back into the resulting equation the 
abscissa a t  the central point indicated 
by the circle. The value which is 
obtained by this procedure is the best 
value a t  that point based on the least 
squares criterion, on the function which 
was chosen, and on the group of points 
examined. 
This procedure can be repeated for 
Figure 4. Representation of a 7-point 
moving polynomial smooth 
right ~ficli time. 11 ho1ric:what 11~ter 
1)loc:k is intlicatctl lit tlw right. I n  thc 
usual c i ~ ~ ,  there is iounti 11 tliffarcbnt set 
of cocfficicnts for each group of seven 
points. 1Svcn wit.h a high-speed com- 
puter this is a tedious propos'tion a t  
best. 1 
Note, however, that finding the a 
coefficients is required only as a means 
for determining the final best value a t  
just one point, the central point of the 
set. A careful study of thc least squares 
procedure using these constraints, leads 
to the derivation of a set of integers 
which provide a weighting function. 
With this set of integers the central 
point can be evaluated by the con- 
voluting procedure discussed above. 
This procedure is exactly cquivalcnt to 
the least squares. It is not al)prosi~nate. 
The derivation is presented in 
Al)pendix I. For either a cubic or a 
quadratic function, the set of integers 
is the same, and the set for up to 25 
points is shown in Table I of Appendix 
I1 with the appropriate normalizing 
factors. A most instructive exercise is 
to tabulate a simple function such as 
y = zS over any interval, apply these 
smoothing convolutes and compare 
these new values with the original. 
The answers will be found to be exact. 
In Figure 38' this least squares eon- 
voluting procedure has been applied to 
the'data of Figure 3A, using a 9-point 
cubic convolute. The value a t  the peak 
and .the shape of the peak are es- 
sentially undistorted. As always, the 
isolated point assumes the shape of the 
convoluting function. The FORTRAN 
language computer program for per- 
forming this operation & presented in 
Program I of Appendix 111. 
Going beyond simple curve fitting, 
one can find in the literature on numeri- 
cal analysis a variety of least squares 
procedures for determining the first de- 
rivative. These procedures are usually 
based on interpolation formulas and are 
for data a t  any arbitrary interval. 
Again, if we restrict ourselves to evaluat- 
ing the function only a t  the center point 
of a set of equally spaced observations, 
then there esist sets of convolutinrr 
Figure 5. 9-Point convoluting functions 
(orthogonal polynomial) for smoothing 
and first, second, and third derivative 
Program I1 of -4ppendix 111 shows the 
use of these tables to obtain the coaf- 
ficients of a polynomial for finding the 
precise center of an infrarcd band. 
The shapes of the 9-point con- 
volutes for a fcvv of the functions are 
illustrated in Figure 5. Of special 
interest is the linear relation of the first 
derivative convolute for a quadratic. 
This is quite unique operationally be- 
cause in processing a table of data, only 
one multiplication is necessary for each 
convolution. The remainder of the 
points are found from the set calculated 
for the previous point by simple subtrac- 
tion. In Figure 6B is shown the first 
derivative of the spectrum in Figure 6A, 
obtained using a 9-point convolute. 
The derivatives are useful in cases 
such as our methods of band finding on 
a computer (7), in studies of derivative 
spectra, in derivative thermogavimet- 
ric analysis, derivative polarography, 
etc. 
CONCLUSIONS 
With the increase in the application of 
computers to the analysis of digit.ized 
data, the convolution nlethods described 
are certain to gain wider usage. With 
these methods, the sole function of the 
computer is to act as a filter to smooth 
the noise fluctuations and hopefully to 
introduce no distortions into the re- 
corded dst.a (8). . 
This problem of distortion is difficult 
to assess. In  any of the curves of Figure 
3, there remain small fluctuations in the 
- 
integers for the first derivative as well. 
(These actually evaluate the derivative 1 
of the least squares best function.) 3 !: 1 :; 
A complete set of tables for 
derivatives up to the fifth order for 
polynomials up to the fifth dcgree, using 
from 5 to 25 points, is presented in 
Apltendis 11. These are more than 
adequate for most work, since, if t.he 
points are taken sufficiently close to- , 
gether, then practically any smooth i 
curve will lcok more or !ess like rt 
quadratic in the vicinity of a peak, o 
like a cubic in the vicinity of a shoulder. 
More c0ml)lete tables can be found in A. Original spectrum. B .  First derivative 
the statistical literature (a, 4, 6, 9).  spectrum. 
Figure 7. Square root relation be- 
iween number of points and degree of 
smoothing 
A. Raw dato. 8. 5-Point smooth. C. 9. 
Point rmwth. 0. 17-Point smooth 
data. Are these fluctuations real, or, as 
is more likely, are they just a low 
frequency coniponent of the noise level 
which could not be smoothed? The 
question cannot be answered by taking 
just the data from a single run. How- 
ever, if one were to take more than one 
run, average these and then smooth, or 
smooth and then average, the computer- 
plus-instrument system could decide, 
since even low frequency noise will not 
recur in exactly the same place in 
different runs. Computer time is most 
efficiently used if the averaging is done 
prior to smoothing. 
Recent work ( I )  has shown the utility 
of simple averaging of a large number of 
runs in the enhancement of signa-to- 
noise ratios. The use of combined 
smoothing and averaging can con- 
siderably reduce the instrument time 
required, throwing the burden onto the 
computer which operates in a wholly 
different time domain. A character- 
istic of both procedures is that the noise 
is reduced approximately as the square 
root of the number of points used. This 
is illustrated for the smoothing case by 
Figure 7. At the upper left is the raw 
data, a t  the upper right a %point 
smooth, lower left 9 points, and lower 
right 17 points. If it is desired to 
iml)rove the hignnl-to noise ratio by a 
factor of 10, sirnl)lc uvcruging would 
rcquire u totul of 100 runs. Sinrilur 
iml)rovcment could be achieved by 
making only 16 runs plus a 9-point 
least squares smooth (average of 16 
runs s 4 X improvement, and 9-point 
smooth s 3 X improvement) or only 
4 runs plus a 25-point smooth (average 
of 4 runs E? 2 X improvement plus 25- 
point smooth r 5 X improvement). 
The distribution between the number 
of runs required and the number of 
points which mey be used for the 
smoothing is a function of the esperi- 
mental curve under examination. The 
minimum distortion will occur when the 
polynomial accurately describes the 
annlytical clnt:r, and iv i l l  deviatc ns the 
~rolyrrornial tlol)ni-ls froni thc true curve. 
'l'he best rcsults are obtainrd. when the 
data arc digitized a t  high densitics- 
kc., point,s vcry close togctlicr-and the 
nunibcr of points uscd in thc convolute 
is chosen to Ilc sm:tll enoug11 so that no 
more than one infl(,ciior! in the ol>scrvcd 
dntn is inc:lutlcd in any convolut.ion 
intorvnl. Our rcsu1t.s shonld be com- 
pared wit.h those :tchicv:~ble using con- 
ventional instrun1c:nt filtering. In a 
sense, wc! arc sul)stit,i~ting itlcalizcd 
filt.crs and filler-net,works for el(kctronic 
hardware such as rcsist,ors, contlcnscrs, 
servos, ct,c. If onc c1s:~rnines thc time 
relationshil)~, it  ~)rol)al,ly takes longer 
to get the information using (.he digitizer 
and thrn t.hc computer than with the 
analogous clrc:t.ronic network. Thcre is, 
very drfinitcly, the advant:~ge in the 
conil)uter of being able to vary the proc- 
essing complctcly unfettered by the 
practical restriction of real circuitry and 
servo loops. Note too, that this proc- 
essing can be done after the fact of data 
collection, and indeed several different 
procedures may be applied in order to 
assess the optimum. This is a real 
advantage in itself, and provides ample 
justification for use of the computer 
solely as a noise filter. However, the 
greatest utility of these methods comes 
in the pretreatment of data to be 
further processed, as in our bandfinding 
procedures, in any curvefitting opera- 
tions, in quantitative analyses, etc. 
This type of data processing, so far as 
computers are concerned, requires a 
relatively small amount of programming 
and relatively little use of the computer 
memory or of the computer's processing 
capability. Therefore, even accounting- 
type computers, such as the IBM 1401 
can be used to process data in this way. 
Furthermore, on such coniputers there 
is generally a high-speed line printer 
which can be turned into a relatively 
crude point plotter. On each line an X 
can be placed a t  the appropriate 
position to 1% of value, and the actual 
value is printed a t  the edge of the paper. 
The rate can be on the order of 10 lines, 
or points, pcr second. 
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APPENDIX I 
The general problem is formulated as 
follows: 
A set of 2m + 1 consecutive values 
are to be used in the determination of 
thn h s t  mca:tn square fit through these 
values of a polynomial of d e ~ ~ c e  n 
(n less than 2172 -+ I). This polynomial 
is of the form(: 
The derivatives of this polynomial are: 
Note that, in the coordinate system 
being considered, the value of i ranges 
from -m to +m, and that i=O at 
the central point of the set of 2m +1 
values. Hence, the value of the sth 
derivative a t  that point is given by: 
(g) = s!b., = a,. I1 
i - 0  
where 
The least squares criterion requires that 
the sum of the squares of the differences 
between the observed values, yi, and 
the calculated, fi, be a niinimum over 
the interval being considered. 
Minimizing with respect to bd ,  we have 
and with respect to bniz we have 
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and with respect to the general b, we 
obtain 
IIIc 
i - m  k - n  i - m  
bnkinr = yii' IVa 
i- - m  k - 0  i= - m  
Where r is the index representing the 
equation number which runs from 0 to 
, n (there are n + 1 equations). The 
summation indexes on the left side may 
! be interchanged-i.e., 
i - m  k-n k-n i - m  
k-0 i - - m  
I IVb 
and finally, since b* is independent of i, 
: - i - m  i r m  
i-m. 
S,+L = Pb v c  
i -  -m 
and 
i - m  
pt = i Q i  Vd 
i- - m  
Note that S,+b = 0 for odd values of 
r + k. Since S,+t exists for even 
values of r + k only, the set of n + 1 
equations can be separated into two sets, 
one for even values of k and one for odd 
values. Thus, for a 5th degree poly- 
nomial, where n = 5 
Sobm + S2bs2 +. S4ba =; Fo 
S2bm + S4bs2 + Ssbu = F2 VIa 
which can be used to solve for b60, b~l ,  
and bw, while: 
Szbs, + S4bs3 + Sebss ;= F1 
Sdbsl + S&3 + Ssbs, - F, VIb 
bbO, b42 = b62, 3rd bdr = L54 while the 
set Vlb has the same form for n= 6, so 
that b51 = t61, b63 = ~ G R ,  ant1 b65 = bas. 
In other wortls, b,, = b,+,., fog n and 8 
both even or for n ant1 s both odd. For 
example, to dotor~nir~e the third deriva- 
tive for the best fit to a curve of third 
(or fourth) order, we would hevs: 
from which bg3 = S Z F ~  - SaFl S2Se - 274' 
When, for instance, m = 4 (2m + 1 = 9 
points), we have from Vc that 
and 
which reduces to: 
I Vb which can be used to solve for bsl, b53, The coefficients of y i  constitute the 
k-o and bss. The set of equations in VIa has convoluting integers (Table VIII) for 
, where the same form for n = 4, so that b~ = the third derivative of a cubic poly- 
TABLE I 
CONVOLUTES SMOOTHING QUADRATIC C U B I C  A20 A30 
POINTS 2 5 2 3  2 L 19 17 15 13 11 9 7 5  
-12 -253  
-11 -138 -42 
-10 - 3 3 -21  
-09 ' 6 2 - 2  
-08 147 15 
-07 222 30 
-06 2 8 7 43 
-05 3 2 2 54 
-04 387 6 3 
-03 42 2 70 
-02 447 75 
-0 1 462 7 8 
0 0 46 7 79 
0 L 462. 78  
0 2 447 75 
0 3 422 7 0 
04 38 7 6 3 
0 5 322 5 4 
0 6 287 43 
0 7 222 3 0 
0 8 147 15 
09 6 2 -2  
10 - 3 3  -2  1 
11 -138 -42 
! Z  - -253 
NORM 5175  8 0 5 9  
VOL 36, NO. 8, JULY 1964 * I631 
T A B L E  I 1  
\ 
CONVOLUTES SMOOTHING DUAR T I G QUINTIC A40 A 5 0  
P O I N T S  2 5  2 3  2 1 19 17 15 13 11 9 7 %  
NORM 30015 6555 260015 7429 4199 46189 2431 429 429 231 
CONVOLUTES 1 S T  DERIVATIVE QUADRAT I C A21 
POINTS 25 23 
NORM 
'1632 8 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
I 
TABLE IV 
CQNVOLUTES 1ST D E R I V A T I V E  CUB l C QUART l C A31 A41 
P O I N T S  25 23 21 19 17 15 13 11 9 7 5  
- 1 2  
- 11 
-10 
-09 / -08 
, -07 





















I  TABLE V 
I 
! CONVOLUTES 1 S T  D E R I V A T I V E  ' Q U I N T I C  S E X l C  A 5 1  A61 I ) P O I N T S  2 5 2 3 2 1 19 17 15 13 11 9 7 5  
I 
CONVOLUTES 2ND DERIVATIVE 
POINTS 2 5  23 2 1 
TABLE V I  
QUADRATIC CUBIC A22 A32 
i 9 17 15 1 3  11 9 1 5  
TABLE V I I  
C ~ N V O L U T  ES 2ND DERIVATIVE QUART I C QUINTIC A42 A.52 
POINTS 2 5  23 2 1 19 1 7  15. 13 I1 9 7 5  
NORM 4292145 2812095 245157 490314 478686 277134 160446 16731 4719 9 9  3 
1634 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
TABLE V I E . 1  
CBNVOLUTES 3RD D E R I V A T I V E  CUBIC QUART1 C A33 A43 
NORM 296010 32890 86526 42636  3876 7956 572 858 198 6 2 
TABLE I X  




CBNVOLUTES 4VH DERIVATIVE QUARTIC %ihlIl\l%IC A44 A54 
CONVOLUTES 5TH DERIVATIVE QUINTIC SEXIC A55 A65 
POINTS 25 23 21 ' 49 17 : : 1 5  13 8 1  9 7 5  
' -12 -2 7 5 
-11 -500 -65 
- 10 -631 -1 16 -l41)6 
-09 -636 -141 -2444 -46 , 
-08 -50  L -132 -2819 -74 -55 
-07 -236 - 8 7 -2354 -79 -88 -675 
-06 119 -12 -1063 -54 -83 -1000 -2 0 
-05 4 8 8 77 7 8 8 -3 - 36 -75 1 -26 -4 
-04 7 5 3 152 261 8 5 8 39.  4 4 -11 - 4 -9 
-03 74 8 171 3468 , 98 104  9 7 9 1 8 1 -4 -% 
-02 2 5 3 7 6  1938 6 8 9 1 1144 33 6 11 4 
-0 1 -1012 -209 -3876 -102 -104 -1001 -2 2 -3 -4 -1 
90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1  1012 209 3876 102 104 1001 22 3 4 1 
0 2 -253 -76 -1938 -68 -91 -1144 -33 -6 -11 - 4  
03 -748 -b7L -3468 -98 - l o 4  -979 - 18 - 6. 4 5 
04 -753 -152 -2618 -r58 -39 -44 11  4 9 
0 5 -488 - 7 9 -788 3 36 751 26 4 
06 -119 12 1063 5 4 8 3 1000 20 
07 236 8 7 2 3 5 4  -7 9 8 8 695 
0 8 SOP P 32 2819 7 4 5 % 
09 636 14 1 2444 44 
1 0 631 P 16 1404 
NORM 1300650 l f 0 4 3 0  1931540 29716 16496 83980 886 52  26  2 
6 S U B R O U T I N E  SMOOTH -9  P O I N T  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  SMOOTH ( N v N D A T A e M e M D A T A l  
C 
G INPUTS 
6 N  NUMBER QF R A W  DATA P O I N T S  
t N D A T A  ARRAY !IF N  RAW DATA P O I N T S  STORED I N  H A I N  PROGRAM 
C DUMMY D I M E N S I O N  
C O U T P U T S  
6 M  NUMBER OF SMOOTHED DATA P O I N T S  = N-8 
6 MDATA ARRAY 3 F  M  SMOOTHED P O I N T S  STORED I N  M A I N  PROGRAM 
6 MAY BE SAME R E G I O N  I N  M A I N  PROGRAM AS N D A T A  
6: DUMMY D I M E N S I O N  
6 
D I M E N S I O N  N D A T A ( ~ ~ O ~ ) ~ M D A T A ( ~ O O O ) I N P ~ ~ ~  
C 
C I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  SEGMENT 
G 
M=N-8 
DO 10 1 ~ 2 9 9  
J = I - a  
10 N P ( I 1  = N D A T A ( J 1  
6 
6 SMOOTHIMG L O 0 9  
C 
DO 200 I = l r M  
J= I +8 
DO 11 K = l r 8  
KA = K + 1  
11 N P ( K ) = N P ( K A )  
N P ( 9 )  = V D A T A ( J )  
NSUM=59*NP(5)+54*(YP(4)+NP(61)+39r(NP(3)+NP(7)1+14*(NP~2)+NP(8))- 
121+(NP(  1 ) + N P ( 9 )  1 
M D A T A l I )  3 N S U M / 2 3 1  
200 C O N T I N U E  
L 
9999 R E T U R N  
G 
* E N D  
nomial determined from a least squares 
fit to 9 points. Since the value of aja 
is 3!ba3, the denominator in the above 
expression must be divided by 6  to get 
the normalizer of 198 found in Table 111. 
In all of the above derivations, it  has 
been assunled that the sampling interval 
is the same as the absolute abscissa 
, 
interval-i.e., &= 1. If not, the 
value of & must be included in the 
normalization procedure. Hence, to 
evaluate the sth derivative a t  the central 
point of a set of m values, based on an 
nth degree polynomial fit, we must 
evaluate 
i - m  
c -  - m  
a., = s!bntRI = VII 
L C e  N,, 
data has been smoothed. Thus, if 
we convolute using p points the first 
time, and m points the second, 
i - m  C Ci. ,m aslaIp 
i.. - m  (fl.,., = anIelm = Ax(%) N e l m  VIII 
i - m  j - P  
c i a , ,  C C j * l p P j  
i - m  j -P C C C i . p  C j . , p  Fi+i x 
; - - m  j-- 
P 
P  
&(*r+ .*d  N,,,  N . , p  . 
thus: 
Ced 
Note that since 89= 1, the interval is A -  - (m+p) 
of no concern in the case of smoothing. (f).,', = N A 
Repeated Convolution. The proc- where h = i + j 
ess of convol 
. -  ,-. if  desired. 
,.a ;-.? 
wish to further smooth a set of pre- i - m  j - p  
viously smoothed points, or to  obtain 
the derivative only after the raw 
d~ = C G C I  
a- - m  I - - p  
Equation XI shows that one need not 
go through the convolution procedure 
twice, but can do a single convolution, 
using 2(m+p)+l points, and a table of 
new integers formed by combining the 
C'S. 
For the case where a cubic smooth is 
to be followed by obtaining the quad- 
ratic first derivative using m = 2  and 
p=2:  
Ci = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, Ni  = 10 
C J j  = -3,-12, 17, 12, -3, N i  35 
c L 4  = C-&If-% = 6 
C-&'-I + C-1C'-a = 
- 3 6 + 3  - -33 
c L 8  = C-2Cfo + CoC'n + 
C-IC'-I = -34 - 12 -46 
vnt ? A  un Q l t ~ t v  I O A A  . 
PROGRAM 2 
* PUBROUTIhE CENTER L9RENZ 
t 
SUBROUTINE C E N T E I i N P D I V T r X p Y o T 9 A N S ~ O E N S )  
C 
C EOMPUTATIOW OF PRECISE PEAK POSITION AND INTENSITY USING 9 PQlNTS 
C TO A Q U A D R A T I C e Y = A 2 0 + A 2 1 X + r ? 2 2 X S Q ~  X=I-A21/2A22), I N  ORDER TO 
&. APPROXIMATE A LORENTZ CONTnURe VALUES ARE CONVERTED T O  ABSORBA'JCE 
e A N D  THE R E C I P R O C A L S  A R E  USED I N  D E T E R M I N I N G  THE COEFFICIENTS BY 
C ORTHBGBNAL POLYNOMIALS 
C 
DIMENSION NPDIMTf25)oDNS(9) 
Q O  DO 61 Is189 
IP=I+8 






A20=820/23 1 -s 












The following eleven tables contain 
the convoluting integers for smoothing 
(zeroth derivative) through the fifth 
derivative for polynomials of degree two 
through five. They are in the form of 
tables of A(,, where i is the degree of the 
polynomial and j is the order of the 
derivative. Thus, to obtain the third 
derivative over 17 points, assuming a 
fourth degree polynomial (A,.,), one 
would use the integers in the column 
headed 17 of Table VIII. 
APPENDIX Ill .  COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The programming of today's high 
speed digital computers is still an  art 
rather than a science. Different pro- 
grammers presented with the same 
problem will, in general, write quite 
different programs to satisfactorily 
accomplish the calculation. Two pro- 
grams are presented here w examples 
of the tcchniques discussed in this j,sper. 
They are written in the FORTRAN 
language, since this is one of the most 
widespread of the computer pro- 
gramming Innguagcs. Programmers 
wing othcr 1nngu:~gc.s should bc ablc to 
follow the logic clt~itc readily and make 
the appropriate translations. Each is 
written as a subroutine for incorporation 
into a larger program as required. 
Program 1 is a 9-point least squares 
smooth of spectroscopic data. The raw 
data has previously been stored by the 
main program in the region NDATA. 
Lines 1 through 25 are esplanatory and 
housekeeping to set up the initial con- 
ditions. The 9-point array N P  contains 
the current set of data points to be 
smoothed. The main loop consists of 
lines26 through 35. Theinner loop, lines 
28 through 30, moves the previous set of 
points up one position. The nest point 
is added by line 31. In lines 32 and 33 
the convoluting integers are multiplied 
by the corresponding data, and the 
products summed. In  line 34, the sum 
is divided by the normalizing constant 
and the resulting smoothed point is 
stored. 
Program 2 computes the precise peak 
position and intensity of a set of points 
which is known to contain a spectro- 
scopic peak. In ordcr to approximate a 
Lorentz contour (6))  values are con- 
verted to absorbance and the reciprocals 
of a polynomial (6) having the form: 
The center is a t  the point where z = 
-a21/2422. 
i 
The data points to be used are points 
9 through 17stored in thearray SPOINT 
999. In the loop lines 12 through 14,each 
l 
and may have any value from 30 through [ 
I of these points is converted to absorb- , 
ance, the reciprocal taken, and the re- 
sult stored in the array DSS. I I Since for azo and az2, the convolute , 
function is symmetric a b u t  the origin, j 
forming the sums P4 through P1 in lines ' 
15 through 18 shortens the computation. 1 
The first constant, 4 0  is found in line 1 
19, using the values of the !+point 
convolute from Table I, and normalized 
in line 20. I 
The value of azl is computed in lines - 
21-22 using the convolute from Table , 
I11 (first derivative-quadratic). Kote . 
that this is an antisymmetric function. 
Table VI furnished the constants for the 
computation of az2 in line 24. Xote I 
that the normalizing factor of 924 is 2! 
times the value given in the table. X 
is computed in line 26 and the corre- 
sponding vaiue of y is computed in line 
27 by substituting the appropriate 
values into the polynomial. The 
absorbnnce or optical density (DEXS) 
is, of course, the rcciprocal of y (line 3). 
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APPENDIX B 
Block Radiometer Conversion Formulas 
4 )  ($(A) i s  f i l t e r  t ransmission a s  func t ion  of A f i l t e r  
func t ion :  
Class M -- Multivariate Analysis APPENDIX C 
BMD07M 
STEP WISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
a. This program performs a multiple discriminant analysis in 
a stepwise manner. A t  each step one variable i s  entered 
into the se t  of discriminating variables. The variable entered 
is  selected by the f i rs t  of the following equivalent cri teria:  
(1) The variable with the largest F value (see  computational 
procedure). 
( 2 )  The variable which when partialed on the previously 
entered variables has the highest multiple correlation 
with the groups. 
(3)  The variable which gives the greatest decrease in the 
ratio of within to total generalized variances. 
A variable i s  deleted if i ts  F value becomes too low. The 
program also computes canonical correlations and coefficients 
for canonical variables. It plots the f irst  two canonical 
variables to give an optimal two-dimensional picture of the 
dispersion. 
b, The output consists .of: 
(1) Group means and standard deviations 
>(2) Within groups covariance matrix 
(3 )  Within groups correlation matrix 
(4) At each step: ' 
(a) Variables included and F to remove 
(b) Variables not included and F to enter 
(c) U statistic and approximate F statistic to test 
equality of group means 
(d) Matrix of F statistics to test the equality of means 
between each pair of groups 
(5) At certain specified steps and after  the last  step: 
(a) Discriminant functions 
(0) Classification m-atrix 
-2t4a- Revised: 6- 1-67 
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(6) For each case:  
(a) The posterior plobability of coming from each group 
(b) Square of the Mahalanobis distance from each group 
(7) Summary table, For each step of the procedure the 
following i s  tabulated: 
(a) Variable entered am: removed 
(b) F value to enter 09 remove 
(c) Number of variables included 
(d) U statistic 
(8) Eigenvdlues, canonical correlation, and coefficients of 
canonical variables 
( 9 )  Plot of the i i rs t  canonical variable against the second 
( 10) Residuals and canonical coefficients (optional) - 
I 
c. Limitations per problem: 
(1) p, number ol variables (1 < p < 80) 
(2) t, total number of groups - <; - < 80) 
(3) j, number of Variable Format Card(s) (1 - < j - < 16) 
d, Estimation of running time and output pages per problem: 
Number of seconds = .0006 p2(mp + 2n) + 60 (for IBM 7094) 
Nvnber of pages = . OZn(m + 2k) + . ~ l ( ~ ~ ~  + p2)+ p + 10 
where p = number of variables 
t = total number of groups 
, 
n = total number of cases 
rn = 1 if the canonical analysis i s  to be performed '. 
< 0 otherwise 
k = number of steps a t  which the cases a r e  to be 
classified 
2, ORDER O F  CARDS IN JOB DECK 
Cards indicated by letters enclosed in parentheses a re  optional. 
All other cards must be included in the order shown. 
a, System Cards [ htroduction, PV] 
be Problem Card 
c.  Covariance Weight Card(s) - - GOVAB 
$ 
D - v ~ i a a A -  A-1 -67 -214b- 
BMDOSM 
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d . Sample- size G;ard(s) 
e . Group Label Card( s)  
i. F-type Variable Format Card(s) [ lnatrcduetion, ID-C] 
g .  F-type variable format for alternate output 
(h, ) Data Input Cards 
(Place data input deck here  
if data input i s  f rom cards, ) 
i. Subproblem Card 
(j, ) Control-Delete Card . 
) 
< Repeat g. and (he ) a s  specified on Problem Card . 
. . . 
Repeat b, through (h. ) a s  desired. 
k, Finish Card [Introduction, III-D] 
3, CARD PREPARATION (SPECIFIC FOR TXIS PROBLEM) 
Preparation of the cards listed below is specific for  this program. 
All other cards  listed in the preceding section a r e  prepared according 
to instructions in the Introduction. 
b. Problem Card (One Problem Card for each problem) 
Y.' Col. 1-6 PRQ)IsLM (Mandatory) 
.? Gol. 7- 12 Alphameric problem name 
Gol, 13, 14 Numbe r of variables (1 - < p - < 80) 
Gol. 15,16 Number of groups (2 - < t - < 80) 




k. Finish Card repeated a s  
i, and (j, ) repeated (je Contr 01-Delete Card 
a s  specified on Problem 
i. Subproblem Card 




e. Group Label Card(s) 
c. Covariance Weight Card(s) 
b , Problem Card 
BMD07M 
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Gol, 23, 24 Number of groups to be plotted on each page if the 
canonical analysis i s  to be done, Leave blank otherwise, 
Col. 25-27 YES if group means a r e  to be printed. 
Col. 28-30 YES if standard deviations a r e  to be printed. 
Col. 31-33 YES if within groups covariance mat r ix  is to be printed, 
.. - -.  - 
- - 
Csl. 34-35 YES if within groups correlation matr ix  is to be printed, 
- - . . .. 
Col. 37-39 YES if weighting of covariance matr ix  is desired, 
Col. 40 Tape number of optional output for canonical variables.  
Col, 41, 42 NO if al ternate input tape is not to be rewound. 
Col. 43 Tape number of optional ol~tput for  coefficients of 
canonical variables . 
6. Covariance Weight Card(s)  
-- Col. 1-5 COVAR (Mandatory) 
Col. 6 Blank 
Col. 7-12 Weight for  f i r s t  group (keypunch decimal) 
Col. 13-18 Weight for  second group (keypunch decimal) 
. . *  
Col. 67-72 Weight for  eleventh group (keypunch decimal) 
Additional cards  may be used if needed, 
d, Sample-size Card 
Col. 1-6 . SAMSIZ (Mandatory) 
G s l .  7-12 Number of cases  in the f i r s t  group. 
@ole 13-18 Number of cases  in the second group. 
e e e  
Col. 67-72 Number of cases  in the eleventh group. 
If required, additional cards  of the same form a r e  used until all 
the groups a r e  specified. 
e ,  Group Label Card  
G s l ,  1-6 G P U B L  (Mandatory) 
Csl ,  7-12 Alphameric name of the f i r s t  group 
Gol, 13-18 Alphameric name of the second group 
Col. 67-72 Alphameric name of the eleventh group 
DMDO7M 
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If required, additional cards of the same form are used until 
a l l  the groups have been labeled. The f i rs t  non-blank character  
of each group name is  used for plotting. 
b .  Subproblem Card 
Col, 1-63 SUBPRP (Mandatory) 
Gol. 7-10 Maximum number of steps (if blank, 2p is assumed) 
-- 
Col. 11-16 F value for inclusion (F to enter). Keypunch 
decimal. (if blank, .0 1 is assumed) 
Col. 17-22 F value for  deletion (I? to remove). Keypunch 
decimal. (if blank, .005 is assumed) 
Col. 23-28 Tolerance level, Keypunch decimal. 
0001 is assumed) 
Col. 29-31. ontrol-Delete Card is  present. 
Col. 32-34 posterior probabilities a r e  to 
Cole 35b  36 A list  of integers. When the number of variables Col. 37,38 in the se t  of discriminating variables is equal to 
- 
one of these numbers, the discriminant functions 
a r e  printed, evaluated for each case and a 
... 
classification matrix is  printed. Gol. 71,72 
(j .) Control-Delete Card 
I 
Col, 1-6 GONDEL (Mandatory) 
Col. 7 Control value for  the f i rs t  variable 
Col. 8 Control value for the second variable 
Csl,  72 Control value for the sixty-si%th var ia'lale 
. . .  . * If zzqiiirqd, a seqcnd card of the same form is  used to specify 
control values fo r  the remaining variables. - The control 
specify the following: 
BMDBSM 
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0 o r  blank - Variable is not used for  this subp2oblern 
1 - F r e e  variable 
2 - Low level forced variable 
. 
9 - High level forced variable 
II% no Control-Delete Card i s  indicated on the Subproblem Card, 
a value of 1 will be assigned to each variable. 
4, COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
Natation: p = number of variables 
g = number of groups used fo r  the analysis. This 
excludes those with negative group s ize  (see  3.d. ) 
t = total number of groups 
nm = number of cases  in group m 
n = total number of eases  
x = value of variable i for  c a s e  k of group m 
mki 
Assume for  simplicity that the f i r s t  g of the t groups a r e  used for 
the analysis. 
The data a r e  read  and the following a r e  formed: 
mi n LP/ Group means = - mki 
m k=l 
Group standard deviations 
-214g- Revised: 6- 1 - 67 
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Within and total cross-product  matrices 
Within groups covariance matr ix  
Within groups correlat ion matr ix  
!. 
A t  each s tep  of the procedure the variables a r e  divided into two d i s ~ o i n t  
LSefs: those included in the discriminant functions and t,hose not included. Assume 
for simplicity that the f i r s t  r a r e  'included. 
11 W1 11 =1 
' L e t  W = =  and T = 
2 1 W2 21 =2 
where W and Ill a r e  r x r. I % 
Lee A 1 - 1 
. Iwzi  w l i l .  W22-W21 1 W12 I 
BMDO7M 
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The coefficients and constant t e r m s  of the discr iminant  functions a r e  computed: 
The $o$lowing s ta t i s t ics  a r e  computed: 
a) F values for  testing the differences between each pa i r  of groups 
( n - g - r t l )  n n r 
m I F - - C (cmi-cl i) (;mi-;li) m =  1 ,2 ,  . . . , g  
, - .  ,I r(n-g)(nm+ nl ) i= 1 1 = 1,2 ,  . . . , g  
with degrees  of f reedom r and n - g - r t l  
b) P values fo r  each  variable 
(1) If variable j has  been entered 
a . .  - b . .  
F = j b ;. J J 
with degrees  of f reedom g-  l and n- r -g+l  
( 2 )  If variable j has  not been entered 
b . .  - a . .  
F = j a:: 
I 
with degrees of f reedom g-1 and n-g-r  
Under the usual normality assumptions these a r e  the likelihood ra t io  
t e s t s  of the equality over a l l  g groups of the conditional distributiorz 0% 
variable j given the (remaining) entered variables. 
c) U stat is t ic  to t e s t  equality 0% group means 
1 
i with degrees of f reedom ( r ,  g-1,  n-g) 
I -214i- Revised: 6 -  b -67 
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4 Approximate F statistic to test equality of group means 
i ts  degrees of freedom a r e  rq and ms  + 1 - rq/2.  If 
either r o r  q i s  1 o r  2 the approximation i s  exact. 
. To move from one step to the next, one variable i s  added 
o r  removed from the discriminating se t  according to one of the 
following rules: 
a 1 If there a r e  one o r  more  variables which a r e  entered, 
have a control value of 1 and an F value less  than I F  
to remove I ,  the one with the smallest F will be deleted. 
I 
b) If no variable satisfies a )  and there a r e  one o r  more  
variables which have not been included, pass the tolerance 
test,  and have a control value greater  than 1, the one 
with the largest  control value and the largest  F among a l l  
those with the same control value will be included. 
C )  If no variable satisfies a )  or  b) and there a r e  one o r  more 
variables not entered which pass the tolerance test,  have 
a control value of 1 and an F value greater  than IF to enter I ,  
the one with the largest F will be entered. 
33 326 variable staisfies a), b) or  c ) ,  the process i s  terminated. 
The tolerance test  isused to maintain accuracy and may be controlled 
by the tolerance level on the Subproblem Card. A value of 





when the number of variables entered is equal tc: sne  
s f  the numbers indicated on the Subproblem Card and after  the 
las t  ~ t e p  the following a r e  computed for  -- l ,  2, .  , . , t; 
m =  % , 2 , . . * , g ;  k =  1 '2  ,...,PI : I 
a 1 Value of the mth $is cr iminant func tion evaluated a t  
ease kg sf  group I 
$) Posterior  probability of case k in group A? having,come 
from group m 
6) Square of Mahalanobis distance of case  k in group rn from 
group I 
This may be used as a chi-square variable with r degrees 
of freedom for clas sificatisn purporsed. 
At this point Let p denote the number of variables which 
a r e  included after the last  step and let W and T be their within 
and total sum of product matrices, Let B =: a' - W. The eigen- 
value problem 
is solved to find coefficients, u., of canonical variables and the  
1 
amount of dispersion X, explained by each canonical variable, 
1 
The vectors  are normalized so  that 
The canonical correlat ions of p l ,  p2, , . , relative to the groups 
are then computed P 
For each c a s e  the f i r s t  two canonical var iables  y and z are computed 
and plotted on a sca t t e rg ram J: 
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